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EPIGRAPH

There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally

breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on

according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most

beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.

– Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

From nano to micro: activity-driven self-organization of interphase chromatin

by

Achal Mahajan

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Sciences (Engineering Physics)

University of California San Diego, 2021

Professor David Saintillan, Chair

The central theme of the dissertation is to understand physical principles underly-

ing the dynamical self-organization of the genome in the cell across different length and

time scales. The inherently multiscale and out-of equilibrium nature of chromatin dy-

namics and compaction in the strongly heterogeneous nucleus has been addressed in this

work. The large-scale organization of chromatin – the functional form of DNA – is criti-

cal to transcription during which ATP-powered enzymes such as RNA polymerases must

physically access specific genes within a tightly-packed, micron-scale nucleus. In differen-

tiated cell nuclei, two major chromatin compartments – heterochromatin and euchromatin

– are spatially segregated, with transcriptionally active euchromatin loosely packed while

mostly silent genes are compacted into heterochromatin. Through the lens of an active

xxii



polymer model of chromosomes using Brownian dynamics simulations based on a boundary

integral formulation, along with a kernel-independent fast multipole method, we investi-

gate how large heterochromatic regions form and segregate through complex interactions

with euchromatin. Our model consists of a system of long flexible bead-spring polymers

representing chromosomes, which are confined to a spheroidal nucleus and composed of

alternating segments of active euchromatin and silent heterochromatin immersed in a vis-

cous solvent. Our simulations are applied to analyze the role of euchromatic activity on

nuclear dynamics and pattern formation, and demonstrate that active stresses and result-

ing nucleoplasmic flows serve to enhance heterochromatin segregation and compaction by

promoting interactions and subsequent crosslinking between distant genomic segments.

Moving to nano-scale organization, we also analyzed the dynamics of DNA loop

extrusion in the presence of the active motor proteins known as structural maintenance

of chromosomes (SMC) complexes, of which condensin and cohesin are two important

examples. These complexes have been observed to translocate along chromatin in a force-

dependent directed manner to form loops via a process known as “loop extrusion” using

the energy obtained from the hydrolysis of ATP. In this work, we elucidated the role played

by hydrodynamic interactions, the active response of the motors and chain mechanics in

assisting loop extrusion under different parameter regimes. The model accounts for the

structural features and dynamics of the motor proteins. Futhermore, studies with active

polymer in an unconfined environment elucidated the role of activity and hydrodynamics

in the self induced coil-stretch transition. This ‘active coil–stretch transition’ is reminiscent

of the transition exhibited by passive flexible polymers in externally applied extensional

flows, but is internally driven by dipolar activity in the present case. Discussions of the

simulation findings are complemented with a simple kinetic model for an active trimer.

Our modeling efforts complemented and informed some of the experimental observations
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providing deeper insight into the mechanisms behind the genome organization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The first sequence of human genome, completed in 2003 under the human genome

project, uncovered the genetic building blocks of human genome, and opened up the doors

for what some predicted would be the ‘century of biology’ [1]. Specifically, a DNA molecule

consists of two polynucleotide strands (or chains) wounded in the shape of a double-helix.

Each nucleotide sequence is made of a sugar and one of the four bases: adenine (A),

thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). The sugars are bound together by covalently

bonds and form the DNA “backbone”. In addition, the two strands are held together by

hydrogen bonds between the bases on the different strands, resulting in a double-helical

structure. At the heart of the entire sequence is the pair complementarity of each base:

A with T and G with C. The complete sequence of base pairs determines the genetic

information of each individual or species. It is called the genome. The corresponding se-

quence of letters is enormous. For instance, in the Escherichia coli bacterium, it contains

4.6 × 106 letters, and more than 3.3 × 109 in humans. Besides, specific DNA sequences,

the genes, are encountered in the genome. Their number ranges from less than a hundred

in simple bacteria to several tens of thousands in higher organisms. For example, approx-

imately 4600 genes are found in E. coli and more than 30, 000 in humans. The genes
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encode macromolecules such as ribonucleic acids (RNA), or polypeptides which are chains

of amino-acids more commonly known as proteins. [2]. Painstakingly cataloguing the basic

constituents of our DNA (‘genome sequencing’) took ten years, over three billion dollars

and was a highly collaborative endeavor. Since then, we have been able to reduce the cost

so much that by 2020 it is possible to explore the 20, 000 or so human genes for under

$1000, in a matter of hours to days. Imagine genes as sentences and genomes as entire

books consisting of tens of thousands of chain of words. There have been estimates that

between 100 million and as many as 2 billion human genomes could be sequenced by 2025,

representing four to five orders of magnitude growth. Aberrant epigenetic modifications of

genome and consequent changes in DNA binding and expression may lead to many long

term diseases including diabetes, hypertension, coronary heart disease and genetic dis-

orders [3]. Biological systems such as the one described above are notoriously known for

their complexity and quantitative understanding of it requires fundamental equations from

first principles similar to Newton’s laws of motion that holds true even for interplanetary

motions. While it is true that all biological processes result from the superimposition of

many processes abiding by the laws of physics, the resulting system can be of a daunting

complexity. Added to that is that vast separation in length and time scales between the

two limits of single-molecule biophysics at the resolution of few nanometers to micron scale

whole-cell dynamics which has historically hindered formation of mechanistic connections

between atomistic-scale processes and whole-cell functions.

Nonetheless, a strategy to increase our understanding of chromatin biology and still

retain a reasonable amount of complexity is to resort to biophysical modeling and compu-

tational approaches using ideas from polymer physics and hydrodynamics. Even then, it

is not possible in general to perform simulations at the atomic resolution and produce tra-

jectories corresponding to time scales compatible with biological time scales (of the order
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of seconds). Instead, coarse-grained approaches are preferred where emergent phenomena

and structures occur on length and timescales many orders of magnitude larger than those

pertaining to their constituent atoms. This simplification results in drastically decreas-

ing the degrees of freedom and has been extremely successful in predicting the dynamical

behavior of different biological systems. Polymer physics and statistical mechanics have

proven to be successful in capturing genome phase separation where polymer simulations

shows segregation of compartments in which regions of the same type attract each other.

These simulations successfully reproduced the checkerboard pattern that were observed

in a type of chromosome configuration capture (Hi-C) experiments [4–6]. From equlib-

rium polymers perspective, Spakowitz and co-workers have successfully integrated poly-

meric forces into their models to demonstrate the dynamic coupling between chromosomal

loci [7], diffusion of DNA-binding proteins to target sites [8], and chromatin segregation

due to epigenetic modifications [5]. The importance of hydrodynamic or solvent-mediated

interactions, which are neglected in the Brownian dynamics studies above, have been

shown in a number of intracellular processes. Specifically, Saintillan et. al. developed

a computational model of active chromatin hydrodynamics that accounts for the role of

ATP-driven processes [9]. The force exerted by the motor proteins which were modeled as

force dipoles generated fluid flows in the nucleoplasm, which in turn drove local nematic

alignment of the chain resulting in large-scale coherent motions. Similarly, Shelley and

co-workers have shown that hydrodynamic interactions in membrane confinement of cells

plays a crucial role in the positioning of the mitotic spindle via different force transduction

mechanisms that produce distinct intracellular flow profiles. From those observations one

can infer that these flows exert influence on the dynamics at the cellular and sub-cellular

level [10, 11]. Other microscopic phenomena where the flow is critical to whole-cell-scale

function, as evidenced by the phenomenon of cytpolasmic streaming in cells first charac-
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terized by Goldstein et. al. [12, 13].

A key aspect of all the above examples is the mechanical coupling between the

bio-polymer (DNA/chromatin) and the surrounding solvent incroporating motor induced

microscopic forces in describing the emergent behavior. This central idea is explored

in all the problems presented in this thesis in the spirit of pointing out the systematic

links between first principle physics (including physical laws such as conservation of mass,

momentum and energy), and first principles biology (including the central dogma, natural

selection, and homeostasis). This thesis is an effort to develop such an approach borrowing

ideas from soft-matter, biological physics and hydrodynamics in the low-Reynolds-number

regime to address a collection of problems related to chromatin dynamics across a wide

range of size and time scales. The rest of this chapter outlines the foundational principles

which will be recurrent themes throughout the work. We will start with a multiscale tour of

the genome followed by foundational principles of Stokes flow and briefly review Brownian

motion. In the next chapter, we will delve into the detailed hydrodynamic framework using

polymer dynamics and the boundary integral formulation. We will also explore some of

the existing biophysical models of chromatin.

1.1 Chromatin dynamics and organization

Eukaryotic genomes are organized via several ubiquitous architectural features as

shown in figure 1.1. The basic organizational elements of the genome are the fibers, loops,

domains, and compartments that chromatin forms, as well as chromosomes. These features

organize genomes at multiple levels and length scales. The chromatin fiber is made up of

units of 146 base pairs (bp) of DNA wrapped around octamer histone proteins to form a

bead-on-a-string like structure known as nucleosomes. These polymers are folded inside

nuclei five to six orders of magnitude smaller than their linear length, and many facets
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of this folding correlate with or are causally related to transcription and other cellular

functions.

The DNA double helix has a diameter of ∼ 2 nm, and in human cells, its total

length if stretched out would be ∼ 2 m, but it is folded inside a nucleus ∼ 10 µm in

diameter, roughly five orders of magnitude smaller [14]. Despite this tight folding, the

genome needs to remain accessible to key biological processes, including DNA replication

and gene expression. How genome architecture and biological processes intertwine has

puzzled generations of biologists, and a more comprehensive picture of the key determi-

nants of these interactions is just starting to be unraveled. The DNA double helix contains

approximately three base pairs per nanometer of length and has a persistence length of

∼ 50 nm, i.e., 150 bp, as estimated in in vitro experiments [15]. The first level of genome

folding is achieved by nucleosomes, histone octamers which are short cylinders of 10 nm

diameter and 5 nm in height. Despite the comparable persistence length at this scale, 147

bp of DNA wrap around each nucleosome, taking 1.7 turns. The electrostatic interaction

between positively charged histones and negatively charged DNA forces the above com-

paction. Nucleosomes are spaced by 20-40 bp of linker DNA, such that a stretched array

of nucleosomes appears as beads on a string in electron micrographs. Nucleosomes are

dynamic and can be repositioned by ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers which have

been captured by several equilibrium and nonequilibrium models [16–18]. Unfortunately,

modeling at the length scale of individual nucleosomes to understand bulk or global dy-

namics can be computationally expensive. Therefore, a more coarse grained approach is

required to make some progress. The further arrangement of nucleosomes into ∼ 30 nm

higher chromatin fiber has come under a lot of controversy as this characteristic structure

has not been confirmed in vivo [19–21]. Recent 3D high resolution electron microscopy

(EM) data [22] revealed a more complex and irregular folding of the DNA, without 30-nm
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fiber but with various diameters ranging from 5 nm to 24 nm.

Figure 1.1: Figure shows the organization of genomes at different scales. DNA is wrapped
around octamer of core-histones, forming the chromatin fiber which folds into loops, often
bringing upstream gene regulatory elements (yellow), such as enhancers, into proximity
to promoters of genes (gold/blue) to control their transcription (black arrow). The fiber
then folds into chromatin domains, referred to as TADs, which associate with each other
to create chromatin compartments. The DNA of each chromosome occupies a distinct
volume, or chromosome territory (multiple colors), within the cell nucleus, generating
non-random patterns of chromosome and genes. In the DNA-free space, the nucleus also
contains RNA and proteinaceous protein aggregates which form nuclear bodies (blue).
Image borrowed from [23].

While EM and light microscopy have allowed insights into the structure of chro-

matin and chromosomes at small (nuclesome-level) and large (nuclear) scales, intermediate

scales were made accessible by Hi-C. It provided information that intrachromosomal con-

tact frequency matrices display squared blocks of higher frequency along the diagonal,

reflecting regions within which contacts occur more frequently than with any other parts
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of the genome, and where the average contact frequencies decay slower than genome-wide

averages [24,25]. These domains are called topologically associated domains (TADs)

with a median size of ∼ 200 kb in human cells. Another prominent feature uncovered by

Hi-C are chromatin loops shown as peaks in the contact maps with enhanced frequency

of interactions. A large fraction of TADs have such peaks at their corners and conversely,

many loops are associated with TADs [26]. A simplest mechanism that can explain the

contacts between distant sites is due to random collisions occurring from Brownian thermal

fluctuations most of which will be short lived. However, if two colliding loci are bound by

molecular motors that can form longer-lived interactions, these will stabilize contacts and

create local peaks in the Hi-C maps. The TAD boundaries are also strongly enriched in

specific proteins like CTCF and cohesin. The random collision model also fails to explain

the strong correlation of TAD boundaries with converging CTCF sites, i.e., motifs oriented

towards each other, while the three possible orientations of these motifs are strongly dis-

favored. A notable mechanism that has gained a lot attraction in recent years is the loop

extrusion [26–31]. In this model, loop extruding factors (LEFs), which come under the

family of structural maintenance of chromosome (SMC) complexes, bind to the chromatin

(or DNA) fiber and actively pull out (extrude) the DNA until they unbind (or stall) or

encounter the boundaries marked by CTCF bound sites or other cohesin complexes. The

Langevin simulations considering a simple model of DNA as a linear polymer with active

extrusion mechanism of the motor based on the experimentally obtained parameters were

successful at explaining most of the experimental evidence as well as several experimental

perturbations. While some models assume extrusion as an active ATP driven mechanism

of SMC complexes as molecular motors [28,31], others propose extrusion without activity,

powered by either transcriptionally induced supercoiling and thermal fluctuations [32,33].

An important experimental evidence in favor of the active extrusion model comes from
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in vitro single-molecule imaging experiments showing that these specialised protein com-

plexes can translocate on DNA [34–37] and bypass single nucleosomes and DNA-bound

proteins, but not CTCF [38]. The dynamic nature of loops is also supported by single-

molecule tracking of cohesin and CTCF in vivo [39]. The TADs and the associated domains

is highly conserved across different cell types and species and therefore must play a crucial

role in several biological processes. In terms of gene expression, alterations of TADs can

lead to abnormal expression patterns. For instance, disruption of a single TAD boundary

in mice leads to polydactyly, a severe developmental malformation [40]. Similarly, the loss

of CTCF at a TAD boundary in patient-derived cells was shown to cause hyperactvia-

tion of an oncogene’s expression, resulting in cell proliferation [41]. TADs have also been

shown to affect replication where TADs have been shown to perfectly coincide with repli-

cation domains. DNA polymerases initiate replication in parallel at multiple locis along

the length of the chromosome, leading to replication domains [42].

EM images have also unraveled the presence of highly dense, transcriptionally silent

heterochromatic regions near the nuclear envelope and surrounding the nucleoli, with less

compact, highly active euchromatin at the center of the nucleus with some exceptions

of retinal cells of nocturnal mammals, which display an inverted architecture [6, 43]. The

partition of the domains based on their activity appears as checkerboard pattern on the Hi-

C maps [44]. This pattern based on eigen vector analysis suggests that the entire genome

is partitioned in alternating regions of a few megabases belonging to compartments (A

and B). Comparison with ChIP-Seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing)

data shows a strong correlation of A regions with transcriptionally active histone markers

and decondensed chromatin, while B regions correlate with inactive histone marks and

dense regions. The biochemical basis of heterochromatin condensation is understood to

be linked to the methylation of histone tails and binding of heterochromatin protein 1
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(HP1) to nucleosomes. Bound HP1 further oligomerizes and bridges nucleosomes from

chromatin regions in close spatial proximity, resulting in the compaction and repression

of silent genes [5, 45–49]. This compaction has also been hypothesized to involve liquid–

liquid phase separation by HP1 [50, 51]. In recent studies, chromosomes were modeled

as block heteropolymers divided into three compartments (A, B and C). The simulations

recovered the inverted nuclear architecture as well as the compartment organization by

assigning same attractive interactions between different types of monomers depending on

the chromatin type [6]. Subsequent studies based on the same models [52, 53] showed

that non-specific attractive interactions with the nuclear envelope result in preferential

accumulation of heterochromatin in the nuclear periphery consistent with observations in

conventional nuclei, confirming that binding to the nuclear lamina plays a key role in the

spatial organization of heterochromatin.

Further in the hierarchy at the nuclear-scale chromatin organization are the chro-

matin territories. Microscopy has shown that interphase nuclei of many mammalian

cells are partitioned into largely disjoint chromosome territories [54] whose radial positions

display statistical preferences. This organization is not very intuitive from the polymer

physics models where the territories would be expected to intermingle and fill out the

entire nucleus. One plausible explanation would be the timescale needed for chromosomes

to relax after mitosis. The relaxation time of polymers increases as the third power of

their length in the presence of topological constraints. Thus, human chromosomes might

simply not have enough time to mix, and this could reflect the individuality of interphase

territories [55]. The out-of-equilibrium argument is also supported by the Hi-C study in

mammalian chromosomes where genome-wide average contact frequency is inversely pro-

portional to the genomic distance (Pc(s) ∝ s−1) (between ∼ 500 kb and ∼ 5 kb), in

contrast to (Pc(s) ∝ s3/2) scaling for equlibrium polymers [44]. A fractal globule model,
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where the polymer remains unentangled in contrast to an equilibrium model, was pro-

posed to explain this scaling [56]. As highlighted in the above sections, the dynamics of

the chromatin organization occurs at small length scales and highly viscous environment.

Now that we understand the system well, the next is to outline the set of equations that

governs the dynamics of fluid flows inside the cell. Most of the models for the chromatin

polymer have neglected hydrodynamic interactions (or fluid flows) so that the novelty of

the present work is precisely to consider it.

1.2 Low Reynolds number hydrodynamics: Stokes

flow

As the problems of interest involve extremely small length scales L ∼ O(µm−nm)

typically in a fluid of viscosity µ ∼ O(100− 10000 times of water), the governing Navier-

Stokes equations describing the motion of a fluid element can be further simplified to a set

of linear equations in specified regimes characterized by the zero limit of two dimension-

less numbers. This regime of creeping flow where the inertia of both the fluid and particles

can be neglected is known as Stokes flow regime (also known as non-inertial or viscous

flows) such that,

Re =
ρUL

µ
→ 0, Reynold’s number =

Inertial forces

Viscous forces
, (1.1)

and

St =
ρL2

Tµ
→ 0, Stokes number =

time scale for viscous diffusion

instrinsic time scale
, (1.2)

where ρ and µ are the density and viscosity of the suspending fluid, L and U are the

particle size and the characteristic velocity scale of the particle with respect to the fluid

respectively. In the absence of an intrinsic time-scale differing from L/U , Re << 1 allows
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neglect of the acceleration term as well. However, if this is not the case and the motion

has an intrinsic time-scale T , then the time scale (ρL2/µ) for momentum transport by the

viscous diffusion should be much smaller than the intrinsic time scale. But the length and

velocity scale do not have to be small for the low Reynolds number approximation to hold

true. For example, flow in glaciers due to their sheer size have large length scales ∼ O(m),

extremely slow motions ∼ O(years), and high viscosity µ, yet the dynamics of their flow

still works well with creeping flow approximation.

1.2.1 Stokes equation

If both Re and St are small, then we can neglect the inertial and acceleration terms

in the Navier-Stokes equations, which gives the following set of equations,

∇ · u = 0, continuity equation, (1.3)

∇ · σ = −∇p+ µ∇2u = 0, momentum equation, (1.4)

where u(x) and p(x) are the velocity and pressure fields respectively. The first equation

describes the conservation of mass for incompressible fluids and the second equation states

the balance of forces in a non-accelerating fluid. We assume the constitutive equation for

a Newtonian fluid which implies the symmetric stress tensor σ is given by,

σ = −pI + µ
[
∇u+∇uT

]
. (1.5)

Due to the linearity of the Stokes equations, it enjoys some additional perks which could

be useful in present context [57]. Because of the linearity, a change in the magnitude of

the forcing is linearly reflected in the fluid velocity. A direct mathematical consequence of

the linearity of the Stokes equations is that the principle of superposition of solutions may

be applied. The upside to this is that the individual solutions do not affect one another,
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and are coupled only through boundary conditions. Linearity of the governing equations

also implies that the motions are reversible in the driving force. This is meticulously

illustrated in a short film by Taylor [58] where a colored drop is introduced into a viscous

liquid contained in the annular region of two concentric cylinders. The colored drop

partially mixes upon the rotation of the inner cylinder which on reversing the direction

of rotation reforms its original spherical droplet shape with only a slight blurring due

to molecular diffusion. Another important property is instantaneity. The absence of

the time in the Stokes equations renders a quasi–static nature to the motion. There

is no history dependence of the fluid motion captured by these equations which means,

that the boundary motion is communicated to the entire fluid instantly. This is due to

the harmonic properties of the Stokes equations which have instantaneous propagation

of the information. Of course this is physically unrealistic and it should be kept under

consideration that there is actually a finite propagation time for the information. Hence,

motions caused by the particle are well–approximated by the Stokes equations out to

distances L < O(
√
µt/ρ). Another useful property is the ability to determine results for

one Stokes flow field based upon the solution of another Stokes flow in the same geometry,

also known as the reciprocal theorem. For an extensive discussion on the aforementioned

topic, the readers are pointed to the book on suspension dynamics [57].

1.2.2 Resistance matrix

Now we wish to consider the motions caused by immersing a particle or collection

of particles in a viscous fluid flow. The particle is subjected to a fluid stress field which

results in the hydrodynamic force on the particle,

Fh =

∫

S

σ · n dS. (1.6)
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A simple interpretation of the total hydrodynamic force is that it is a sum of differential

forces σ · ndS on the particle surface where n is the outward normal from the particle

surface, and σ · n is called the traction force on the surface of the particle. We next

consider the torque on the particle resulting from the fluid traction on the surface written

as,

Th =

∫

S

x× (σ · n) dS. (1.7)

We can also point out that it is a first moment of the traction distribution. For intertialess

motion, it is valuable to note that the resultant force and torque on the particle must go

to zero, so that Fh + Fe = 0 and Th + Te = 0 where Fe and Te is the sum of all external

forces and torques respectively acting on the system. The linearity of the Stokes equations

implies that there exists a relationship between the particle dynamical variables (force and

force moment) and kinetic variables (velocity and velocity gradient) which is linear with

respect to the motion.

U
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Figure 1.2: Particle translating at U and rotating at ω in a stationary viscous flow.

We can illustrate this using an example of rigid particle translating at a velocity
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U in a fluid at rest at large distance from the particle such that u = U at the surface as

shown in figure 1.2. Now the hydrodynamic drag (Fh) force depends linearly on stress σ

as given in equation 1.6 which itself is linear U. Hence the force Fh depends linearly on

U. The scaling of viscous drag F h ∼ −(µU/L)L2 = −µUL implies that the linearity can

be expressed in a more general relation in the following manner,

Fh = −RFU · u, (1.8)

where RFU is the resistance tensor which couples velocity to force. Just as the force is

related to translation, there is a hydrodynamic function relating rotation to torque,

Th = −RTω · ω. (1.9)

Putting the above results together, we consider a rigid particle that is translating at a

velocity u and rotating with an angular velocity ω through a stationary fluid. The general

linear relationship between the velocities and the hydrodynamic force and torque can be

written as, 
Fh

Th


 =


R

FU RFω

RTU RTω


 ·


u

ω


 =R ·


u

ω


 , (1.10)

where the resistance matricesRFU,RFω,RTU, andRTω are determined by the geometry

of the particle and are proportional to the fluid viscosity µ. R is a 6N×6N matrix termed

the resistance tensor where N is the number of particles present in the system (N = 1

in the present example). This relationship is useful when the translational and rotational

velocities of the particle are specified and the force and torque have to be determined (the

resistance problem). However, it is more common to have the opposite case in which the

force and/or torque is specified where the relationship can be inverted to yield


u

ω


 = −M ·


Fh

Th


 , (1.11)
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where M = R−1 referred to as mobility matrix. We can obtain a simple expression for

a sphere of radius a translating with velocity u, the hydrodynamic force on the particle

is Fh = −6πµau where the resistance matrix is expressed as RFU = 6πµaI, whereas the

hydrodynamic torque on the same particle rotating with angular velocity ω can be shown

as Th = −8πµa3ω, and RTω = 8πµa3I. One important aspect is that unlike RFU which

scales linearly with the body size, RTω depends on its cube.

1.2.3 Fundamental singularities and integral formulation

In Stokes regime, it is useful to express the flow field created by a particle motion

in terms of driving external force (Fe) from resistance matrix formulation in the above

section such that,

u =

(
I

r
+
xx

r3

)
· Fe

8πµ
. (1.12)

The derivation of the above expression can be found in classical textbooks [57, 59]. This

velocity field retains only the most slowly decaying portion (r−1) in the limit a → 0 for

a point size particle. We can also obtain u in a rather simple fashion by the device of

shrinking the sphere. The idea is that if we are very far from the sphere, this is the

dominant effect. Equivalently, we can show that this result is the flow induced by a “point

force” of magnitude F e, which is formally the solution to the problem,

−∇p+ µ∇2u = −Feδ(x), ∇ · u = 0, (1.13)

where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. This velocity may be interpreted as the “impulse

response” of these equations where the solution has been referred to as the Stokeslet written

as

u = G · Fe

8πµ
, (1.14)
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in terms of the Oseen-Burgers tensor given by

G =

(
I

r
+
xx

r3

)
. (1.15)

In more mathematical terms, G is the Green’s function for the Stokes equations; because

of the linearity of the Stokes equations, the Green’s function may be used to construct the

solution for a distribution of forces as can be seen in the upcoming discussions, but before

that we can also construct a similar formulation for the torque rotating in a quiescent fluid

with velocity ω. The flow field generated by this sphere is given by

u =
Te

8πµ
× x

r3
. (1.16)

We obtain the fundamental solution for a point torque from the above expression, often

called as rotlet. This idea of a Green’s function is very useful because the flow solution for

a distribution of forces may be obtained as a superposition of the flow fields generated in-

dependently by each of the forces. Now consider a rigid with a surface S particle immersed

in a flow and exerting a surface traction on the surrounding fluid. The flow resulting from

the surface traction can be written in integral form such that

uj(x0) = − 1

8πµ

∫

S

Gji(x0,x)fi(x)dS(x) +
1

8π

∫

S

ui(x)Tijk(x,x0)nkdS(x), (1.17)

where fi(x) is the traction on S and T is the associated stress tensor Tijk(x) = −3xixjxk/r
5.

The first integral on the right hand side is called the single layer potential which describes

the contribution by forces distributed on the surface of the particle. The second term is

called the double layer potential and describes the contribution for deformable particles

such as a drop. The usefulness of the integral representation can be corroborated from

the reduction in dimensionality of the problem by one where the field variables can be

computed by solving problems on two dimensional surfaces rather than three dimensional

volume problem. In the next chapter 2, we will focus primarily on the ways to solve these
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integral equations along with benchmarking and error analysis of the numerical methods

for the problem of interest.

1.2.4 Brownian motion

At small length scales, as elaborated by the English botanist Robert Brown, a

particle will undergo irregular, jittery motion when suspended in a solvent. Einstein

reasoned on this observation that if tiny but visible particles were suspended in a liquid,

the invisible atoms in the liquid would bombard the suspended particles and cause them

to jiggle. He later explained the motion in detail, accurately predicting the irregular,

random motion of the particles where the trajectories were uncorrelated and with no

mean transport. These fluctuations incited by the fluid molecules enters in the form of

thermal bath providing 0.5kBT of energy for each degree of freedom. Keeping track of

individual water molecules can prove to be computationally expensive as there are 6.02×

1023 water molecules in a mole of water or more famously known as Avogadro’s number.

On the contrary, one can also resort to a continuum approach where a collection of water

molecules moving irregularly with thermal entropic energy are treated as a single entity (or

continuum) and exert a net force on the macroscopic particle. Einstein, Smoluchowski and

Sutherland independently derived a relation between molecular movement and diffusion

in a liquid relating the diffusivity of the particle and frictional resistance of the molecules,

D = kBTM, (1.18)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature of the suspend-

ing fluid bath. In modern language, equation (1.18) simply expresses the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem. On the other hand, Stokes provided a hydrodynamic relation relat-

ing the frictional resistance and the properties of the particle and the medium in which

it is suspended. Combining the two gives the well celebrated Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland
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relation that relates the diffusivity D of a spherical particle to it’s size a suspended in a

fluid medium of viscosity µ,

D =
kBT

6πµa
I, (1.19)

where the diffusion tensor is isotropic for a spherical particle to account for its symmetry.

Mathematically, the Brownian force Fbr
i (t) are represented as follows

〈Fbr(t)〉 = 0, 〈Fbr(t)Fbr(t′)〉 = 2kBTMδ(t− t′), (1.20)

whereM denotes the grand mobility tensor that captures viscous resistance on the chain

as well as long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions. 〈..〉 represents the ensemble average.

The random fluctuations bombarded on a particle over a multiple ensembles will average

out to zero, and the second moment correlates the variance of the fluctuations with the

mobility. In the coming chapters, we will see the expression for mobility adapted for suit-

able problems and different strategies employed to calculate the Brownian displacements

of a particle numerically.

1.3 Overview of the current thesis

The central theme of the dissertation is to understand physical principles underly-

ing the dynamical self-organization of the genome in the cell across different length and

time scales using theoretical and computational approaches. Specifically, we have explored

the complex interplay between chain mechanics, hydrodynamic interactions and active re-

sponse of the biological motors in the underlying physical mechanism leading to non-trivial

dynamics in genome compartmentalization during cell differentiation that scales over a few

microns and loop extrusion process that occurs on a nanometer scale. The non-equilibrium

nature of the system in a highly heterogeneous environment (nucleus) poses a formidable

mathematical and computational challenge which has been systematically addressed in
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the present work. The current modeling effort complemented and informed some of the

experimental observations which are useful to gain insight behind the physical mecha-

nisms. The problem solving approach typically involves biophysical modeling, Brownian

dynamics simulations, sophisticated computational and analytical techniques from active

matter and fluid mechanics. The simulations presented in the upcoming chapters are

highly optimized and have been performed on super computers to elucidate aforemen-

tioned problems of biological and physical significance. Through this work, we aim to

provide physical explanation behind some of the peculiar observations that have been re-

ported in the experiments and also possibly discover novel features which will assist the

future experiments to a useful direction that can have broader applications in epigenetic

functions across organisms and species.

Chapter 2 revolves around the biophysical modeling approaches in the context to

DNA and chromosomes specifically at the interphase stage of the cell cycle. In this chapter,

we develop much of theoretical and computational framework in a systematic manner for

reader with little to no biology background. We outline the polymer modeling principles

used in context to chromatin biology both for equilibrium and non-equilibrium processes.

Finally, we also summarize the importance of the numerical modeling tool by highlighting

the performance and scaling of the underlying computational algorithm.

Chapter 3 deals with the conformational dynamics of active flexible bead-rod poly-

mer chains subjected to active force dipoles that drive fluid disturbances in the suspending

solvent via numerical simulations. In this chapter, we explore the active coil–stretch which

is internally driven by dipolar activity and make a comparison with the classical case exhib-

ited by passive flexible polymers in externally applied extensional flows. We also present

a simple kinetic model for an active timer based on the Fokker-Planck formulation to

understand the stretching transition.
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Chapter 4 is centered on activity induced segregation and compactness of the hete-

rochromatin at a resolution of few microns or the size of the nucleus. Here, we use compu-

tational modeling based on a coarse-grained Langevin description of the whole nucleus to

illuminate the biophysical principles and mechanisms underlying this complex spatial orga-

nization. We specifically analyze the role of euchromatic activity on nuclear dynamics and

pattern formation, and demonstrate that active stresses and resulting nucleoplasmic flows

serve to enhance heterochromatin segregation and compaction by promoting interactions

and subsequent crosslinking between distant genomic segments.

Moving on to the length scales of a few nucleosomes at the nanometer resolution,

chapter 5 focuses on the active dynamics of DNA loop extrusion. We present a microscopic

bottom-up model for the dynamics of active loop extrusion that accounts for the structural

features and dynamics of the motor proteins. Combining modeling and Brownian dynamics

simulations, we demonstrate the roles played by hydrodynamic interactions, the active

response of the motors and chain mechanics in assisting loop extrusion under different

parameter regimes.

Concluding remarks and future work is discussed in depth in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Biophysical modeling of DNA and

chromatin

2.1 Introduction

Numerous biological polymers are characterized by myriad complex dynamical pro-

cesses, and are driven out-of-equlibrium by continuous supply of energy in the form of ATP.

Different types of molecular machines (like proteins) and ribosomes undergo structural and

conformation changes which provide functional support to numerous processes inside the

cell. This gives rise to plethora of dynamical processes and movements, including transport

within the cell and the body, such as self-organization and spontaneous motion, with in-

triguing collective phenomena emerging by migration and locomotion also on scales much

larger than individual cells. This assigns a very special status to the nature of living-and

active-matter systems with characteristic features that separate it from passive systems

like non-thermal fluctuations, broken detailed balance, and violation of the dissipation-

fluctuation relation. This highly non-equilibrium makes it challenging for the development

of theoretical/analytical ideas. Biological polymers and other filamentous structures are
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an integral part of biological systems, and their conformational and dynamical properties

are substantially affected by the active processes to a yet unresolved extent. This chapter

primarily discusses various aspects of biophysical modeling and computational tools rel-

evant for studying the class of active biopolymers, specifically DNA and chromatin, in a

pedagogical manner. The discussion is divided in three main aspects. First, we will focus

on modeling of biopolymers with special focus on chromatin (or DNA) as a soft polymer.

Then we will move on to discuss hydrodynamics of polymers in viscous flow where we

will outline the underlying governing physical principles and discuss associated numeri-

cal methods. Discussions from this chapter will help us to develop physical intuitions of

several phenomena which will facilitate discussion in the upcoming chapters. There is a

rich history of polymer literature that deals with dynamics of biopolymers. However,there

are a very few pedagogical notes or books that develop the theory of mechanics and their

interesting behaviors in a self-contained way. We start by a brief review of polymer models

and highlight the differences between models used historically in the context of studying

chromatin dynamics and organization. We then derive the governing equations used in

the present study, and briefly discuss the associated terms in the equations.

2.2 Polymer models for the mechanisms of chromatin

organization

Theoretical and computational approaches provide a support to experiments to dis-

sect and improve our understanding of three dimensional structure of chromosomes and

their organization. To make sense of increasingly large and complex mechanisms as ex-

plained in the earlier sections, first-principle models have been developed that try to explain

the variety of chromatin patterns at different length scales in a coherent and mechanistic
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framework. The genome is modeled as a polymer fiber, and its folding is guided by prin-

ciples of polymer physics [60]. From the dynamics point of view, various computational

chromatin-polymer models have been developed, and they quite accurately recapitulate

many features of genome organization, pointing to polymer-polymer self-interactions as

a major organizer of the genome [61]. The human chromosome consists of millions of

base pairs bounded together by covalent bonds with a backbone of sugar-phosphate. This

makes the DNA a perfect model that fits the description of a polymer, as a molecule built

from many similar elements (called monomers) bonded together. This universality means

that many concepts and results from polymer theory [62,63] can be applied to understand

the structure and dynamics of DNA and chromatin in cells.

An important property to model the dynamics of a polymer depends on it’s flexibil-

ity, also represented mathematically as persistence length (`p). For a polymer of contour

length L, on short length scales `p/L << 1, it behaves as a rigid rod, while on larger

(`p/L >> 1) scales it can bend in arbitrary directions due to thermal fluctuations. As a

consequence of this, polymers can have an infinite number of three dimensional orienta-

tions, or conformations. This is where some of the concepts of polymer theory can be used

to predict statistical quantities, such as mean distance between the two ends of a polymer

or the frequency with which two monomers contact each other. These quantities obey cer-

tain scaling laws, which is highly dependent on the numbers of monomers N for a discrete

version of the polymer, or the contour length of the chain in the case of a continuum ap-

proach. There are myriad number of approaches that can be used depending on the regime

of `p/L, and discussing each one of them is outside the scope of this study. Therefore, for

linear chromatin fiber with persistence length 30 nm [64, 65], we will restrict ourselves to

the case of loosely packed polymers with zero bending rigidity or resistance (`p/L << 1)

for the case of floppy polymers. In the simplest model, the ideal chain, bonds between
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monomers have arbitrary orientation. At equilibrium, in the absence of external forces,

the root mean squared end-to-end distance increases as
√
s or
√
N while contact frequency

decay as s−3/2. The more realistic chain model accounts for the fact that a polymer cannot

self-intersect or self avoiding polymer. This will lead to expansion of the polymer account-

ing for excluded volume interactions and higher exponent (3/5) for end-to-end distance.

In confined volumes such as the nucleus, however, this swelling can be counterbalanced

by the presence of other chains (and other segments of the same chain). In that case, the

scaling laws become similar to the ideal chain up to a distance where monomers behave

as if they were no longer part of the same chain, at which point they level off. Equlibrium

polymer models can also predicts the properties of polymer motions. For instance, the

Rouse model describes the motion of a single monomer influenced by the presence of other

monomers connected with each other by a linear spring. The mean-square displacement of

a monomer grows as the square root of time over short timescales (〈r2(t)〉 ∝ t1/2), unlike

a free particle, for which the MSD is proportional to time (〈r2(t)〉 ∝ t) [62, 66].

There are primarily two major coarse-grained polymer model approaches to under-

stand chromatin folding, one is the data-driven approach and the other is the bottom-up

approach. In the data-driven approach, the chromatin interactions fitted or iterated from

5C or Hi-C matrices are used to reconstruct the spatial arrangement of the chromosome

in 3D. These are also known as inverse (or fitting-based) models [67]. In this approach,

the chromatin is modeled as a chain of interacting monomers connected by entropic con-

straints [4, 68]. The interaction parameters are then fitted using an iterative procedure

generating a population of 3D conformations. As the genomic data sets are large, these

approaches are useful, and often successfully reproduce Hi-C interactions maps but they

often reveals little about the physical mechanisms behind the observed structures. On the

contrary, the bottom-up approaches offers a systematic way to understand the mechanism
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behind an observation which can be developed further to offer a unified approach that could

consistently work for different cell types and species. A common approach is to write a

simple model equation describing the bio-mechanics of the system, and then systematically

improve it further until the model is able to predict the experimental observations. Some

of the model parameters can also be obtained from the experimental data, and further

insight is obtained from the output data. Even though the accuracy of the bottom-up

approaches may not be as good as that of a fitting-based model with many parameter,

they offer important understanding of molecular mechanisms. In this thesis, we will focus

on models derived from polymer physics and Langevin simulations [62, 69]. The principle

is as follows: the monomers of chromatin move according to Newton’s second law, which

states that the force exerted on a body is equal to its mass multiplied by its acceleration.

This equation can be solved numerically to march in time to understand the dynamics of

the system. After assigning an initial configuration, rest depends on the forces that each

monomer experiences. This could be challenging as each monomer will experience forces

like Coulomb charge interactions, van der Waals interactions etc. from the surrounding

monomers. Such atomic level molecular dynamics simulations have been applied to pro-

teins, as well as DNA and DNA-protein interactions [70]. However, calculating these forces

at a resolution of individual atoms/proteins is computationally expensive.

To simulate large systems at the resolution of single chromosome territory or nu-

cleus, one needs to resort to coarse-grained approaches. Instead of explicitly treating each

water molecule, we can introduce a continuum approach and hydrodynamic theory for

the interaction of the polymer with the surrounding fluid solvent using Brownian dynam-

ics simulations. Furthermore, collections of proteins/nucleosomes are treated as a single

unit, and the force exerted on them is written in the force balance equation. Consider

a Brownian particle of mass M , the instantaneous general Langevin equation of motion
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write:

M
d2ri
dt2

= −∇U(r)− ζ dri
dt

+ ζκ · r + Fbr, (2.1)

where r is the position of the particle, ζ is the specific friction coefficient, U is the sum of all

the particle interaction potentials (e.g. mechanical, active, excluded volume etc.), and Fbr

captures Brownian displacements and is calculated to satisfy the fluctuation–dissipation

theorem. This term provides a stochastic nature to the equation, and is originated from

independent thermal collisions with the fluid molecules as described in Chap 1. For a

uniform velocity gradient with zero velcoity at the origin, u(r) = κ · r, where κ is the

transpose of the velocity gradient tensor; i.e. κ = (∇u)T . Brownian dynamics is a limit

case of Langevin dynamics framework. In this case, inertial effects are neglected with no

average acceleration on the Brownian particle, and eventually results in a balance of the

external forces to the viscous hydrodynamic drag [69]

0 = −∇U(r)− ζ dri
dt

+ ζκ · r + Fbr(t). (2.2)

Defining ζ = 6πηrh as the friction coefficient and Db = kBT/ζ as the diffusion coefficient

of the particle, the instantaneous velocity of the Brownian particle is written as follows:

dri
dt

= κ · r +
1

ζ

(
−∇U(r) + Fbr(t)

)
. (2.3)

For the present study, interactions could include a potential to keep beads connected in

a chain, and a potential preventing beads from overlapping in space. Another important

component could come from the interaction of the polymer with other molecular motor pro-

teins/enzymes which continuously inject energy into the system. Other important terms

would include the interactions of one bead with the other via the solvent, and is captured

by adding hydrodynamic interactions. As this is an important constituent in the present

thesis, we will explore it in great depth in the following sections. All these interaction
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potentials are extremely difficult to obtain from underlying physical principles or molec-

ular mechanisms, and mostly rely on modeling insights from structural and functional

information. While a chain of beads might look like a crude model for chromatin, it has

been remarkably successful in explaining many of the observations such as Hi-C. Brownian

dynamics simulations have also been used to study other kinds of soft matter systems [71],

as for example, the rheological behavior of polymers [72], the dynamics of proteins and

DNA [73–75] etc. Here, we will summarize some of the important polymer models, most of

which do not account for hydrodynamic interactions, developed for understanding genome

folding.

2.2.1 The fractal globule model

The first model to predict the (−1) power law decay of contact probability with

genomic distance in the Hi-C experiments [44]. The fractal globule (FG) model, also

known as the “crumpled globule” model, was introduced as a model for the 3D structure

of DNA by Grosberg et. al. [76]. In this model, the chromatin folds into a hierarchical

and unentangled structure by crumpling into small globules. Smaller globules then further

crumple into larger globules. Apart from the −1 power-law decay in contact probability,

another feature that makes it a good candidate is the unknotted behavior of the polymer

which is essential for fast folding and hence transcription [77]. The fractal nature also

explains the formation of territorial domains of individual chromosomes compared to well

mixed state of equilibrium globule. The FG model also remains stable on the same time

scale as that of the cell’s lifespan while being in a non-equilibrium state of polymer folding.

Finally, it was also observed that the diffusion of proteins in FG is comparatively faster

compared to equilibrium globule, which facilitates the search for interacting loci of DNA

binding proteins [78]. However, there are other observations which the FG model could
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not explain.

Figure 2.1: Conformations of the fractal (a) and equilibrium (b) globules. The presence
of territorial domains in fractal globule strongly contrasts with the mixing observed in the
equilibrium globule. Territorial organization of the fractal globule (c) is evident when two
chains of 1, 000 monomers (red, blue) each are outlined. The equilibrium globule (d), in
contrast, has two chains mixed together in space. Compartmentalization means that parts
of the chromatin stay near other parts with the same color. Figure borrowed from [77].

For instance, Hi-C experiments suggest the compartmentalization of the chromatin

[44]. The homogeneous FG occupy the entire space without forming localised clusters

and thus it does not show promoted segregation between compartments. Also, the decay

in contact probability is not consistent across different species and tissues and does not

always follow −1 power law [79,80].
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2.2.2 Strings and binders switch model

In this model, a combination of bead-chain polymer with generalized binders was

used [81]. A single bead representing chromatin-binding protein complexes that can form

bridging binders can generate chromatin interactions with the right scaling as a function

of genomic separation and provide an understanding of the observation that there are

different levels of compaction in different chromatin regions. The model is composed of a

self-avoiding polymer chain with binding sites, to simulate the chromatin, and free beads

(binders) of concentration c can attach to the binding sites [81–84]. Generally, the potential

in such a model is written as,

U = Ubackbone + Uev + UB−S, (2.4)

in which Uev is a repulsive interaction between a pair of beads and UB−S describes attrac-

tive interactions between binders and binding sites. The performance of the SBS model

was examined with polymers and binders with different properties. At the same time,

bead-chain model with diffusion bridges were also developed [85], and simulations of large

chromosome regions at a resolution of 1−3 kbp of DNA per bead were performed. Protein

complexes that can form molecular bridges between multiple regions of DNA or chromatin

have a tendency to cluster together, even in the absence of interactions between complexes.

It is possible to predict Hi-C maps by using experimental data to infer the positions of

the binding sites. Also, the factors were assumed to be generic chromatin binders, and

data such as those from chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq) for

different histone modifications are used to identify broad regions of binding. The model

was able to predict the locations of a majority of chromatin domain boundaries. It also

provided predictions on the protein clusters that arise in the simulations which look sim-

ilar to some of the phase-separated membraneless organelles that are shown to be a key

mechanism for formation of many nuclear structures [86]. When there are multiple bind-
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ing sites, more complex patterns such as loops and rosettes appear along with formation

of TADs [87]. Even though the bridging mechanism can readily explain compartment

formation, however, it cannot generate loops with motif direction basis.

2.2.3 Loop extrusion model

Models based on loops have a relatively long history starting [88], and chromatin

loops are an essential component of chromosome compaction and organization.

Figure 2.2: (a) Loop-extruding protein complexes, such as condensin and cohesin (yellow
dumbbells), stochastically bind to chromatin/DNA (gray) and extrude chromatin loops
until stochastically unbinding from chromatin. Here, a loop extruder is ‘two-sided’, so
that it reels in chromatin both upstream and downstream of the extruder. (b) During
prophase and prometaphase, a chromatin fiber (left and center) is progressively compacted
by loop-extruding condensins into a dense brush of reinforced chromatin loops, forming
a mitotic chromosome (right). (c) During interphase, loop-extruding cohesins can form
topologically associating domains (TADs) by extruding loops until encountering a CTCF
protein (red) oriented in the correct direction (i.e., an arrow pointing toward cohesin).
(d) In bacteria, structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) complexes are loaded by
ParB protein at parS sites near the origin of replication (blue). Extrusion proceeds across
the circular chromosome, progressively juxtaposing the chromosomal arms. Figure taken
from [88].

Loop extrusion is a motor-driven process by which a protein complex gradually
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grows and enlarges chromatin/DNA loops by reeling in the chromatin fiber or DNA. This

unsual motor activity is primarily ascribed to a widely conserved class of protein complexes

known as structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) complexes, which include cohesin

and condensin. Active loop extrusion by condensin was modeled such that the loop-

extruding complexes could bind to and unbind from chromatin stochastically, and they

contained two motor sub-units that could translocate in opposite directions, thus extruding

the intervening DNA as a loop; extrusion continues until encountering another condensin

or unbinding from DNA [27, 88]. Subsequent theory and simulations were able to show

that a linearly ordered ‘brush’ of consecutive polymer loops could reproduce Hi-C maps

for metaphase chromosomes [89]. Furthermore, it also showed that an array of consecutive

loops can emerge from the collective activity of many loop extruders that dynamically

exchange with the solvent in steady state [90]. Finally, 3D simulations showed that loop

extrusion leads to compact morphologies and spatial resolution of sister chromatids [91].

While extrusion can explain looping, it does not provide a mechanism for compartment

formation. In particular, the fact that compartment patterns remain but loop-mediated

TADs are lost from Hi-C maps when cohesin is removed suggests that these features arise

from different mechanisms [92, 93]. More details on the loop extrusion model can be seen

in chapter 5.

2.3 Hydrodynamics of flexible active biopolymers

Biological polymers and other filamentous structures are involved in a myriad of

complex dynamical processes essential for the functioning of the cell. In many cases, these

polymers are subject to out-of-equilibrium microscopic stresses driven by ATP-powered

active processes [94], resulting in unexpected emergent properties such as self-organization

and spontaneous motion. These biological polymers and molecular motors have also been
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extracted and utilized in vitro, for instance in motility assays [95] or as building blocks

for active materials with various self-emergent properties [96–98]. A wide variety of other

theoretical and computational models for active polymers have been proposed in recent

years [99], guided by some of the experimental systems discussed above. Some these

models have focused on semiflexible polymer chains, actuated by random correlated veloc-

ities [100] or composed of connected active Brownian particles (ABPs) [101–103], either

with or without hydrodynamic interactions. Other models have considered free-draining

flexible Rouse chains, either composed of ABPs [104], subjected to correlated fluctuating

forces [105] or dipoles [106], or to active isotropic extensive or contractile forces [107];

these latter models, however, all neglected hydrodynamic interactions. The dynamics of

soft flexible polymers in a Stokesian fluid has been the object of numerous mathemat-

ical and computational tools including the present one. Examples include the classical

immersed-boundary-method (IBM) [108,109], bead-rod and bead-spring models [110,111],

regularized Stokeslet formulation [112–114] and mesoscale methods such as dissipative par-

ticle dynamics or multi-particle collision dynamics [115]. A discussion and review of all

such methods and formulation is beyond the scope of this thesis. Here we will outline

the hydrodynamics of flexible polymers traditionally described by bead-rod/bead-spring

models.

2.3.1 Bead-rod model

The most common coarse-grained models for polymers are the bead-rod chains,

and were proposed to describe the structure of linear polymer chains. The spirit of these

mesoscopic models is to coarse-grain out molecular details smaller than the finest length

scale in the given model. Physically, the rod in a bead-rod chain corresponds to a Kuhn

length `k (twice of persistence length). Mathematically, the rod acts as a constraint on
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the system which ensures that adjacent beads in the chain are maintained at a constant

separation length at all times. In practice, this constraint of maintaining the constant

length of the polymer is handled using the method of Lagrange multipliers which results

in an additional force in the form of tension in the chain. A simple coarse-grained model

neglects any bending resistance or rotational constraints between adjacent rods known

as the freely jointed bead-rod chain or Kramers chain [116]. In this case, beads do not

represent central chain atoms, but a portion of the polymer chain. In short, a Kramers

chain can be described as an ensemble of Nk beads linked by Nk−1 rods of length `, where

each bead is characterised by a drag coefficient ζ. The general Langevin equation shown

in equation (2.3) in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions can be reduced to,

dri
dt

= κ · ri +
Fc
i

ζ
+ ξi(t), i = 1, 2, ......, Nk (2.5)

where the second terms captures motion under the internal constraint forces Fc
i ensur-

ing inextensibility and the last term captures Brownian displacements and satisfies the

fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

〈ξi(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2DbI δijδ(t− t′). (2.6)

An important point to note is that we haven’t considered the effects of other external

forces that could affect the dynamics of the system. The effect of active forces will be

discussed in the next section. The above set of equations have to be solved subject to

constraints that the distance of separation between any two adjacent beads at any instant

of time is fixed at `, or

(ri+1 − ri) · (ri+1 − ri)− `2 = φ2, i = 1, 2, ......Nk − 1 (2.7)

where φ2 is a specified tolerance (typically 10−6− 10−8). Equation (2.7) results in 2Nk− 1

equations for Nk position variables ri and Nk − 1 tensions Ti. We will now discuss the
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integration scheme and subsequently, the algorithm to solve it. Specifically, we express

the constraint forces in terms of scalar tensions Ti, which are Lagrange multipliers:

Fc
i = Tini − Ti−1ni−1. (2.8)

The two ends of the polymer are force free, which reflects in the boundary conditions

T0 = TN = 0. To solve for the tensions, we use the algorithm of Liu [117], which uses a semi-

implicit predictor-corrector scheme to ensure that the length of each link is preserved at

the end of every time step. The first step in the time-marching scheme is an unconstrained

explicit Euler step for the bead positions, in which the constraint forces are omitted:

r̃n+1
i = rni + ∆t [κ · rni + ξi(t)] . (2.9)

The second step corrects the position r̃n+1
i to account for the tensions, which are evaluated

implicitly at time tn+1:

rn+1
i = r̃n+1

i + ζ−1∆t
[
T n+1
i nni − T n+1

i−1 nni−1

]
. (2.10)

Eq. (2.10) can be further recast in terms of the unit directors ni = (ri+1 − ri)/` between

beads as

nn+1
i = ñn+1

i +
∆t

ζ`

[
T n+1
i+1 nni+1−2T n+1

i nni +T n+1
i−1 nni−1

]
. (2.11)

Applying the inextensibility constraint |nn+1
i |2 = 1 then leads to an equation for the

tensions:

2∆t

ζ`

[
T n+1
i+1 nni+1− 2T n+1

i nni + T n+1
i−1 nni−1

]
·ñni =1−|ñni |2−

∆t2

ζ2`2

∣∣T n+1
i+1 nni+1 − 2T n+1

i nni + T n+1
i−1 nni−1

∣∣2 .

(2.12)

The above set of non-linear equations can be solved by using Picard’s method. The non-

linear terms in tensions appearing are assumed to be small in comparison to the linear

terms. Therefore, the set of equations is rewritten in terms of a linear set of equations
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and solved iteratively by evaluating the non-linear part from the previous iteration. This

results in a tridiagonal system of equations for the Nk−1 tensions which can be solved until

convergence. Besides Picard’s method, an iterative Newton’s method can provide faster

convergence, but involves the calculation of a Jacobian matrix at every time step [110].

2.3.2 Bead-spring model

Owing to the fact that the DNA is an elastic filament, the bead-spring model

is another candidate for modeling the dynamics of DNA. Let’s consider the bead-spring

chain model which constitutes of Nk beads joined by Nk−1 freely rotating entropic springs.

While the beads serve as interaction points with the solvent, the springs represent entropic

effects due to the internal degrees of freedom. The governing equation retains the same

structure as for the case of the bead-rod model, and is given by,

dri
dt

= κ · ri +
Fc
i

ζ
+ ξi(t), i = 1, 2, ......, Nk (2.13)

where ξi represents the Brownian fluctuations as shown above, Fc
i is the effective spring

force. The effective spring force on a bead i is given as,

Fc
i =





Fs
i if i = 1,

Fs
i − Fs

i−1 if 1 < i < N,

Fs
N−1 if i = N,

(2.14)

where Fs
i is the spring force associated with spring i. Depending on the force law used

for the springs, one can have different models for the spring. In this work, we have

used primarily two different nonlinear spring force laws to model the springs, i.e. finitely

extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) force law and the worm-like chain (WLC) force law

[73]. The force laws are given by,

Fs
i =

HcQi

1−Q2/Q2
0

, FENE force law, (2.15)
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Fs
i =

kBT

`k

[1

2

1

(1− (Q/Q0)2)
− 1

2
+

2Q

Q0

]Qi

Q0

, WLC force law, (2.16)

where Qi = ri+1− ri is the connector vector of the ith spring, Hc is the spring constant, Q

is the magnitude of Qi and Q0 is the maximum extensibility of each spring. Finally, note

that all spring force laws follow Hookean spring force law (linear spring or ∝ Q) in the

small deformation limit. Now, we will illustrate the algorithms for the bead-spring model

for the case of FENE chains realizing that extensions to other non-linear bead-springs can

be similarly accomplished as can be seen in chapter 5 for worm like chains. Since the spring

forces can be written in terms of orientation vector of the spring, it will be convenient to

write the differential equation describing the dynamics in terms of the connector vectors

Qi rather than the bead positions ri.

dQi

dt
= κ ·Qi + ζ−1(Fc

i+1 − Fc
i) + (ξi+1 − ξi), i = 1, 2, ......, Nk (2.17)

Equation (2.17) can be integrated utilizing various techniques. The simplest procedure

involves marching in time using explicit forward Euler integration scheme. The next im-

provement to this method is the Picard’s method, in which the explicit solution procedure

is iterated at every time step until the residual of the solution falls below a pre-specified

tolerance. However, the explicit schemes could lead to aphysical bond lengths which can

exceed the maximum permissible value Q0. Care should be taken such that the length of

the connector vector Q does exceed the maximum limit. One can use Newton’s method to

solve the set of nonlinear equations at every time step until convergence is achieved. Fur-

thermore, the resulting set of linear equations at every iteration in the Newton’s method

within a time step can be either solved using a direct solver, or an iterative solver. Here,

we will outline a semi-implicit predictor-corrector method to integrate the above set of

equations [110]. Given a bead-spring configuration at the time t, Qn
i , the configuration

after one time step is generated as follows,
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• Predictor step: In this step, Qn
i is explicitly updated to obtain Q∗i as,

Q∗i = Qn
i +

[
κ ·Qn

i + ζ−1(Fc,n
i+1 − Fc,n

i ) + (ξni+1 − ξni )
]
.∆t (2.18)

• Corrector step I : Now we need to rewrite the spring potential forces in terms of the

connector forces. In the this step, the spring forces for segments i and i − 1 are

treated implicitly when solving for Q̄i such that

Qi+2ζ−1F
s

i∆t = Qn
i +
[1

2
(κ·Qn

i +κ·Q∗i )+ζ−1(F
s

i−1+Fs,n
i+1)+(ξni+1−ξni )

]
∆t. (2.19)

Rearrangement of equation generates a cubic equation for the magnitude of Qi such

that,

|Qi|3 −R|Qi|2 −Q2
0(1 +

1

2
∆t)|Qi|+Q2

0R = 0, (2.20)

where R is the magnitude of the right-hand side vector of equation (2.19). This

equation has one unique root between 0 and Q0, and thus choosing this root ensures

that |Qi| is less than Q0

• Corrector step II : In the final corrector step, the spring forces between for segments

i and i−1 are treated implicitly, while the spring forces for segment is obtained from

the previous corrector step

Qn+1
i +2ζ−1F

s,n+1

i ∆t = Qn
i +
[1

2
(κ ·Qn

i +κ ·Qi)+ζ−1(Fs,n+1
i−1 +Fs

i+1)+(ξni+1−ξni )
]
∆t.

(2.21)

The above equation also results in a cubic equation similar to (2.20), which can be solved

to obtain a root for |Qi| that lies between 0 and Q0. Once every Qn+1
i is known, the

residual ε is calculated as the difference between the solutions Qi and Q
n+1

i

ε =

√√√√
Nk−1∑

i

(Qn+1
i −Qi)

2. (2.22)
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If the residual is greater than a specified tolerance (10−6), Qn+1
i is copied onto Qi and

step 3 is repeated until convergence. The overarching premise of this method is that the

F
s

i for any spring in the chain, is either written explicitly or solved implicitly through the

cubic equation. This also ensures that no Brownian step is rejected at any time during

the entire simulations as were performed in other studies [118]. Finally, the scaling (or

non-dimensionalization) of the Langevin equation has been looked at in detail in individual

chapters.

2.3.3 Hydrodynamic interactions

In this section, we focus on the treatment of the hydrodynamic interactions between

monomers of the chain. As a particle moves along its trajectory, it exerts a force on the

solvent which changes the velocity field. The disturbance velocity changes the viscous

drag force exerted on the other particles. These interactions are included in Brownian

dynamics through the use of an interaction tensor Gij. In the presence of hydrodynamic

interactions, the Langevin equation becomes,

dri
dt

= κ · ri +

Nk∑

j=1

Mij · Fc
j(t) + ξi(t). (2.23)

Mij denotes the grand mobility tensor that captures viscous drag on the beads as well as

long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions:

Mij =
I

ζ
δij + G(ri; rj) (1− δij) , (2.24)

where G is the Oseen tensor introduced in chapter 1 (equation 1.15). Furthermore, the

fluctuation-dissipation theorem governing the statistics of Brownian displacements be-

comes:

〈ξi(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2kBTMijδ(t− t′), (2.25)
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In practice, ξi is calculated as

ξi(t) =
N∑

j=1

Bij ·wj, (2.26)

where wj is an uncorrelated Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance, and

the tensor Bij is related to the grand mobility tensor as

N∑

p=1

Bip ·BT
jp = 2kBTMij . (2.27)

The standard technique for computing Bij is to convert it into a lower triangular Cholesky

factor of Mij, with an expensive cost of O(N3). A computationally cheaper approach

is to use the iterative Lanczos method [119]. An additional complication arises from the

calculation of tensions/spring forces when hydrodynamic interactions are included: indeed,

Eq. (2.12), and Eq. (2.20) now involves a full matrix instead of a tridiagonal system, which

we solve using LU decomposition. The interaction tensor in an unbound solvent is taken

as the RPY tensor, which is non-positive-definite tensor when compared to Oseen tensor.

This positive-definite form is important while evaluating Brownian fluctuations if particle

separations are comparable to the particle radius. The RPY tensor modifies the small

separation disturbance such that the diffusion tensor is always positive-definite.

2.3.4 Origin of sub-cellular activity

Cells and tissues provide extraordinarily complex examples for active matter far

from thermodynamic equilibrium. Cells are inherently dynamic, and has long been the

inspiration for studying how actively driven structures interact with the surrounding en-

vironment. Centrally involved in all the active processes are various molecular motor

proteins that harness chemical energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to carry out directed

mechanical function inside the cell. These motors have nanoscale dimensions, and are

made of proteins and nucleic acids. Well studied examples of ATP-driven linear molecular
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motors include myosins, kinesins, and dyneins responsible for cellular activities such as

muscle contraction and active transport of most proteins and vesicles in the cytoplasm. In

all three motor classes, ATP hydrolysis causes a small conformational change in a globular

motor domain that is amplified and translated into movement with the aid of accessory

structural motifs. Because the net force on the system containing nuclear components (or

nucleus) is zero, the forces that act on the domains are equal in magnitude and opposite

in direction (often referred to as dipoles), in order to conserve momentum. This creates a

force dipole.

Contrary to cytoplasmic motors, the nuclear enzymes are functionally adapted to

interact with chromatin (and DNA) (commonly referred to as nuclear enzymes), and play

a significant role in genome organization and function inside the nucleus. They perform

numerous site-specific functions such as transcription, replication and DNA repair, and

are expected to significantly affect the local and global dynamics of chromosomes. In the

present work, we have focused on both the dynamics and statistics of these specialized

enzymes.

Helicase

Topoisomerase

Figure 2.3: Figure illustrating the DNA replication process. Three nuclear enzymes RNA
polymerase, Helicase and Topisomerase walks/slides along the DNA to perform mechanical
function important during the during cell division for the DNA to make its copy. While
doing the biomechanical function, the enzymes exert stresses on the chromatin fiber which
goes into the solvent via the viscous hydrodynamic drag.
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To understand how the active response of the motors contribute to the dynamics

at different length and time scales, we will focus on the microscopic origin of an active

process known as DNA replication [2]. This process involves three different nuclear en-

zymes working together to accomplish a process necessary for the transfer of the genetic

information from one generation to the other. In the process, the parent DNA is copied

to produce two identical DNA molecules and is essential process during the cell division

because the two daughter cells must contain the same genetic material of the parent cell.

It starts with helicase enzyme binding to the DNA and unzipping the double helix to di-

vide it into two parent strands by breaking the bonds between them followed by action of

polymerase which walks along the unzipped DNA to synthesize complementary sequences

by matching bases into the original. During the entire process, topoisomerase consistently

releases the tension created during the replication by opening up the DNA and unwinding

it at the leading front. This entire sequence involves direct interaction of the motor with

the chromatin fiber as they slide/walk along the chromatin and they tend to exert forces

which go into the nucleoplasm via the viscous drag force and it can also affect the sur-

rounding chromosomes (or nuclear components). We can motivate this active mechanism

on a macroscopic level by arguing in terms of forces without the detailed microscopic de-

scription. This balance of forces can be simply described as dipoles which can be added

as an additional term in the Langevin equation. Again, the collective mechanical response

of the multiple motors in the presence of ATP can lead to emergent phenomena on a

macroscopic scale, which is very typical of active matter problems and in doing so drives

the system away from equilibrium.

While these active motions take place at the molecular scale, more recent work

has shown that these motions can also lead to coherent behavior at micron scale (or

nucleus size). The highlight of it is the work on chromatin dynamics by Zidovska et
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al. [120], who used displacement correlation spectroscopy to quantify chromatin positional

dynamics simultaneously across the entire nucleus in live cells by imaging of histones H2B-

GFP. These observations revealed that chromatin moves coherently within large regions

of 3–5 µm in size and lasting over several seconds. These correlated motions were found

to be ATP-dependent and independent of the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton. Perturbation of

major nuclear ATPases such as DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase II and topoisomerase

II caused local displacements to increase, but completely blocked coherence. Although

very few experiments have directly addressed the role of active processes on chromosome

dynamics, many polymer models have been introduced to hypothesize their dynamical

consequences.

Zidovska et al. [121] then proposed a hydrodynamic theory of chromatin dynamics

that coarse-grained the action of ATPases into two basic types of active events: vector

events that describe force dipoles generated by nuclear enzymes such as polymerases and

helicases, and scalar events corresponding to the local de/condensation of chromatin caused

by chromatin remodelers. This mean-field continuum theory predicts that dipolar activity

is responsible for large-scale coherent motions [120, 121]. Alternative hydrodynamics-free

approaches to modeling activity have also been developed, which use a 3D-conformational

space of the chromatin fiber emerging from a quasi-equilibrium energy landscape [122].

Such an energy landscape was generated by Langevin dynamics at an effective tempera-

ture, implicitly capturing the chromatin activity. Another hydrodynamics-free model ex-

plored the spatiotemporal dynamics of interphase chromosomes describing chromatin as

a heteropolymer informed by the HiC data of human chromosomes [123, 124], with chro-

matin activity also mimicked by an isotropic noise. Both of these models successfully

recapitulated large-scale coherency of chromatin motions.

More recent work has shown that these motions can propagate via solvent-mediated
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interactions. The highlight of it is the work by Saintillan, Shelley and Zidovska [9] built

upon the concept of vector events to develop a computational model of active chromatin

hydrodynamics that accounts for the role of ATP-driven processes. A long flexible polymer

confined inside a spherical cavity and subjected to stochastic force dipoles was simulated.

These force dipoles generated fluid flows in the nucleoplasm, which in turn drove local

nematic alignment of the chain. This positive feedback occurred only for extensile dipoles

and resulted in large-scale coherent motions by a mechanism similar to the generic bend in-

stability of extensile active nematics [125–127]. These simulations assumed a homopolymer

chain, thus no macroscopic self-organization was observed beyond the alignment induced

by hydrodynamic interactions. These simulation studies reflected the importance of hy-

drodynamic interactions in driving large scale coherent structures. Building upon the

numerical and theoretical ideas shown in this chapter, we can now probe some of the

problems in context to genome organization in the upcoming chapters.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have outlined the fundamentals that governs the dynamics and

equlibrium properties of chromatin organization using framework of polymer physics. Al-

though a general model linking all four levels of chromatin organization, from nucleosomes

to the entire nucleus, is still lacking, the present work is an attempt to provide a holistic

approach to a unifying framework. The tools summarized in this chapter formed the back-

bone of the upcoming topics related to chromatin dynamics and organization at different

length scales ranging from bp at a resolution of few nucleosomes to chromatin territories

and nucleus of the size of microns. This chapter will serve as a guiding tool for the non-

biologists to develop an intuition on bio-mechanical aspects of a complex and multi-scale

problem of chromatin organization.
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Chapter 3

Self-induced hydrodynamic

coil-stretch transition of active

polymers

3.1 Introduction

Biological polymers and other filamentous structures are involved in a myriad of

complex dynamical processes essential for the functioning of the cell. Examples of such

systems abound and include: the coordinated action of dynein motors along the micro-

tubule bundle comprising eukariotic cilia and flagella, where active sliding forces exerted

by the motors result in spontaneous beating and locomotion [139,140]; the unidirectional

transport of cargo by kinesin and dynein motors along tracks of microtubules in the cell

cytoskeleton [141,142]; the contraction of the actin cortex under the action of myosin mo-

tors during various processes such as cytokinesis [143] and platelet formation [144]; and the

generation of cytoplasmic streaming flows by dynein motors marching along microtubules

during oocyte development [145, 146]. These biological polymers and molecular motors
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have also been extracted and utilized in vitro, for instance in motility assays [95] or as

building blocks for active materials with various self-emergent properties [96–98].

In this work, we analyze the conformational dynamics of an active flexible bead-rod

linear polymer chain subjected to active force dipoles that drive fluid disturbances in the

suspending solvent. The model is based on the past work of Saintillan et al. [9], but we

provide here a more systematic characterization of the role of activity and hydrodynamic

interactions on chain dynamics and conformations in unconfined dilute systems. Our nu-

merical simulations demonstrate that extensile dipolar activity results in the spontaneous

stretching of the chains above a critical level of activity by driving a coherent long-ranged

extension-dominated flow that overcomes thermal fluctuations and unravels the polymer.

This ‘active coil–stretch transition’ is reminiscent of the transition exhibited by passive

flexible polymers in externally applied extensional flows [147], but is internally driven by

dipolar activity in the present case.

3.2 Active polymer model

3.2.1 Langevin formulation

We study the dynamics and conformations of active flexible polymer chains in an

unconfined environment. Figure 3.1 shows a graphical representation of the polymer model,

which consists of a linear chain of N beads of radius a connected by N − 1 freely jointed

inextensible rods of length ` with no bending resistance or rotational constraints. The

chain is subject to tension forces, thermal fluctuations and excluded volume interactions.

In addition, we model activity in terms of force dipoles (pairs of equal and opposite forces)

that are applied to the solvent and drive hydrodynamic disturbances as we explain in

Sec. 3.2.2 [9, 121]. We denote by ri(t) the position of bead i, and by ni(t) = |ri+1 − ri|/`
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the unit vector pointing from bead i to bead i+ 1. At low Reynolds number, the motion

of the chain is overdamped and satisfies the Langevin equation [69]:

dri
dt

= ua(ri, t) +
1

ζ
[Fc

i(t) + Fe
i (t)] + ξi(t). (3.1)

The first term on the right-hand side describes advection by the active fluid flow ua induced

by ATP-powered molecular motors, which we discuss in Sec. 3.2.2.

excluded volume
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Figure 3.1: Coarse grained active polymer: The chain is modeled as a long freely-jointed
chain of N beads each with hydrodynamic radius a and connected by rigid links of length
`. Active dipoles (extensile or contractile) bind stochastically to individual links, with
forces applied directly on the suspending fluid.

The second term captures motion under the internal constraint forces Fc
i ensuring

inextensibility (see Sec. 3.2.3) and under excluded volume forces Fe
i acting on bead i, with

hydrodynamic friction coefficient ζ = 6πηa. Excluded volume interactions are captured

by a soft repulsive potential:

Fe
i = −

∑

j 6=i

∇iΦ(ri − rj), with Φ(r) =
Φ0

rn
, (3.2)

with n = 3. The parameter Φ0 is ad hoc and selected to ensure that the chain does

not cross itself. Finally, the last term in Eq. (3.1) captures Brownian displacements and
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satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

〈ξi(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2DbI δijδ(t− t′), (3.3)

where Db = kBT/ζ is the Brownian diffusivity of an isolated bead. We note that the

Langevin equation (3.1) models the polymer as a freely draining chain. Constraint and

excluded volume forces are applied locally on each bead and do not drive any hydrody-

namic interactions: the only flow in the solvent is assumed to be that induced by active

dipoles. We note that this is an approximation that is convenient computationally. This

description can be improved by accounting for hydrodynamic interactions between distant

chain segments: we consider this more general case in Appendix A, where we find that

hydrodynamic interactions tend to damp the effect of activity due to the enhanced viscous

drag on the chain.

3.2.2 Active forces and hydrodynamic flow

A key feature of our model is the inclusion of active forces and flows, which model

of the effects of the activity of ATP-powered motor proteins performing work along the

polymer chain. The stresses exerted by these motors are coarse grained in the form of active

dipolar force pairs that occur on the scale of one chain link and drive fluid disturbances

(Fig. 3.1). As the motors bind and unbind stochastically along the chain, we assume that

each link can be either active (dipole on) or inactive (dipole off), and the time in a given

state is drawn from an exponential distribution with two distinct rates kon and koff . These

rates set the probability pa = kon/(kon + koff) that any given link is active at a point in

time. Note that pa can also be interpreted as the mean fraction of active links in the

system. When a link is in the active state, two equal and opposite forces are applied to

the viscous surrounding fluid at the positions of the two end beads:

Fa
i = −F0ni(t), Fa

i+1 = F0ni(t), (3.4)
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where F0 is the strength of the active force, assumed to be constant. This effectively

describes a force dipole with magnitude F0`, which can be either extensile (←→) or con-

tractile (→←) as shown in Fig. 3.1. In the present model, we assume that these two forces

are applied directly to the solvent, where they drive an active hydrodynamic flow that can

be obtained as

ua(ri) =
N∑

j=1

G(ri; rj) · Fa
j , (3.5)

where G denotes the Oseen tensor in free space:

G(ri, rj) =
1

8πµrij

[
I + r̂ij r̂ij

]
, (3.6)

where rij = |ri − rj| is the distance between beads i and j, and r̂ij = (ri − rj)/rij is the

unit vector pointing from bead j to bead i.

3.2.3 Constraint forces and numerical algorithm

Chain inextensibility is imposed by means of the constraint forces Fc
i in Eq. (3.1),

which are calculated to ensure that the length of each link remains constant and equal to

`. Specifically, we express these constraint forces in terms of scalar tensions Ti, which are

Lagrange multipliers:

Fc
i = Tini − Ti−1ni−1. (3.7)

The two ends of the polymer are force free, which reflects in the boundary conditions

T0 = TN = 0. To solve for the tensions, we use the algorithm of Liu [117], which uses a semi-

implicit predictor-corrector scheme to ensure that the length of each link is preserved at

the end of every time step. The first step in the time-marching scheme is an unconstrained

explicit Euler step for the bead positions, in which the constraint forces are omitted:

r̃n+1
i = rni + ∆t

[
ua(rni ) + ξni + ζ−1Fev

i,n

]
. (3.8)
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The second step corrects the position r̃n+1
i to account for the tensions, which are evaluated

implicitly at time tn+1:

rn+1
i = r̃n+1

i + ζ−1∆t
[
T n+1
i nni − T n+1

i−1 nni−1

]
. (3.9)

Eq. (3.9) can be further recast in terms of the unit directors between beads as

nn+1
i = ñn+1

i +
∆t

ζ`

[
T n+1
i+1 nni+1−2T n+1

i nni +T n+1
i−1 nni−1

]
. (3.10)

Applying the inextensibility constraint |nn+1
i |2 = 1 then leads to an equation for the

tensions:

2∆t

ζ`

[
T n+1
i+1 nni+1− 2T n+1

i nni + T n+1
i−1 nni−1

]
· ñni =1−|ñni |2

− ∆t2

ζ2`2

∣∣T n+1
i+1 nni+1 − 2T n+1

i nni + T n+1
i−1 nni−1

∣∣2 . (3.11)

This system of quadratic equations can be solved iteratively, where each iteration involves

inverting a linear tridiagonal system corresponding to the left-hand side in Eq. (3.11). A

small number of iterations (typically ≤ 10) is sufficient to achieve convergence.

3.2.4 Scalings and parameters

In the following, we present results in dimensionless form, where all the variables

are scaled using the following characteristic time, length and force scales:

tc =
ζ`2

kBT
, `c = `, Fc =

kBT

`
. (3.12)

With this choice, the dimensionless active dipole strength becomes

σ0 =
F0`

kBT
, (3.13)

where σ0 > 0 and σ0 < 0 represent extensile and contractile systems, respectively. We also

introduce an activity parameter A, defined as

A = paσ0 =
kon

kon + koff

F0`

kBT
, (3.14)
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which can be viewed an effective active dipole strength corrected for the stochasticity of

molecular motors [9].

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Conformational dynamics and flow fields

We performed simulations of polymer chains composed of N = 3 − 150 beads, for

varying values of pa and σ0.
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<latexit sha1_base64="FMT4cns1N6gkvYgTEMTjOt1gNNc=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQhshaGMZwXxgcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TQsi/sLFQxNZ/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNU2casYbLJaxbgfUcCkUb6BAyduJ5jQKJG8Fo9uZ33ri2ohYPeA44X5EB0qEglG00mMZyTXxXNct94olt+LOQVaJl5ESZKj3il/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/QnVKJjk00I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3/mR+8ZScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JCY2MGUeB7YwoDs2yNxP/8zophlf+RKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmb1P+kJzhnJsCWVa2FsJG1JNGdqQCjYEb/nlVdKsVryLSvW+WqrdZHHk4QRO4Rw8uIQa3EEdGsBAwTO8wptjnBfn3flYtOacbOYY/sD5/AGGLY7a</latexit>

→←→←(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="X/qnRvMwhjWbXpmRy4/PIWPyG6U=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq/S83654tbcOcgq8XJSgRzNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfpdvdK4zuMowgmcQhU8uIQG3EITWsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8weJWY1M</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="+ztJnr+tGUTNHl6HB1D2mRcIYE0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq8G5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjma/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0m7XvMuavW7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+K3o1N</latexit>

Contractile
<latexit sha1_base64="sjR5ddE4veY5AIwLS6Cqvi72DvE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8laQe9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF262Q27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntGJVqBm2mhNK9kBoQXEIbOQroJRpoHArohtNm7nefQBuu5CPOEghiOpY84oyilfpNJVFThlzAsFL1at4C7jrxC1IlBVrDytdgpFgag0QmqDF930swyKhGzgTMy4PUQELZlI6hb6mkMZggW5w8dy+tMnIjpW1JdBfq74mMxsbM4tB2xhQnZtXLxf+8forRbZBxmaQIki0XRalwUbn5/+6Ia2AoZpZQprm91WUTmmdgUyrbEPzVl9dJp17zr2v1h3q1cVfEUSLn5IJcEZ/ckAa5Jy3SJowo8kxeyZuDzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QN+eZFi</latexit> Extensile

<latexit sha1_base64="B5NAR5gDl2QxXRT4hFcjR71MoFs=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZm60GVRBJcV7EPaoWTSO21oMjMkGbEM/Qo3LhRx6+e4829M21lo64HA4Zx7yT0nSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSNsGG4EthOFVAYCW8Hoeuq3HlFpHkf3ZpygL+kg4iFn1Fjp4ebJYKS5wF6p7FbcGcgy8XJShhz1Xumr249ZKjEyTFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLsphoTykZ0gB1LIypR+9ns4Ak5tUqfhLGyLzJkpv7eyKjUeiwDOympGepFbyr+53VSE176GY+S1OZi84/CVBATk2l60ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoztqGhL8BYjL5NmteKdV6p31XLtKq+jAMdwAmfgwQXU4Bbq0AAGEp7hFd4c5bw4787HfHTFyXeO4A+czx//bZCH</latexit>

Figure 3.2: Snapshots from two simulations of (a) a contractile system (A = −10) and (b)
an extensile system (A = 10) with N = 100, kon = 100 and koff = 500. The chains were
initially prepared as random walks. Red segments show in the instantaneous positions
of active force dipoles. The contractile chain swells but remains in an isotropic coiled
state, whereas the extensile chain progressively unfolds to reach a fluctuating stretched
conformation.

Figure 3.2 shows snapshots from simulations of two active chains, one contractile
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and one extensile, with N = 100 and A = ±10. Both systems were prepared as random

walks at t = 0. At short times, excluded volume forces cause both polymers to swell in all

directions, while dipolar flows are being driven locally along the chains. In the contrac-

tile case, the chain continues to swell slightly as the flows induced by the active dipoles

constantly rearrange neighboring links, with no net emergent alignment. At statistical

steady-state, the contractile chain remains in an isotropic coiled state, with thermal fluc-

tuations enhanced by the dipolar fluid flows. The case of extensile activity is markedly

different. Here, neighboring links align in the dipolar flows, which have extensional sym-

metry, resulting in long chain segments opening up and stretching, until the chain fully

unfolds into a stetched state where activity-induced flow alignments competes against

thermal fluctuations, which favor the coiled state. Similar dynamics had previously been

observed by Saintillan et al. [9]. The mean direction of alignment of the chain is arbitrary,

but remains roughly constant over the course of the transient. At steady state, the axis

of alignment very slowly diffuses as a result of Brownian motion, which also introduces

stochasticity in the flow field by causing fluctuations of the dipole orientations.

These dynamics can be understood based on the flow fields induced by individ-

ual dipoles as depicted in Fig. 3.3(a,b). In the contractile case shown in (a), the flow is

compressional along the axis of the dipole and extensional in the perpendicular plane,

which tends to rotate neighboring chain links so that they align at ≈ 90o, thus forming

kinks in the chain. Conversely, in the extensile case shown in (b), the flow is extensional

along the axis of the dipole, which tends to rotate neighboring links so that they align

with the dipole, thus unfolding and straightening the chain. This flow-induced alignment

observed in extensile systems not only affect nearest neighbors but is long-ranged due to

the slow decay as 1/r2 of dipolar flows in the Stokes regime. Furthermore, the effect is

self-amplifying: as several chain segments carrying dipoles align with each other, their flow
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fields superimpose coherently to further enhance alignment.

→←Extensile<latexit sha1_base64="B5NAR5gDl2QxXRT4hFcjR71MoFs=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZm60GVRBJcV7EPaoWTSO21oMjMkGbEM/Qo3LhRx6+e4829M21lo64HA4Zx7yT0nSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSNsGG4EthOFVAYCW8Hoeuq3HlFpHkf3ZpygL+kg4iFn1Fjp4ebJYKS5wF6p7FbcGcgy8XJShhz1Xumr249ZKjEyTFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLsphoTykZ0gB1LIypR+9ns4Ak5tUqfhLGyLzJkpv7eyKjUeiwDOympGepFbyr+53VSE176GY+S1OZi84/CVBATk2l60ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoztqGhL8BYjL5NmteKdV6p31XLtKq+jAMdwAmfgwQXU4Bbq0AAGEp7hFd4c5bw4787HfHTFyXeO4A+czx//bZCH</latexit>

Contractile
<latexit sha1_base64="sjR5ddE4veY5AIwLS6Cqvi72DvE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8laQe9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF262Q27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntGJVqBm2mhNK9kBoQXEIbOQroJRpoHArohtNm7nefQBuu5CPOEghiOpY84oyilfpNJVFThlzAsFL1at4C7jrxC1IlBVrDytdgpFgag0QmqDF930swyKhGzgTMy4PUQELZlI6hb6mkMZggW5w8dy+tMnIjpW1JdBfq74mMxsbM4tB2xhQnZtXLxf+8forRbZBxmaQIki0XRalwUbn5/+6Ia2AoZpZQprm91WUTmmdgUyrbEPzVl9dJp17zr2v1h3q1cVfEUSLn5IJcEZ/ckAa5Jy3SJowo8kxeyZuDzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QN+eZFi</latexit>

Extensile<latexit sha1_base64="B5NAR5gDl2QxXRT4hFcjR71MoFs=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZm60GVRBJcV7EPaoWTSO21oMjMkGbEM/Qo3LhRx6+e4829M21lo64HA4Zx7yT0nSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSNsGG4EthOFVAYCW8Hoeuq3HlFpHkf3ZpygL+kg4iFn1Fjp4ebJYKS5wF6p7FbcGcgy8XJShhz1Xumr249ZKjEyTFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLsphoTykZ0gB1LIypR+9ns4Ak5tUqfhLGyLzJkpv7eyKjUeiwDOympGepFbyr+53VSE176GY+S1OZi84/CVBATk2l60ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoztqGhL8BYjL5NmteKdV6p31XLtKq+jAMdwAmfgwQXU4Bbq0AAGEp7hFd4c5bw4787HfHTFyXeO4A+czx//bZCH</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="X/qnRvMwhjWbXpmRy4/PIWPyG6U=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq/S83654tbcOcgq8XJSgRzNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfpdvdK4zuMowgmcQhU8uIQG3EITWsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8weJWY1M</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="+ztJnr+tGUTNHl6HB1D2mRcIYE0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq8G5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjma/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0m7XvMuavW7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+K3o1N</latexit>

(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="rfnaQVugt7qUimZxKo3ANBt1uoU=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN7eHmzY27vszpkQwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSqFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobZJMM95iiUx0J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk1p3Eg+WMwupn5j09cG5GoBxyn3I/pQIlIMIpWuq+G5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjma/fJXL0xYFnOFTFJjup6boj+hGgWTfFrqZYanlI3ogHctVTTmxp/MT52SM6uEJEq0LYVkrv6emNDYmHEc2M6Y4tAsezPxP6+bYXTlT4RKM+SKLRZFmSSYkNnfJBSaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytCmU7IheMsvr5J2veZd1Op39UrjOo+jCCdwClXw4BIacAtNaAGDATzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+N6I1P</latexit>→←Contractile

<latexit sha1_base64="sjR5ddE4veY5AIwLS6Cqvi72DvE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8laQe9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF262Q27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ36Hnfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntGJVqBm2mhNK9kBoQXEIbOQroJRpoHArohtNm7nefQBuu5CPOEghiOpY84oyilfpNJVFThlzAsFL1at4C7jrxC1IlBVrDytdgpFgag0QmqDF930swyKhGzgTMy4PUQELZlI6hb6mkMZggW5w8dy+tMnIjpW1JdBfq74mMxsbM4tB2xhQnZtXLxf+8forRbZBxmaQIki0XRalwUbn5/+6Ia2AoZpZQprm91WUTmmdgUyrbEPzVl9dJp17zr2v1h3q1cVfEUSLn5IJcEZ/ckAa5Jy3SJowo8kxeyZuDzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QN+eZFi</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="Zg9SzxQYTZq3+U3BzjvxJ4sdGWU=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq+y83654tbcOcgq8XJSgRzNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfpdvdK4zuMowgmcQhU8uIQG3EITWsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8weMY41O</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="Cvt+OfQBcRCNScJbXHBcI8nocUs=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3z0gu/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+eoI1a</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="Cvt+OfQBcRCNScJbXHBcI8nocUs=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3z0gu/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+eoI1a</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="5+76lYR9oy3WlyICxWxdJpiaZIo=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUJIEL2Vv2YMPe3mV3zuRC+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBNRwKRRvoUDJO4nmNAokfwzGNzP/8YlrI2L1gFnC/YgOlQgFo2il+2pW7Zcrbs2dg6wSLycVyNHsl796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Mn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TExoZk0WB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophlf+RKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhjKzhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmnXa95FrX5XrzSu8ziKcAKncA4eXEIDbqEJLWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOgJY1b</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="aCLPpFS9UnGWL3SUpTJg9R8NuIY=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3zwQv/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+hqo1c</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="5+76lYR9oy3WlyICxWxdJpiaZIo=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUJIEL2Vv2YMPe3mV3zuRC+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBNRwKRRvoUDJO4nmNAokfwzGNzP/8YlrI2L1gFnC/YgOlQgFo2il+2pW7Zcrbs2dg6wSLycVyNHsl796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Mn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TExoZk0WB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophlf+RKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhjKzhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmnXa95FrX5XrzSu8ziKcAKncA4eXEIDbqEJLWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOgJY1b</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="aCLPpFS9UnGWL3SUpTJg9R8NuIY=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3zwQv/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+hqo1c</latexit>

Figure 3.3: (a,b) Flow fields induced by contractile (a) and extensile (b) dipoles, respec-
tively, illustrating their effect on chain dynamics. The purple arrows show the direction of
the active forces, whereas the black arrows show the direction of rotation of the neighbor-
ing links. (c,d) Time average flow fields induced by (a) a contractile system (A = −10)
and (b) an extensile system (A = 10) with N = 100, kon = 100 and koff = 500. In the
contractile case, the chain is coiled at the origin. In the extensile case, the coordinate
system was rotated to align the principal axis of the chain with the x direction.

This positive feedback loop ultimately results in the full stretching of the chain

under its self-induced flow. Time-averaged flow around the two polymer chains of Fig. 3.2

are shown in Fig. 3.3(c,d). The flow in the contractile case in (c) displays extension and

compression along various directions but shows not clear large-scale symmetry. On the

other hand, dipolar alignment in the extensile case shown in (d) conspires to drive a

self-sustained extensional flow on the scale of the polymer chain, which acts to stabilize

the unfolded stretched conformation. The observed transition from an initial coiled state

to a stretched configuration in extensile systems is reminiscent of the classic coil-stretch

transition of flexible polymers in linear extensional flows [147], where the stretching is due

to the viscous drag on the polymer by an externally applied flow. Here, the transition is

instead an emergent phenomenon resulting from the spontaneous alignment of the chain

under the extensile dipoles that it carries. We discuss this analogy in more detail further
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below.

3.3.2 Steady-state statistical properties

We now discuss conformational properties at statistical steady-state, which we char-

acterize in Fig. 3.4 shown various structural order parameters as functions of σ0. Three

sets of simulations are shown, two with N = 50 and one with N = 100. In the case of

N = 50, two different combinations of on/off rates were used: (kon, koff) = (100, 500) and

(10, 50), which have the same value of pa and thus the same mean number of dipoles. All

shown quantities were measured after reaching steady state and were averaged over time

and over an ensemble of 5 different simulations. We first show in Fig. 3.4(a) the relative

end-to-end distance defined as

Rn =
|rN − r1|
N − 1

, (3.15)

with maximum value of 1 corresponding to a perfectly straight polymer chain. For a perfect

random walk (coiled configuration), the expected value is Rn = `
√
Nk (` is the fixed step

size and Nk is the number of steps in a random walk). As shown in Fig. 3.4(a), the end-

to-end distance is unaffected by activity in the contractile case (σ0 < 0), where it sligthly

exceeds the random walk prediction due to excluded volume effects. In the extensile case,

however, Rn starts increasing above a critical positive value of σ0, reaching ≈ 0.6 for the

longest chain when σ0 = 50. Longer chains tend to stretch more for the same dipole

strength, since they are decorated by more dipoles thus enhancing the self-unfolding effect

described in Sec. 3.3.1. The two simulations with N = 50 provide insight into the role

of the on/off rates on the dynamics: the end-to-end distance, as well as the other order

parameters we discuss below, is only weakly affected by the actual values of kon koff at

a given value of pa. Stretching is slightly weaker in the case with the large rates (blue

triangles), as there is more stochasticity in the dipoles in that case. The unfolding and
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stretching of extensile chains under their self-induced flows can also be interpreted as an

increase in orientational correlations along the chain, i.e., as an increase in the effective

rigidity of the polymer.
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Figure 3.4: Average steady-state values of (a) the scaled end-to-end distance Rn, (b) the
effective persistence length `p/`, (c) the relative shape anisotropic κ, and (d) the nematic
scalar order parameter λmax

Q as functions of σ0 for chains of length N = 50 and 100. In
the case of N = 50, two different combinations of on/off rates giving the same value of
pa = 1/6 were used: (kon, koff) = (100, 500) (blue triangles) and (10, 50) (red squares). The
simulation with N = 100 uses (kon, koff) = (100, 500) (black circles).

We quantify this using the mean persistence length, which for a bead-rod chain can

be defined as [148]

`p
`

=
1

2

(
1 + ξ

1− ξ

)
, where ξ = 〈ni · ni+1〉. (3.16)

As shown in Fig. 3.4(b), the persistence length shows similar trends as the end-to-end
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distance: it is independent of activity in the contractile systems, but shoots up with

activity in extensile systems above the transition to stretched conformations.

Another measure of the mean polymer conformation is provided by the radius of

gyration tensor RG, defined as

RG =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(ri − rcm)(ri − rcm), (3.17)

where rcm is the instantaneous center-of-mass position. Its eigenvalues α1, α2 and α3,

characterize the extent of the polymer mass distribution along its eigendirections, with a

larger eigenvalue corresponding a net extension of the chain in the corresponding direction.

These eigenvalues can be used to define a shape anisotropy parameter κ as

κ = 1− 3
α1α2 + α1α3 + α2α3

(α1 + α2 + α3)2
, (3.18)

A straight linear polymer (e.g., α1 = 1, α2 = α2 = 0) has an anisotropy of κ = 1, whereas

an isotropic or spherically symmetric configuration (α1 = α2 = α3) has an anisotropy of

κ = 0. The dependence of κ on activity is depicted in Fig. 3.4(c). In contractile systems,

the mean value of κ is independent of activity and relatively low at ≈ 0.3: this non-

zero value is to the fact that instantaneous conformations on which we calculate κ are

not perfectly isotropic due to fluctuations, even though on average the system shows no

preferred direction. In the presence of extensile activity, anisotropy increase as the chains

extend along the principal direction of the gyration tensor, with κ reaching nearly 1 for

N = 100 at σ0 = 50.

Finally, we also characterize global nematic alignment of chain segments by plotting

in Fig. 3.4(d) the scalar nematic order parameter λmax
Q , defined as the maximum eigenvalue

of the mean nematic order tensor

Q =
1

N − 1

N−1∑

i=1

(
nini −

I

3

)
, (3.19)
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and we note that λmax
Q is in a range of 0 to 2/3. Once again, we observe similar trends

as function of activity, with no discernible effect of σ0 in contractile systems, but a sharp

increase of the maximum eigenvalue above the coil-stretch transition, especially in the case

of long chains (N = 100).

3.3.3 Coil-stretch transition: Phase diagram

We further characterize the dependence of the coil-stretch transition on system

parameters in Fig. 3.5, where we consider extensile systems only. We systematically deter-

mine the location of the transition by considering the time evolution of the nematic scalar

order parameter, which exhibits a positive growth only in simulations in which stretching

occurs. The time evolution of λmax
Q in one such case is plotted in Fig. 3.5(a), where a

regime of linear growth is observed followed by a plateau.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Time evolution of the nematic scalar order parameter λmax
Q in a simulation

with N = 100, pa = 0.167, and σ0 = 60. Inset shows the initial regime of linear growth,
from which we define the growth rate β. (b) Dependence of growth rate β on activity
parameter A, showing the transition to stretching above a critical value. The red circle
corresponds to the simulation shown in (a). (c) Phase diagram for coil-stretch transition in
the (σ0, pa) plane. The boundary between the two domains is well captured by a curve of
constant A (black curve). (d) Critical activity level for coil-stretch transition as a function
of chain length N . The coil-stretch transition is only observed for chains of length N ≥ 4.
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A growth rate β can be computed during the initial regime, which is roughly zero

for configurations that stay coiled but becomes positive when stretching occurs. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b), where we plot β as a function of σ0 for a fixed value of pa = 0.167.

The trends are similar to those found in Fig. 3.4, with a clear transition to stretching

occurring a critical dipole strength of σ0 ≈ 30. Similar simulations were performed by

varying both σ0 and pa, and the results are summarized in a phase diagram in Fig. 3.5(c)

in the case N = 100, where we highlight parameter regimes where coiled and stretched

configurations are observed. Expectedly, we find that the transition to stretching occurs

for large values of either pa (many dipoles) or σ0 (stronger dipoles). We find that the

transition is very well captured by a curve of constant A = paσ0, with a critical value of

Ac ≈ 4 in the case shown in Fig. 3.5(c). The activity threshold Ac is length dependent, and

is found to decay with N as shown in Fig. 3.5(d): indeed, a longer chain will carry more

dipoles at fixed value of pa. For intermediate chain lengths, we observe that Ac ∼ N−1,

followed by apparent plateau for long chains. This suggests a transition governed by the

parameter AN , which plays an analogous role as the Deborah number for the classic coil-

stretch transition of flexible polymers in extensional flows. Interestingly, we find that the

transition to spontaneous stretching only occurs for N ≥ 4, a result that we explore further

using a theoretical model in Sec. 3.3.4.

3.3.4 Theory for an active trimer

As observed in Fig. 3.5(d), N = 4 is the lower limit above which the polymer

undergoes the coil stretch transition in our simulations. To understand this behavior, we

further study the case of a trimer consisting of N = 3 beads using a theoretical based on a

Fokker-Planck formulation. Denoting by q the generalized angular coordinates describing

the configuration of the chain, the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density
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function ψ(q, t) is given by [149–151]

∂ψ

∂t
+

∂

∂qi

[
Γij

(
N∑

n=1

uak(rn)
∂rn,k
∂qj

ψ − kBT

ζ

√
h
∂

∂qj

(
ψ√
h

))]
= 0, (3.20)

where index n refers to be bead number, and all other indices denote components of the

various vector and tensor quantities, for which the Einstein summation convention applies.

In Eq. (3.20), Γ = H−1 and h = det(H) are defined in terms of the tensor

Hij =
N∑

n=1

∂rn
∂qi
· ∂rn
∂qj

. (3.21)
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of an active trimer, where the internal coordinate of interest is the
bond angle θ = π − cos−1(n1 · n2).

In the case of interest where there is no external flow, the mean position and ori-

entation of the chain simply undergo Brownian diffusion, and the only internal coordinate

with a non-trivial probability distribution function is the angle θ = π − cos−1(n1 · n2) as

depicted in Fig. 3.6. Eq. (3.20) can simplified in this case. Setting the orientational flux

to zero at steady state yields the simple differential equation

`2θ̇aψ − kBT

ζ

√
h

d

dθ

( ψ√
h

)
= 0. (3.22)

where θ̇a is the deterministic angular velocity resulting from the flow induced the active
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dipoles, and h = `4(4− cos2 θ). Here, the probability density function is normalized as

∫ π

0

ψ(θ) sin θ dθ = 1, (3.23)

where the factor of sin θ comes from the solid angle in three dimensions.

For simplicity, we assume that both links are subject to permanent dipoles (pa = 1).

The angular velocity in that case can be calculated as

θ̇a =
1

sin θ
(ṅ1 · n2 + n1 · ṅ2) =

2

sin θ
n1 · ṅ2 (3.24)

where

ṅ2 =
1

`
(I− n2n2) · ua(r3). (3.25)

Upon substituting the expression for the active flow velocity at the location of bead 3,

ua(r3) = [G(r3; r2)−G(r3; r1)] · F0n1, (3.26)

with G the Oseen tensor defined in Eq. (3.6), we obtain after simplifications

θ̇a =
F0

4πµ`2
sin θ

[
1− 3

2
√

2(1− cos θ)

]
. (3.27)

Inserting this expression into the flux balance Eq. (3.22) then yields the governing equation

for ψ(θ),

3

2

(a
`

)
σ0 sin θ

[
1− 3

2
√

2(1− cos θ)

]
ψ =

√
4− cos2 θ

d

dθ

(
ψ√

4− cos2 θ

)
, (3.28)

which is written is dimensionless form and involves both the dipole strength σ0 and ratio

a/` of the bead hydrodynamic radius to the bond length.

In the passive case (σ0 = 0), Eq. (3.28) is readily integrated as

ψp(θ) = ψ0

√
4− cos2 θ (σ0 = 0), (3.29)

which is the classic solution for a rigid trimer [149], which peaks at and is symmetric

about θ = π/2; see Fig. 3.7. The prefactor is obtained from the normalization condition
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Figure 3.7: Probability density function ψ(θ) sin θ of the bond angle θ for a trimer with
different levels of activity and for a/` = 0.1 (the factor of sin θ arises from the solid angle
in Eq. (3.23)). The plot compares the analytical solution of Eq. (3.30) (solid lines) with
results from Langevin simulations (symbols).

Eq. (3.23) as ψ0 = (2π/3 +
√

3)−1. When activity is present (σ0 6= 0), the solution of

Eq. (3.28) for the distribution function becomes

ψa(θ) = ψp(θ) exp

[
−3aσ0

2`

(
cos θ +

3

2

√
2(1− cos θ)

)]
, (3.30)

with a new normalization constant ψ0 that now depends on (a/`)σ0 and must be de-

termined numerically. We find that dipolar activity modifies the equilibrium distribution

ψp(θ) through a Boltzmann factor of the form ∝ exp(−U(θ)/kBT ) where

U(θ)

kBT
=

3aσ0

2`

(
cos θ +

3

2

√
2(1− cos θ)

)
(3.31)

can be interpreted as an effective potential energy for self-alignment of the chain under its

own active flow.

Figure 3.7(a) shows ψ(θ) sin θ as a function of θ for different values of σ0, and

compares the analytical solution of Eq. (3.30) with results from Langevin simulations.

Good agreement is found between the two. As anticipated based on Fig. 3.5(d), we find

that the behavior of the trimer is quite unlike that of longer chains: extensile trimers

(σ0 > 0) tend to remain in a folded configuration with θ ≈ 0, whereas contractile trimers
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tend to stayed kinked with θ ≈ π/2. The propensity for the extensile trimer to remain

folded can be understood by considering the potential energy in Fig. 3.7(b): in extensile

cases with σ0 > 0, the potential energy displays two minima at θ = 0 and π, which both

correspond to configurations with aligned dipoles. However, the minimum at θ = 0 is

significantly deeper, since the two dipoles are closer to one another and therefore interact

more strongly in the folded state than in the unfolded state. This explains why the folded

configuration is preferred in this case as seen in Fig. 3.7(a). This folded state, however,

becomes much less likely in longer chains, as the links also experience tension forces from

the other parts of the chain. Excluded volume interactions also decrease the likelihood of

folded conformations.

3.4 Conclusions

We have performed Langevin simulations of model active polymers consisting of

freely-jointed bead-rod chains decorated by stochastic force dipoles that drive long-ranged

flows in the viscous suspending solvent. Depending on the type of dipole, significantly

different dynamics were observed: fluid flows driven by contractile dipoles tend to create

transient kinks in the chain, resulting in coiled conformations with enhanced fluctuations;

on the other hand, the flow driven by extensile dipoles tends to align neighboring chains

segments, leading to a spontaneous unfolding and stretching of the chain above a critical

level of activity. The dynamics in the extensile case are reminiscent of the coil-stretch

transition of passive polymer chains in extensional flows [147, 150]. However, the active

coil-stretch transition uncovered here is spontaneous and does not require any external

flow or forcing. Upon unfolding and stretching of the polymer, the aligned dipoles along

the chain drive a macroscopic fluid flow with extensional symmetry that resists relaxation

under thermal fluctuations and sustains the stretched conformation along an arbitrary
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axis selected by random fluctuations. As demonstrated by our analysis, the transition to

stretching occurs above a critical value of Npaσ0, which denotes the product of the mean

number of dipoles Npa along the chain with the dimensionless dipole strength σ0. While

most of our simulations neglected hydrodynamic interactions (other than those directly

resulting from dipolar activity), we anticipate that a full characterization of the transition

in the presence of hydrodynamic interactions may uncover yet richer behavior, such as

conformation hysteresis near the transition point, which is known to occur in the case of

the passive coil-stretch transition [152,153].

The active polymer model used in this work was motivated by interphase chromatin,

which is a flexible polymer known to be subject to ATP-powered enzymes such as RNA

polymerase [120]. A detailed microscopic model for the local active stresses generated by

these enzymes is still lacking, yet we expect to be able to coarse-grain them as dipoles [121],

and past work has suggested that fluid-mediated interactions between these dipoles may be

responsible for the coherent motions observed inside the cell nucleus during interphase [9].

Chromatin and its associated enzymes, however, cannot be extracted in vitro without

major disruption to their structure and function, so that this system is hardly a good

candidate for experimental validation of our model. Other synthetic systems, however,

would be very well suited for that purpose. One example could consist of a flexible chain

composed of bimetallic autophoretic rods [154], which can be designed to drive either

extensile or contractile flows [155]. Such a chain of extensile rods should display the

active coil-stretch transition, which could be externally controlled by addition or removal

of chemical fuel such as hydrogen peroxide to the solution. This suggests novel designs for

smart polymeric materials whose effective rheological, optical or thermal properties could

be tuned reversibly by triggering the active coil-stretch transition on the microscale.
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Chapter 4

Activity in the nucleus enhances

segregation and compaction of

heterochromatin

4.1 Introduction

Chromatin is the functional form of DNA in cells, and its structure, organization

and dynamics control all aspects of DNA biology. The spatiotemporal organization of

chromatin in the nucleus plays an essential role in nuclear processes such as gene tran-

scription and genome replication, yet the fundamental biophysical principles and mech-

anisms underpinning its complex self-organization remain elusive. During interphase in

differentiated cells, the genome undergoes large-scale compartmentalization into active

and repressed states, thereby altering the availability of genes to transcription factors

as a key mechanism for epigenetic gene regulation. Two major compartments of chro-

matin, heterochromatin and euchromatin, are spatially segregated inside the nucleus, with

the transcriptionally active euchromatin remaining loosely packed while predominantly
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silent genes are condensed into heterochromatin regions. In conventional nuclei, hete-

rochromatin is distributed throughout the nucleus but concentrates predominantly in the

periphery [156, 157], where it tends to bind to the lamin network lining the interior of

the nuclear envelope. In the absence of chromatin–lamina interactions, heterochromatin is

instead found to concentrate near the center of the nucleus, and this inverted configuration

occurs in certain photoreceptor cells of nocturnal mammals [52]. The biochemical basis

of heterochromatin condensation is linked to the methylation of histone tails and binding

of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) to nucleosomes. Bound HP1 further oligomerizes and

bridges nucleosomes from chromatin regions in close spatial proximity, resulting in the

compaction and repression of silent genes [45–49]. This compaction has been hypothesized

to involve liquid–liquid phase separation by HP1 [50,51].

Recent modeling efforts aimed at explaining chromatin segregation have focused

on equilibrium simulations that describe chromatin as a block copolymer, with euchro-

matin and heterochromatin chain segments exhibiting different affinities. Using Brownian

dynamics, Falk et al. [6] found that heterochromatin tends to aggregate and compact into

a dense region in the center of the nucleus. Similar findings were made by MacPherson et

al. [5] using Monte-Carlo simulations in which discrete HP1 proteins preferentially bound

to heterochromatin and further oligomerized to bridge between nucleosomes. Subsequent

studies based on the same models [52,53] showed that non-specific attractive interactions

with the nuclear envelope result in preferential accumulation of heterochromatin in the nu-

clear periphery consistent with observations in conventional nuclei, confirming that binding

to the nuclear lamina plays a key role in the spatial organization of heterochromatin.

These models, however, only considered equilibrium statistics and neglected the

role played by ATP-powered active processes in the kinetics of heterochromatin formation

and its final morphology. The importance of activity in chromatin dynamics was first dis-
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covered in experiments by Zidovska et al. [120], who developed displacement correlation

spectroscopy to quantify chromatin positional dynamics simultaneously across the entire

nucleus in live cells by imaging of histones H2B-GFP. These observations revealed that

chromatin moves coherently within large regions of 3–5 µm in size and lasting over several

seconds. These correlated motions were found to be ATP-dependent and independent of

the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton. Perturbation of major nuclear ATPases such as DNA poly-

merase, RNA polymerase II and topoisomerase II caused local displacements to increase,

but completely blocked coherence.

Motivated by these experiments, Zidovska et al. [121] proposed a hydrodynamic

theory of chromatin dynamics that coarse-grained the action of ATPases into two ba-

sic types of active events: vector events that describe force dipoles generated by nuclear

enzymes such as polymerases and helicases, and scalar events corresponding to the lo-

cal de/condensation of chromatin caused by chromatin remodelers. This mean-field con-

tinuum theory predicts that dipolar activity is responsible for large-scale coherent mo-

tions [120, 121]. Alternative hydrodynamics-free approaches to modeling activity have

been developed which use a 3D-conformational space of the chromatin fiber emerging

from a quasi-equilibrium energy landscape [122]. Such an energy landscape was generated

by Langevin dynamics at an effective temperature as a model for activity within the nu-

cleus. Another hydrodynamics-free model, informed by Hi-C data of human chromosomes,

described chromatin as a heteropolymer to explore the spatiotemporal dynamics of in-

terphase chromosomes [123, 124]. Chromatin activity was also mimicked by an isotropic

noise. Both models successfully recapitulated large-scale coherence of chromatin motions.

In recent work, Saintillan, Shelley and Zidovska [9] built upon the concept of vector

events to develop a computational model of active chromatin hydrodynamics that accounts

for the role of ATP-driven processes. A long flexible polymer confined inside a spherical
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cavity and subjected to stochastic force dipoles was simulated. These force dipoles gen-

erated fluid flows in the nucleoplasm, which in turn drove local nematic alignment of the

chain. This positive feedback occurred only for extensile dipoles and resulted in large-scale

coherent motions by a mechanism similar to the generic bend instability of extensile active

nematics [158–160]. These simulations assumed a homopolymer chain, thus no macroscopic

self-organization was observed beyond the alignment induced by hydrodynamic interac-

tions.

Here, we extend this computational approach to illuminate the role of dipolar ac-

tivity and nucleoplasmic flows in the dynamics of chromatin phase segregation in the

differentiated cell nucleus. We perform large-scale coarse-grained simulations of an en-

tire model nucleus containing multiple chromosomes immersed in a viscous nucleoplasm.

The chromosomes are modeled as diblock copolymers composed of segments of active eu-

chromatin subject to dipolar activity, alternating with segments of silent heterochromatin

subject to inter- and intra-chain crosslinking. Our numerical results underscore the role of

activity-driven coherent motions and nucleoplasmic flows on the compaction and spatial

distribution of heterochromatin in differentiated cells.

4.2 Coarse-grained chromatin model

We simulate a system of Mc confined polymers representing individual chromosomes

inside the interphase nucleus (Fig. 4.1). The nuclear envelope, which encloses the chains,

is modeled as a prolate spheroidal cavity with bounding surface S of eccentricity e and

equivalent radius Rs, and is filled with a viscous Newtonian nucleoplasm with viscosity

η. Each chromosome is coarse-grained as an active Zimm bead-spring chain composed of

Nb beads of hydrodynamic radius ah connected by finitely extensible elastic springs. In

this coarse-grained description, a bead should be viewed as a mesoscopic chromatin sub-
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domain containing a large number of nucleosomes and associated proteins at a resolution

of ∼ 100 kbp. As depicted in Fig. 4.1, each chromosome further consists of alternating

blocks of heterochromatin and euchromatin domains (HCDs and ECDs, respectively), with

a fraction αc of heterochromatin.

Nucleoplasm
Euchromatin
Heterochromatin

Active forces

Nucleus

Bead
Spring

Stiff elastic
crosslink

HeterochromatinV6

Active
forces

Fluid flow

Fluid flow

!+1!

Euchromatin

Crosslink

Figure 4.1: Model schematic: Mc bead-spring polymer chains representing individual
chromosomes are confined inside a spheroidal nuclear envelope. Heterochromatic domains
(HCDs) can form inter- and intra-chromosomal crosslinks, whereas euchromatic domains
(ECDs) are decorated with active force dipoles that drive nucleoplasmic flows.

Transcriptionally active euchromatin experiences microscopic active stresses gen-

erated by the ATP-powered action of nuclear enzymes such as polymerases, helicases,

and topoisomerases as they perform their functions. We model these stresses in terms of

stochastic active force dipoles distributed along ECDs and applied to the viscous fluid in

which they drive an active flow [9]. On the other hand, the silent HCDs are characterized

by the presence of inter- and intra-chain crosslinks as a macroscopic model for the binding

interactions between the heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) and the trimethylated histone

tails [5, 46,161].

The position xi(t) of bead i = 1, ..., N (where N = Nb ×Mc) is governed by the
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overdamped Langevin equation [69]

dxi
dt

=
1

ζ
Fi(t) + u(xi, t) + ξi(t). (4.1)

The first term describes transport under the net deterministic force on bead i, to be

specified below, where ζ = 6πηah is the corresponding friction coefficient. The second term

captures advection of the bead by the viscous flow inside the nucleus, with contributions

from activity as well as hydrodynamic interactions resulting from viscous drag on the

beads. Finally, the last term captures Brownian displacements and is calculated to satisfy

the fluctuation–dissipation theorem.

The net deterministic force Fi on bead i accounts for entropic spring tensions,

crosslink forces as well as excluded volume interactions between neighboring beads:

Fi = Fs
i + Fc

i + Fe
i . (4.2)

Entropic spring forces Fs
i are modeled using the FENE spring law [116], and excluded

volume forces Fe
i are captured using a soft repulsive potential; see Appendix B for de-

tails. Crosslink forces Fc
i are used to model binding interactions between beads inside

HCDs. These crosslinks represents HP1 binding to the methylated K9 residue of histone

H3 (H3K9me3), an established marker of the transcriptionally silent heterochromatin as-

sociated with high chromatin density and low gene expression levels. These binding in-

teractions, which can occur inter- or intra-chain, are also captured using FENE springs

but with a stiffer spring constant. These links can form stochastically between pairs of

heterochromatic beads that are within a certain cutoff radius ac of one another and are

both in an activated state, where activation occurs stochastically as a Poisson process with

rate kcon. Each bead can form at most one crosslink, and crosslinks are permanent once

formed.

A key aspect of our model is the inclusion of hydrodynamic flows induced by the
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activity of ATP-powered enzymes and from interactions between chain segments. Fol-

lowing our past work [9], microscopic active stresses are coarse-grained in the form of

active dipolar forces applied to the fluid along euchromatic portions of the chromosomes

and occur on the scale of one chain link. Specifically, active dipoles are switched on and

off stochastically as a Poisson process with rates kaon and kaoff , which set the probability

pa = kaon/(k
a
on + kaoff) for a link to be active. When a euchromatic link i is in the on–state,

two equal and opposite forces are applied to the viscous nucleoplasm at the positions of

the end beads:

Fa
i = −fan̂i(t), Fa

i+1 = fan̂i(t), (4.3)

where n̂i = ni/ni is the unit vector pointing from bead i to i + 1 obtained from the

connector ni = xi+1 − xi between the two beads. The pair of forces constitutes a dipole

of magnitude σ = fani, which is extensile (←→) for σ > 0 and contractile (→←) for

σ < 0. In simulations, we fix fa, meaning that the actual dipole strength fluctuates with

the distance ni between the beads. We define a characteristic dipole strength as σ0 = fa`s,

where `s is the equilibrium length of an isolated passive spring.

Both passive and active forces contribute to the nucleoplasmic flow field u and

corresponding pressure p, which satisfy the Stokes momentum equation

−∇p+ η∇2u =
N∑

i=1

(Fi + Fa
i ) δ(x− xi) (4.4)

along with the incompressibility constraint ∇ · u = 0. In Eq. (4.4), active forces on the

right-hand side are only included for beads that are in the active state. The velocity field

is subject to the no-slip condition u = 0 on the surface of the nuclear envelope and is

obtained using an accelerated algorithm based on the kernel-free fast-multipole method,

allowing us to simulate large systems over long periods of time. In the following, we present

results in dimensionless form based on characteristic thermal (equilibrium) scales. Further

details of the computational methods and scalings are provided in Appendix B.
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4.3 Results

In this section, we consider simulations of Mc = 23 identical chains (or chromo-

somes) of 1305 beads for a total of ∼ 30k beads, meaning that each bead represents ∼ 1000

of the ∼ 30M nucleosomes in the human genome. Each chromosomal chain contains four

equally spaced linear HCDs that in total occupy a fraction αc ≈ 30% of each chromo-

some. Recall that crosslinks can form within and between heterochromatic domains, but

not with or within the complementary ECDs. Each chromosome is first prepared as a

confined random walk, and then all are distributed within the nucleus to establish distinct

chromosomal territories. This system is then equilibrated under Brownian fluctuations and

excluded volume forces to establish initial data.

4.3.1 Dynamics of heterochromatin segregation

Figure 4.2 shows the results of two long-time simulations proceeding from identical

initial data (top row). In the first case, the ECDs are entirely passive (σ0 = 0, middle

row), and the dynamics largely results from crosslinks forming within and between HCDs.

In the second case, the ECDs are instead active (σ0 > 0, bottom row), being stochastically

populated with extensile dipoles.

In the passive case, the chromosomes roughly maintain their initial spatial territo-

ries (Fig. 4.2(a)), with only slight mixing, mainly due to thermal fluctuations, taking place

near their boundaries. The stochastically nucleating crosslinks, being long-lived, have led

progressively to crosslink-rich regions (Fig. 4.2(b)). These form a loose network that spans

the entire system and alternates with crosslink-free euchromatin. However, the dynamics

of crosslinking, together with any attendant change in the mechanics of the chromatin

in response to thermal fluctuations and excluded volume forces, has not led to any large-

scale rearrangements of chromosomal or heterochromatic domains. We suspect that, being
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rapid in comparison to rearrangements by thermal effects, crosslinking may be rigidify-

ing the system, leading to fewer opportunities for crosslinking between distal HCDs. At

any rate, heterochromatin is distributed across the nucleus with approximate uniformity,

corresponding to the initial placement of the HCDs; see Fig. 4.2(c).
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Figure 4.2: Long-time evolution of chromatin in simulations of two systems, one with
passive euchromatin (σ0 = 0) and another with active euchromatin (extensile, σ0 = 30).
Top row: initial system configuration at t = 0, which is identical in both simulations;
second and third rows: system configurations at dimensionless time t = 700. The four
columns show, from left to right: (a) the full chromatin system, with colors corresponding
to distinct chromosomes; (b) the crosslinks within and between HCDs, shown as grey beads
and overlayed on top of the chains; (c) the location of heterochromatic regions (HCRs),
defined distinctly from heterochromatic domains as regions in space where the crosslink
density exceeds 50% of its maximum value, and colored by chain membership; and (d) a
subset of four chromosomes and associated crosslinks.

The dynamics and distribution of heterochromatin is very different for active eu-

chromatin. There, extensile dipoles in ECDs drive large-scale coherent flows that draw
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neighboring chain sections into alignment while mixing chromosomal territories. As a con-

sequence of these active flows, the morphology of crosslinked heterochromatic regions

(HCRs, defined distinctly from HCDs as the regions in space where the crosslink den-

sity exceeds 50% of its maximum value) is also quite different: mixing indeed facilitates

crosslink formation between distinct HCDs, resulting in a more compact crosslinked net-

work that progressively densifies near the center of the nucleus. These distinct morpholo-

gies are especially visible in Fig. 4.2(c), where we show the spatial boundary of HCRs.

They have a much more compact and dense structure in the active case, with most of the

active euchromatin expelled from the center towards the nuclear envelope. Snapshots of

four individual chromosomes are also shown in Fig. 4.2(d) and further highlight the role of

active nucleoplasmic flows that promote the compaction of heterochromatin while opening

up and stretching active euchromatic chain segments.

We further quantify the spatiotemporal evolution of the system in Fig. 4.3. The

migration of heterochromatin towards the nucleus center in the active case is evident

in Fig. 4.3(a,left), showing the time evolution of the standard deviation d =
√
〈|x|2〉 of

the polymer mass distribution normalized by the equivalent nuclear radius Rs = 28, for

both ECDs and HCDs. While the spatial distribution of euchromatin shows only a minor

shift towards the boundary, heterochromatin is found to concentrate near the center of

the nucleus in the active extensile case, as evidenced by the decay of dhcd with time and

corresponding growth of the migration offset defined as ∆ = decd − dhcd. This inward

migration is also accompanied by an increase in chromatin number density (both hetero-

and euchromatin) as shown in Fig. 4.3(a,right), where we define ρhcr = Nhcr/Vhcr as the

ratio of the number of beads of any type contained in the heterochromatic regions identified

in Fig. 4.2(c) over the corresponding volume. In the absence of activity (σ0 = 0), the

number density remains close to the average number density of the system, whereas it
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increases significantly when extensile dipoles are applied along ECDs (σ0 > 0).
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<latexit sha1_base64="OMxAeRduy+NTPJ9kxJ7NTBdCyKU=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIndYYEm0scREPhK4kL1lDjbs7V1290jIhR9hY6Extv4eO/+NC1yh4Es2eXlvZnbmBYng2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7hd+Z4pK81g+mVmCfkRHkoecUWOlTpNqzac4KFfcqrsE2SReTiqQozkof/WHMUsjlIYJO6PnuYnxM6oMZwLnpX6qMaFsQkfYs1TSCLWfLdedkyurDEkYK/ukIUv1d0dGI61nUWArI2rGet1biP95vdSEt37GZZIalGz1UZgKYmKyuJ0MuUJmxMwSyhS3uxI2pooyYxMq2RC89ZM3SbtW9W6qtcdapXGXx1GEC7iEa/CgDg14gCa0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9VacHJe87hD5zPH2rmj50=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="WtOwl9sKfcVxB1HirrmrtXAe4hg=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avU0ubxSBYhbtYaBm1sYxgPiA5wt5mkizZ2zt294LhyD+xsVDE1n9i579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTATXxvO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQPTpu6DhVDOssFrFqhVSj4BLrhhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0N/ObY1Sax/LRTBIMIjqQvM8ZNVbquu4NM3yMBJ8MSs0Fdt2SV/bmIKvEz0kJctS67lenF7M0QmmYoFq3fS8xQUaV4UzgtNhJNSaUjegA25ZKGqEOsvnlU3JulR7px8qWNGSu/p7IaKT1JAptZ0TNUC97M/E/r52a/nWQcZmk9i+2WNRPBTExmcVAelwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1JFmbFhFW0I/vLLq6RRKfuX5cpDpVS9zeMowCmcwQX4cAVVuIca1IHBGJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz+ODpOa</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="+ztJnr+tGUTNHl6HB1D2mRcIYE0=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq8G5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjma/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0m7XvMuavW7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+K3o1N</latexit>

�max
Q

<latexit sha1_base64="CmBWAwxUO7Fj6ywxrOo2Az+8N2M=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEGixaJqUrKAGMFC2Mr0YfUhshxnNaqnUS2g6iiLCz8CgsDCLHyD2z8DU6bAVqOZOnonHPle48XMyqVZX0bpZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd8/cP+jKKBGYdHDEItH3kCSMhqSjqGKkHwuCuMdIz5tc537vnghJo/BWTWPicDQKaUAxUlpyzePakOm0j9y0nd2lQ47UWPCUo4csq7lm1apbM8BlYhekCgq0XPNr6Ec44SRUmCEpB7YVKydFQlHMSFYZJpLECE/QiAw0DREn0klnV2TwVCs+DCKhX6jgTP09kSIu5ZR7OplvKRe9XPzPGyQquHRSGsaJIiGefxQkDKoI5pVAnwqCFZtqgrCgeleIx0ggrHRxFV2CvXjyMuk26vZ5vdFuVJtXRR1lcAROwBmwwQVoghvQAh2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342MeLRnFzCH4A+PzBwn2mOs=</latexit>

Time average
<latexit sha1_base64="NfUahxcbkfw/x4/w0pebTm3hZ60=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZm60GXRjcsKfUE7lEx6pw1NMkOSEUrpb7hxoYhbf8adf2PazkJbDwQO55yb3JwoFdxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnLJJlm2GSJSHQnogYFV9i03ArspBqpjAS2o/H93G8/oTY8UQ07STGUdKh4zBm1Tuo1uERCXYAOsV8q+xV/AbJOgpyUIUe9X/rqDRKWSVSWCWpMN/BTG06ptpwJnBV7mcGUsrG7u+uoohJNOF3sPCOXThmQONHuKEsW6u+JKZXGTGTkkpLakVn15uJ/Xjez8W045SrNLCq2fCjOBLEJmRdABlwjs2LiCGWau10JG1FNmXU1FV0JweqX10mrWgmuK9XHarl2l9dRgHO4gCsI4AZq8AB1aAKDFJ7hFd68zHvx3r2PZXTDy2fO4A+8zx/BG5F+</latexit>

t = 550
<latexit sha1_base64="/58IkkVNNQgYJu/iH0HyovB7bsM=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BFvBU9mtFL0IRS8eK9gPaZeSTbNtaJJdklmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhALbsB1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8apko0ZQ1aSQi3QmIYYIr1gQOgnVizYgMBGsH49uZ335i2vBIPcAkZr4kQ8VDTglY6bEMZXyNazW3Xyy5FXcOvEq8jJRQhka/+NUbRDSRTAEVxJiu58bgp0QDp4JNC73EsJjQMRmyrqWKSGb8dH7wFJ9ZZYDDSNtSgOfq74mUSGMmMrCdksDILHsz8T+vm0B45adcxQkwRReLwkRgiPDsezzgmlEQE0sI1dzeiumIaELBZlSwIXjLL6+SVrXiXVSq99VS/SaLI49O0Ck6Rx66RHV0hxqoiSiS6Bm9ojdHOy/Ou/OxaM052cwx+gPn8wckHo6p</latexit>

(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="rfnaQVugt7qUimZxKo3ANBt1uoU=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN7eHmzY27vszpkQwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSqFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobZJMM95iiUx0J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk1p3Eg+WMwupn5j09cG5GoBxyn3I/pQIlIMIpWuq+G5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjma/fJXL0xYFnOFTFJjup6boj+hGgWTfFrqZYanlI3ogHctVTTmxp/MT52SM6uEJEq0LYVkrv6emNDYmHEc2M6Y4tAsezPxP6+bYXTlT4RKM+SKLRZFmSSYkNnfJBSaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytCmU7IheMsvr5J2veZd1Op39UrjOo+jCCdwClXw4BIacAtNaAGDATzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+N6I1P</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="Zg9SzxQYTZq3+U3BzjvxJ4sdGWU=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtxhoSXRxhKjIAlcyN6yBxv29i67cybkwk+wsdAYW3+Rnf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobeJUM95isYx1J6CGS6F4CwVK3kk0p1Eg+WMwvpn5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWuq+y83654tbcOcgq8XJSgRzNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF75mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfpdvdK4zuMowgmcQhU8uIQG3EITWsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8weMY41O</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OMxAeRduy+NTPJ9kxJ7NTBdCyKU=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIndYYEm0scREPhK4kL1lDjbs7V1290jIhR9hY6Extv4eO/+NC1yh4Es2eXlvZnbmBYng2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7hd+Z4pK81g+mVmCfkRHkoecUWOlTpNqzac4KFfcqrsE2SReTiqQozkof/WHMUsjlIYJO6PnuYnxM6oMZwLnpX6qMaFsQkfYs1TSCLWfLdedkyurDEkYK/ukIUv1d0dGI61nUWArI2rGet1biP95vdSEt37GZZIalGz1UZgKYmKyuJ0MuUJmxMwSyhS3uxI2pooyYxMq2RC89ZM3SbtW9W6qtcdapXGXx1GEC7iEa/CgDg14gCa0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9VacHJe87hD5zPH2rmj50=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="WtOwl9sKfcVxB1HirrmrtXAe4hg=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avU0ubxSBYhbtYaBm1sYxgPiA5wt5mkizZ2zt294LhyD+xsVDE1n9i579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvTATXxvO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQPTpu6DhVDOssFrFqhVSj4BLrhhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0N/ObY1Sax/LRTBIMIjqQvM8ZNVbquu4NM3yMBJ8MSs0Fdt2SV/bmIKvEz0kJctS67lenF7M0QmmYoFq3fS8xQUaV4UzgtNhJNSaUjegA25ZKGqEOsvnlU3JulR7px8qWNGSu/p7IaKT1JAptZ0TNUC97M/E/r52a/nWQcZmk9i+2WNRPBTExmcVAelwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1JFmbFhFW0I/vLLq6RRKfuX5cpDpVS9zeMowCmcwQX4cAVVuIca1IHBGJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz+ODpOa</latexit>

t 2 [350, 700]
<latexit sha1_base64="mZvPiGMzYZl1TUn9bWfde3UD0mo=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi63gQUrSIvVY9OKxgv2ANJTNdtsu3WzC7kYpsT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOlHacb2ttfWNzazu3k9/d2z84tAtHLRUlktAmiXgkOwFWlDNBm5ppTjuxpDgMOG0H45uZ336gUrFI3OtJTP0QDwUbMIK1kXp2oaRRlwnkVS+di5rj+KWeXXTKzhxolbgZKUKGRs/+6vYjkoRUaMKxUp7rxNpPsdSMcDrNdxNFY0zGeEg9QwUOqfLT+elTdGaUPhpE0pTQaK7+nkhxqNQkDExniPVILXsz8T/PS/Tgyk+ZiBNNBVksGiQc6QjNckB9JinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNmnlTQju8surpFUpu9Vy5a5SrF9nceTgBE7hHFyoQR1uoQFNIPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx+L1jUrmzmGP7A+fwCRepGZ</latexit>

⇢hc
<latexit sha1_base64="cSIfO/0t9yGJYMWXdA7ajSDo/Us=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXKCNLRIvEVCVlgLGChbFI9CE1UeS4TmvVj8h2EFWUX2FhACFWfoSNv8FpM0DLkSwdnXOv7vGJEkqUdt1vq7KxubW9U92t7e0fHB7Zx/W+EqlEuIcEFXIYQYUp4biniaZ4mEgMWUTxIJrdFv7gEUtFBH/Q8wQHDE44iQmC2kihXW/6cipCn0E9lSyborwZ2g235S7grBOvJA1QohvaX/5YoJRhrhGFSo08N9FBBqUmiOK85qcKJxDN4ASPDOWQYRVki+y5c26UsRMLaR7XzkL9vZFBptScRWayyKhWvUL8zxulOr4OMsKTVGOOlofilDpaOEURzphIjDSdGwKRJCarg6ZQQqRNXTVTgrf65XXSb7e8y1b7vt3o3JR1VMEpOAMXwANXoAPuQBf0AAJP4Bm8gjcrt16sd+tjOVqxyp0T8AfW5w/hxJRV</latexit>
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�0 > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="ov1TxRddEq2OL3r4kfFSBPGGRSw=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxGQyCVdiNhVYSYmOZgHlAdgmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhCW/YWOhiG3+wi+ws/FbnDwKTTxw4XDOvdx7T5hwpo3rfjlr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKnjVBHaIDGPVTvEmnImacMww2k7URSLkNNWOLyb+q1HqjSL5YMZJTQQuC9ZxAg2VvJ9zfoCd110i9xuoeiW3BnQKvEWpFg5rX+zSfWj1i18+r2YpIJKQzjWuuO5iQkyrAwjnI7zfqppgskQ92nHUokF1UE2u3mMLqzSQ1GsbEmDZurviQwLrUcitJ0Cm4Fe9qbif14nNdFNkDGZpIZKMl8UpRyZGE0DQD2mKDF8ZAkmitlbERlghYmxMeVtCN7yy6ukWS55V6Vy3StWqjBHDs7gHC7Bg2uowD3UoAEEEniCF3h1UufZeXPe561rzmLmBP7AmfwATR2UPg==</latexit>

�0 < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="U6czcN9d1B8qP4V2rnSHQJW7JNw=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxGQyCVdiNhRYWITaWCZgHZJcwO5lNhszMLjOzQljyGzYWitjmL/wCOxu/xcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu994QJZ9q47peztr6xubWd28nv7u0fHBaOjps6ThWhDRLzWLVDrClnkjYMM5y2E0WxCDlthcO7qd96pEqzWD6YUUIDgfuSRYxgYyXf16wvcNdFt8jtFopuyZ0BrRJvQYqV0/o3m1Q/at3Cp9+LSSqoNIRjrTuem5ggw8owwuk476eaJpgMcZ92LJVYUB1ks5vH6MIqPRTFypY0aKb+nsiw0HokQtspsBnoZW8q/ud1UhPdBBmTSWqoJPNFUcqRidE0ANRjihLDR5Zgopi9FZEBVpgYG1PehuAtv7xKmuWSd1Uq171ipQpz5OAMzuESPLiGCtxDDRpAIIEneIFXJ3WenTfnfd665ixmTuAPnMkPShGUPA==</latexit>

ECDs
<latexit sha1_base64="WXjOEKS7sk4dPHoBT/AWthwMQL0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mth3osVsFjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G02bmd5+o0iySj2YWU1/gsWQhI9hk0l3zVg/LFbfqLoDWiZeTCuRoDctfg1FEEkGlIRxr3ffc2PgpVoYRTuelQaJpjMkUj2nfUokF1X66uHWOLqwyQmGkbEmDFurviRQLrWcisJ0Cm4le9TLxP6+fmPDaT5mME0MlWS4KE45MhLLH0YgpSgyfWYKJYvZWRCZYYWJsPCUbgrf68jrp1KreVbX2UKs0bvI4inAG53AJHtShAffQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBhOyN4w==</latexit>

HCDs
<latexit sha1_base64="OsJBE3lYT32N1+mFKyyiJzLSgH4=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5iEctgLFJGMB+QHGFvs5cs2d07dveEcOQv2FgoYusfsvPfuJdcoYkPBh7vzTAzL4g508Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj496+ooUYR2SMQj1Q+wppxJ2jHMcNqPFcUi4LQXzJqZ33uiSrNIPpp5TH2BJ5KFjGCTSa3mvR6VK27VXQJtEi8nFcjRHpW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC5Kw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv10eesCXVlljMJI2ZIGLdXfEykWWs9FYDsFNlO97mXif94gMeGtnzIZJ4ZKsloUJhyZCGWPozFTlBg+twQTxeytiEyxwsTYeEo2BG/95U3SrVW9m2rtoVZp3OVxFOECLuEaPKhDA1rQhg4QmMIzvMKbI5wX5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBiYGN5g==</latexit>

�/Rs
<latexit sha1_base64="BX9wGohfTjwzvI6yq1xG4Z9Vx0U=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5kSBRBTsUUEZAQRkQeUixFZ0v5+SU80N3a6TIym/QUIAQLT9Dx99wSVxAwkgrjWZ2tbvjJ1JotO1va2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRy2dJwqxpsslrHq+FRzKSLeRIGSdxLFaehL3vZHN1O//cSVFnH0iOOEeyEdRCIQjKKR3Ip7yyXS84eervRKZbtqz0CWiZOTMuRo9Epfbj9macgjZJJq3XXsBL2MKhRM8knRTTVPKBvRAe8aGtGQay+b3Twhp0bpkyBWpiIkM/X3REZDrcehbzpDikO96E3F/7xuisGVl4koSZFHbL4oSCXBmEwDIH2hOEM5NoQyJcythA2pogxNTEUTgrP48jJp1arORbV2XyvXr/M4CnAMJ3AGDlxCHe6gAU1gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MW9dsfKZI/gD6/MHvdKQ1Q==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="oW9dFWXG+yfFO2MFpGxygs5Vb9w=">AAAB83icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAzaWEYwH5AcYW8zSZbs7R67e0o48jdsLBSx9c/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLEsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jUo1wwZTQul2RA0KLrFhuRXYTjTSOBLYisa3M7/1iNpwJR/sJMEwpkPJB5xR66Tu00gJJEOUKsZeqexX/DnIKglyUoYc9V7pq9tXLI1RWiaoMZ3AT2yYUW05EzgtdlODCWVjOsSOo5LGaMJsfvOUnDulTwZKu5KWzNXfExmNjZnEkeuMqR2ZZW8m/ud1Uju4DjMuk9SiZItFg1QQq8gsANLnGpkVE0co09zdStiIasqsi6noQgiWX14lzWoluKxU76vl2k0eRwFO4QwuIIArqMEd1KEBDBJ4hld481LvxXv3Phata14+cwJ/4H3+AAvTka4=</latexit>
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ECDs
<latexit sha1_base64="WXjOEKS7sk4dPHoBT/AWthwMQL0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mth3osVsFjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G02bmd5+o0iySj2YWU1/gsWQhI9hk0l3zVg/LFbfqLoDWiZeTCuRoDctfg1FEEkGlIRxr3ffc2PgpVoYRTuelQaJpjMkUj2nfUokF1X66uHWOLqwyQmGkbEmDFurviRQLrWcisJ0Cm4le9TLxP6+fmPDaT5mME0MlWS4KE45MhLLH0YgpSgyfWYKJYvZWRCZYYWJsPCUbgrf68jrp1KreVbX2UKs0bvI4inAG53AJHtShAffQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBhOyN4w==</latexit>

HCDs
<latexit sha1_base64="OsJBE3lYT32N1+mFKyyiJzLSgH4=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5iEctgLFJGMB+QHGFvs5cs2d07dveEcOQv2FgoYusfsvPfuJdcoYkPBh7vzTAzL4g508Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj496+ooUYR2SMQj1Q+wppxJ2jHMcNqPFcUi4LQXzJqZ33uiSrNIPpp5TH2BJ5KFjGCTSa3mvR6VK27VXQJtEi8nFcjRHpW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC5Kw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv10eesCXVlljMJI2ZIGLdXfEykWWs9FYDsFNlO97mXif94gMeGtnzIZJ4ZKsloUJhyZCGWPozFTlBg+twQTxeytiEyxwsTYeEo2BG/95U3SrVW9m2rtoVZp3OVxFOECLuEaPKhDA1rQhg4QmMIzvMKbI5wX5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBiYGN5g==</latexit>
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Figure 4.3: (a) Left: Standard deviation d =
√
〈|x|2〉 of the polymer mass distribution

normalized by the equivalent nucleus radius Rs for ECDs and HCDs as functions of time,
where HCDs are seen to migrate towards the center of the system. The inset shows the
migration offset, defined as ∆ = decd − dhcd, at steady state as a function of activity
σ0. Right: Mean density ρhcr of HCRs (see Fig. 4.2(c)). Insets show the fraction of the
number of beads contained in HCRs, as well as the fraction of the total volume that they
occupy. (b) For the simulations in Fig. 4.2, time snapshots of the heterochromatin density
field in a plane containing the major axis of the nucleus, for the active euchromatin case
(σ0 = 30, top row), and the passive euchromatin case (σ0 = 0, bottom row). (c) Left:
nematic order parameter λmax

Q , averaged over spheres of radius δ at late times, for various
levels of activity σ0. Right: nematic order parameter for ECDs, HCDs, and for the whole
genome, in simulations with σ0 = 30. (d) For the same simulations as shown in Fig. 4.2,
the structure of nematic alignment in a plane containing the major axis of the nucleus, for
the active euchromatin case (σ0 = 30, top row) and the passive euchromatin case (σ0 = 0,
bottom row). The colormap is of the scalar nematic order parameter, while black segments
depict the nematic director projected onto the viewing plane. The left column shows a
snapshot at t = 550, whereas the right column shows a time average for t ∈ [350, 700].

As shown by the insets in Fig. 4.3(a,right), this density increase is due to both an

increase in Nhcr and a decrease in Vhcr, suggesting that activity not only drives a spatial
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compaction of HCDs over time, but also causes these compacting regions to recruit and

trap more ECD fragments during compaction. Spatial maps of the heterochromatic density

in a plane cross-section are shown in Fig. 4.3(b) and confirm these findings: crosslinked

regions are relatively sparse and evenly distributed across the nucleus in the passive case,

but concentrate into a dense and compact structure near the center of the nucleus with

extensile activity. The case of contractile activity (not shown) is qualitatively similar to

the Brownian case, with no discernible phase segregation.

As observed in the snapshots of Fig. 4.2, euchromatic extensile activity not only

facilitates the segregation and compaction of crosslinked heterochromatin, it also induces

its own stretching and alignment as first predicted in our past work [9]. We quantify this

alignment by calculating the tensorial nematic order parameter Q = 〈n̂n̂− I/3〉δ, where

n̂ = n/|n| is the unit director between successive beads inside the chains, and the average

is performed over spherical domains of radius δ = 5. Its largest eigenvalue λmax
Q ∈ [0, 2/3]

defines the scalar nematic order parameter and is a measure of the degree of euchromatin

alignment on the length scale δ. Fig. 4.3(c,left) shows λmax
Q as a function of δ for different

levels of activity. In passive Brownian simulations (σ0 = 0), nematic alignment is negligible

except on short length scales (δ/Rs . 0.2) where it is induced by steric interactions

between neighboring chain segments. In the presence of extensile activity, the nematic

order significantly increases on all scales as active force dipoles within ECDs induce local

flows that draw nearby chain segments in alignment. This emergent alignment increases

the spatial coherence of the active dipolar flows via a positive feedback loop, generating

nematic order on length scales that greatly exceed the scale of one dipole. The precise

mechanism for these coherent flows was discussed in our past work [9] and is similar to

the generic instability occurring in various other active nematic systems [159, 160, 162].

As shown in Fig. 4.3(c,right), nematic alignment primarily occurs among ECDs where
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dipolar activity takes place, as these sections of the chromatin are not crosslinked and

therefore relatively free to reorganize in response to hydrodynamic flows. Alignment inside

HCDs is much weaker and comparable to the passive case, as the internal structure of

heterochromatin is strongly constrained by the presence of crosslinks. These observations

are amplified in Fig. 4.3(d), which show spatial maps of the scalar order parameter and

dominant alignment direction in a plane across the system. Nematic alignment is strong

in euchromatic regions on the periphery of the nuclear interior, and tends to conform

to the system boundary. These features remain present in the time-averaged nematic

order parameter map, where the average was performed over t ∈ [350, 700]. The strong

heterogeneity of the average map on this time scale suggests long-lived internal dynamics

in the system, despite its very dynamic nature on short time scales.

In summary, our results underscore the central role of ATP-powered activity, taking

place along ECDs, in determining the structure, placement and density of HCRs as they

form inside the nucleus. We find that activity enhances the compaction of HCRs and

the trapping of euchromatic fragments within, relative to the passive case, while creating

large-scale nematic alignment outside of HCRs where ECDs are largely unconstrained and

free to align with themselves and with boundaries. The mechanistic origin of this complex

organization lies in the emergent stress fields – both active and passive – and attendant

nucleoplasmic flows, which we now analyze.

4.3.2 Active stress and hydrodynamic flows

The dynamics of heterochromatin compaction and euchromatin nematic ordering

are tightly linked to the hydrodynamic flows driven by active stresses and the resulting

elastic stresses they generate inside the chains. We first analyze the internal stress distri-

butions in Fig. 4.4(a), showing maps of the radial (Σrr) and shear (Σrθ) components of
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the active and tensile stress tensors in a plane across the nucleus, where (r, θ) are polar

coordinates in that plane. The distribution of active dipoles along euchromatin results

in an effective active stress [163, 164] that can be defined, based on the Irving–Kirkwood

formula [165], as

Σa(r, θ) =
1

Vδ

∑

active
links

−σ0ni(n̂in̂i − I/3), (4.5)

where the sum is over all active links inside the local averaging volume Vδ, taken to be a

sphere of radius δ = 5. Similarly, the tensile stress is calculated as a local average over the

FENE springs comprising the chromatin and crosslinks as

Σs(r, θ) =
1

Vδ

∑

springs

Hcn
2
i

1− (ni/n0)2
(n̂in̂i − I/3). (4.6)

In the active extensile case (σ0 > 0), active stresses are dominant in the periphery of

the nucleus where euchromatin is primarily located and organized, and their distribution

closely follows that of the nematic tensor in Fig. 4.2(d). Indeed, in the mean-field limit,

the active stress of Eq. (4.5) can be approximated as Σa ≈ −ρaσ0〈na〉Q where ρa is

the local number density of active links and 〈na〉 ∼ O(1) is the mean length of active

links, which is activity dependent. In simulations with σ0 = 30, we measure 〈na〉 ≈ 1.3.

As shown by Fig. 4.4(a), a strong positive radial stress Σa
rr (similar to a negative active

pressure) exists near the boundary and is consistent with the nematic alignment of the

active extensile euchromatin chain segments along the boundary as found in Fig. 4.2(d).

An active shear stress Σrθ is also observed near the boundary, albeit less intense and not

uniformly distributed, with both Σrθ > 0 and < 0 over distinct euchromatic regions. As

is evident in Fig. 4.4(a), the response of the elastic chromatin chain network to dipolar

activity involves an oppositely signed tensile stress Σs with radial and shear components

that closely mirror the active stress distribution.
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Figure 4.4: Analysis of the stress and flow fields: (a) Stress field exerted by dipolar active
forces (first row) and internal tensile forces (second and third rows) in a plane containing
the major axis of the nucleus, for the active euchromatin case (extensile, σ0 = 30, top two
rows) and the passive euchromatin case (σ0 = 0, bottom row). The two columns show
the radial (Σrr) and shear (Σrθ) components of the stress averaged over t ∈ [350, 700],
where (r, θ) are polar coordinates in the plane. (b,c) Radial variation of active (b) and
tensile (c) stress components averaged over the azimuthal direction for extensile (σ0 = 30),
passive (σ0 = 0) and contractile (σ0 = −30) systems. (d) Snapshots of the disturbance
flows induced by deterministic forces along ECDs (uecd) and HCDs (uhcd), as well as total
disturbance flow (utotal = uecd + uhcd), for an active extensile system with σ0 = 30. The
colormap shows the magnitude of the force distribution, and the vector plot shows the
projections of the velocity field in a plane containing the major axis of the nucleus. Insets
show zoomed-in regions where the flows induced by euchromatin and heterochromatin
forces clearly oppose one another. (e) Top: Temporal evolution of the root mean square
velocity

√
〈u2〉, showing the stronger flow induced by the euchromatin forces due to the

presence of active dipole forces. Bottom: Time evolution of the correlation between the
directions of the euchromatin and heterochromatin velocity fields, defined as 〈ûecd · ûhcd〉
where û = u/|u|, showing a strong negative correlation. These panels use the data from
the simulations in Fig. 4.2.

This indicates that the fluid flows driven by active stresses tend to stretch and shear

the chromatin network resulting in the observed tensile stress. In the passive system, there

are no active stresses and the tensile stress distribution shows no clear structure except

very close to the system boundary where weak alignment occurs due to steric effects.
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These various findings are summarized in Fig. 4.4(b,c) showing the radial dependence of

the various stress contributions in extensile, passive, and contractile systems. In all cases,

average stresses are quite weak inside heterochromatin (r/Rs < 0.5) but display a peak

near r/Rs ≈ 0.7 − 0.9 where active stresses in extensile systems dominate the tensile

stresses they induce inside the chain. With contractile activity, active stresses are of the

opposite sign and are much weaker in magnitude due to the lack of nematic ordering in

that case, other than very close to the envelope.

Figure 4.4(d) shows typical snapshots of the disturbance flows fields in the active

extensile case. To analyze the distinct contributions of euchromatin and heterochromatin

chain segments, we display separately the two flow fields induced by each type of chromatin

(euchromatin and heterochromatin) as well as their sum, which is the net flow experienced

by the system. The nucleoplasmic flow induced by euchromatin, which is distributed

throughout the system, is found to be the strongest as a result of the active stresses

present along these chain segments and is characterized by jets and swirls with mesoscale

coherence. On the other hand, heterochromatin is primarily localized near the center of

the system, and the disturbance flows it exerts are strongest there, where they are found

to oppose the active flow driven by euchromatin. This is especially visible in the insets

in Fig. 4.4(d), and is consistent with the discussion of stresses above: active flows tend

to stretch and deform the heterochromatin network, which responds by developing tensile

forces that oppose the flow. The net nucleoplasmic flow in the system, shown in the

third panel of Fig. 4.4(d), is the sum of the two and indeed appears weaker and less

coherent than the flow induced by euchromatin alone. This damping of active flows is

indicative of hydrodynamic screening by the passive heterochromatic regions, which act as

a porous elastic network. These findings are confirmed in Fig. 4.4(e), where we find that

the root mean square velocity of the total flow falls between those of the contributions
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from euchromatin and heterochromatin, and that the directions of these two velocity

contributions tend to oppose one another: 〈ûecd ·ûhcd〉 < 0, where û = u/|u|. Interestingly,

the same negative correlation exists in the passive case, even though motion in that case

is purely thermal and thus spatially uncorrelated and much weaker. In summary, we find

that the segregation of chromatin into dense HCRs surrounded by nematically aligned

euchromatin occurs concomitantly with the development of stress fields inside the nucleus,

which are strongest outside of HCRs and involve opposing contributions from activity and

internal tensile forces. The resulting fluid flows are coherent on large length scales and

show evidence of hydrodynamic screening by the crosslinked HCR networks. These flows,

together with crosslinking interactions, result in dynamic, yet highly structured chromatin

conformations whose impact on genome organization we now examine.

4.3.3 Hi-C proximity maps

Genome interactions at different length scales can be quantified in terms of the prox-

imity between pairs of loci along the chromatin strand [24, 44]. The interactions between

chromosomes 1 and 4, as estimated through proximity or near-contact, are represented as a

heat map (or Hi-C map) in Fig. 4.5, with varying color intensity ranging from red to white

to differentiate between regions of high/low proximity, respectively (see Appendix B.5 for

details of the method used to calculate Hi-C maps). The lower diagonals in Fig. 4.5(a,b)

show snapshots at a late time for a passive (σ0 = 0) and active euchromatin simulation

(σ0 = 30), respectively, whereas the upper diagonals show time averages over t ∈ [350, 700]

for the same simulations. The blue colored segments along the axes highlight the location

of the HCDs, while the green colored dots along the diagonal label portions of the genome

that are spatially located inside the HCRs identified in Fig. 4.2(c). The relative size of

these green high-interaction regions exceeds that of the HCDs due to chain connectiv-
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ity, which ensures that proximal genomic segments become trapped inside HCRs as the

permanent crosslinks form and compact the chain locally.
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Figure 4.5: Hi-C proximity maps for (a) a passive euchromatin system (σ0 = 0) and
(b) an active euchromatin system (extensile, σ0 = 30); ; see Appendix B.5 for details of
the method. The maps show chromosomes 1 and 4 that were not in direct contact in the
initial condition (pink and orange chains in Fig. 4.2(d)). In each case, the lower diagonal
(red) shows a time snapshot, whereas the upper diagonal (pink) shows an average over
t ∈ [350, 700]. Blue segments along the axes indicate the HCDs (four per chromosomes),
which are the locations where crosslinks can form. Green segments along the diagonal
shows sections of the chain that are spatially contained inside the HCRs identified in
Fig. 4.2(c). (c) Two examples of loops forming inside euchromatin in the extensile case
and a zoom on their signature in the Hi-C map of (b), where their location is highlighted
by purple and cyan triangles along the diagonal of chromosome 4 in (b). These panels use
the data from the simulations in Fig. 4.2.

This is especially true in the active extensile case (Fig. 4.5(b)) and is consistent

with Fig. 4.3(a), which showed that the fraction of beads contained in HCRs increases

with activity. The fraction of the genome that is contained inside HCRs has a higher

probability of interaction with itself due to its compacted nature; on the other hand,

euchromatin away from HCRs is generally stretched out and thus has little interaction,

beyond a few links in distance, with itself or with the spatially segregated HCRs. This

results in a checkerboard patterning of high and low interaction. The diagonal squares in

our simulations are one signature of the highly crosslinked HCRs, which have high inter-
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region interaction frequency. The variable size of those squares in Fig. 4.5(b) reflects the

number of sequential HCDs that are occupants of the same HCR as well as the amount of

trapped euchromatin. The off-diagonal squares arise from genomically distal HCDs being

bound together into a single HCR. We find that extensile activity also promotes inter-

chromosomal interactions as a result of mixing, as evidenced by the off-diagonal blocks in

the Hi-C maps. Checkerboard patterning, at a resolution of a 0.1− 1 Mb, is a prominent

feature of experimental Hi-C maps and is characteristic of the spatial compartmental-

ization of two main types of chromatin: active and open euchromatin and inactive and

compacted heterochromatin [28, 44, 90, 166, 167]. Clear square patterns are absent in the

passive euchromatin simulation, where crosslinked heterochromatin forms throughout the

nucleus and remains evenly distributed (see Fig. 4.2), resulting in a relatively stronger

probability of interaction with neighboring euchromatin.

Another prominent feature evidenced in Fig. 4.5(b) is the formation of temporary

loops inside euchromatin regions. In experimental Hi-C maps, the evidence of loops is also

commonplace, where they are formed by active proteins known as loop-extruding factors

such as condensin and cohesin [30]. Here, the loops we observe have a different origin and

derive from the stretching of non-crosslinked chain segments by active hydrodynamic flows.

In some cases, these loops occur in pairs as highlighted in Fig. 4.5(c), showing two examples

of loop pairs and close-ups of their signatures in the Hi-C map of Fig. 4.5(b) where they

appear as closed semi-circles along the diagonal. These structures bear resemblance to the

star-shaped Hi-C patterns observed by Brandão et al. [168], where they were explained as

a consequence of specific interactions between two condensin motors. Each yellow arrow

emanating from the diagonal in the detailed Hi-C maps of Fig. 4.5(c) describes one loop,

whereas the lines parallel to the diagonal and bridging the two arrows correspond to the

adjoining bases of the two loops. The size and intensity of each semi-circle depends on the
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length of the loops and their compactness. We note that these patterns do not persist on

long time scales and indeed disappear in the time-averaged Hi-C maps due the dynamic

nature of the loops, whose fate is governed by the nucleoplasmic flow.

In summary, the proximity maps of Fig. 4.5 recapitulate many qualitative features

observed in experimental Hi-C maps, from checkerboard patterns resulting from com-

paction of HCDs and nearby euchromatin fragments into dense HCRs, to the formation of

transient loops inside euchromatin due to the stretching and unfolding of the chromatin by

the nucleoplasmic flows. ATP-powered dipolar activity is found to play a key role in set-

ting these genomic features, with consequences for gene interactions and for the regulation

of gene expression that remain to be explored.

4.4 Discussion

Our coarse-grained numerical simulations of a whole differentiated cell nucleus

have shone light on the mechanical role played by ATP-powered active processes and

nucleoplasm-mediated hydrodynamic interactions in the dynamics of heterochromatin seg-

regation and compaction. Using a simple active Zimm polymer model consisting of alter-

nating blocks of passive heterochromatin subject to inter- and intra-chain crosslinks and of

active euchromatin decorated by stochastic active force dipoles, we showed that the struc-

ture of the nucleus is profoundly affected by extensile euchromatic activity: in comparison

with systems with passive euchromatin, activity was found to enhance the compaction of

heterochromatin into dense HCRs, also resulting in the more likely capture and trapping

of nearby euchromatin fragments inside these HCRs. The mechanism for this enhanced

compaction was attributed to the nucleoplasmic flows induced by active dipoles, which led

to more intense mixing between chromosomal territories, thus allowing additional inter-

chromosomal crosslinks by bringing distal heterochromatin domains into contact. Nucleo-
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plasmic flows are especially intense and display long-ranged coherence in systems involving

extensile dipoles, due to their spontaneous alignment in their own self-induced flow fields,

which gives rise to the emergence of nematic alignement and stretching of the polymer

chain inside euchromatin [9].

Our model for active stresses in terms of stochastic force dipoles is built on the

premise that ATP-powered nuclear enzymes exert microscopic forces on local chromatin

segments that are transmitted to the nucleoplasm via viscous drag. These active events

occur on the scale of individual genes, thus below the spatial resolution of our bead-

spring chromosomes, and could involve complex protein-chromatin dynamics such as: lin-

ear translocation of polymerases accompanied by the polymerization of RNA segments,

conformational changes of the DNA double helix by helicases, or mesoscopic chromatin

reconfiguration by loop extruding factors such as cohesin or condensin. In spite of this

richness and complexity, the stress signature of each of these active processes on the nu-

cleoplasm can be formally coarse-grained as driving a dipolar fluid flow, which is the

leading-order contribution conserving local momentum in the multipole expansion of the

flow field generated by that fragment of chromatin and associated active enzyme. The

type of dipole (extensile or contractile), its magnitude and duration, as well as its local

orientation with respect to the chromatin chain is unknown for each type of active event.

Such knowledge could be gleaned by performing microscopic molecular-scale simulations

of protein-chromatin interactions and systematically coarse-graining the stress and flow

fields they generate.
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Chapter 5

Active hydrodynamics of DNA loop

extrusion

5.1 Introduction

There is growing belief that the extrusion process helps in the systematic packag-

ing and organization of the chromosome inside the nucleus of a cell [27, 29, 90, 166, 167]

using the SMC complexes. These proteins share a common three-dimensional architec-

ture with a long ring like configuration formed by a heterodimer of Smc2 and Smc4 sub-

units. [169, 170]. The ∼ 50-nm-long antiparallel coiled subunits are connected at one end

by a stable dimerization interface, referred to as the hinge domain, and at the other end

by globular adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) domains belonging to the ATP-binding

cassette family (see figure 5.1). The head domains of Smc2 and Smc4 subunits are con-

nected by a protein of the condensin kleisin family which are additionally connected to

two subunits consisting mainly of HEAT-repeat motif. It has been hypothesized that the

looping, which has also been observed recently in a series of experiments [34,35,171–173],

and simulation studies [90, 166] is achieved by continuous extrusion of the DNA by the
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motors as they move along the chromatin fiber at a force dependent speed using the energy

obtained from the hydrolysis of ATP [27,29,174]. According to this mechanism, chromatin

loops would initially be small but would increase in size over time as the loop extrusion

factor processively moves more chromatin into the loop. The formation of loops assists in

myriad genomic functions like gene expression, DNA damage repair, interphase domains,

compaction and segregation of chromatin.

Most of the initial studies were focused on theoretical and computational approaches

of modeling the extrusion mechanism to understand the folding of mitotic chromosomes

and compaction by condensin into arrays of reinforced loops which were robust and stable

to detachment of motors with multiple complexes at the base. Accompanied with 3D

polymer simulations, these studies also demonstrated the functionality of loop extrusion

to alter chromatin morphology [90,91]. Even though the initial ideas were computational,

they were extremely useful and provided a possible explanation of the underlying mi-

croscopic mechanism. Following the footsteps of compaction of mitotic chromosome by

condensins were the observations of a transient loop extrusion in interphase chromatin

in vertebrate cells by cohesin. The interaction of the loop extruding motors resulted in

pyramid shaped structures on Hi-C maps and revealed that chromatin organizes into loops

or topologically associated domains (TADs) that spans across a resolution of 0.1−1 Mb of

DNA with high self-contact frequency [24,26,44,92]. The boundaries of these domains are

represented as dots which represents interaction between two specific loci mediated by the

extruding motors. The loop extrusion can therefore mediate specific interactions between

distal genomic regions, and can generate specific chromatin domains.

Despite the fact that most of the modeling efforts pointed towards loop extrusion

as the mechanism for explanation of a variety of chromosome organization processes, these

were formulated without the direct observation of the active motor activity of the SMC
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complexes, and hence largely remained a hypothesis until recently. Single molecule imaging

experiments have enabled the direct observation of the loop extrusion phenomenon from

total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) experiments where quantum-dot-tagged yeast

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) condensins were observed to asymmetrically translocate along

double-tethered lambda phage DNA in the presence of the external imposed flow. The

condensin motors were observed to extrude at speeds of 60 bp/s with a compaction rate

of 1.5 kbp/s and was strongly dependent on the load experienced by the motor heads

relating the speed of extrusion to the tension forces in the DNA polymer [34]. This

experimental setup was used in several subsequent single-molecule experiments observing

DNA loop extrusion by SMC complexes. Unlike yeast condensin, human cohesin extrudes

loops symmetrically in vitro [35, 36] both in purified components and in extracts from

interphase Xenopus laevis eggs [171].

The presence of the active flows induced by the action of the motor proteins in

the above systems both in vivo and in vitro cannot be neglected as it has been shown

to play a crucial role in micron scale coherent motion and heterochromatin phase segre-

gation/compaction [9]. The interaction between these bound active agents and biological

polymers give rise to intriguing non-equilibrium effects and their conformational and dy-

namical properties are substantially affected by the active processes. Using biophysical

modeling and numerical simulations, we investigate the role of hydrodynamic interactions

on the physical mechanism of the loop extrusion process, which was absent in previous

simulations studies [28, 90, 166], and whether the presence or absence of hydrodynamic

interactions can impact degree of DNA compaction. We find that in the presence of hy-

drodynamic interactions, the motors are stably bounded to DNA chain, and have high

residence time which allows them to extrude longer loops (∼ 2 times). The force depen-

dent behavior of the motors can have considerable effect on the dynamics of extrusion
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at different imposed flow conditions. We also perform simulations to construct a phase

space which shows a non-monotonic behavior for the extruded loop length at different flow

Peclet (Pe).

5.2 Model and numerical approach

We use a coarse grained model for the DNA as a wormlike chain polymer in a

fluid of viscosity µ consisting of N beads of hydrodynamic radius rh connected by finitely

extensible springs (figure 5.1) of maximum extension u0 [175, 176]. In this model, each

spring represents only a portion of the entire DNA molecule containing a large number of

nucleotides and bond pairs, where the Kuhn steps per spring is denoted as Nk,s [62]. The

motion of each bead is described by the Langevin equation given by equation (5.1) with

two ends fixed on a wall parallel to an imposed flow field,

dri
dt

= v∞(ri) +
N∑

j=1

G(ri; rj) · Fj +

√
2kBT

ζdt
ni(t), (5.1)

where ζ = 6πµrh is the corresponding friction coefficient and G(ri; rj) is the mobility

tensor to account for hydrodynamic interactions between the beads with F being the sum

of external deterministic forces such that,

F = Fa + FS + Fev, (5.2)

and nj is the randomly distributed Gaussian vector with zero mean and variance,

〈nj(t)〉 = 0 〈ni(t)nj(t′)〉 = Iδijδ(t− t′), (5.3)

We assume a spatially homogeneous velocity such that the imposed field v∞(r) can be

expressed as v∞(r) = κ · r, where κ is the velocity gradient tensor. For simple shear flow,
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the velocity gradient tensor is given by,

κ =




0 γ̇ 0

0 0 0

0 0 0




and
∂vi
∂rj

= γ̇δi1δj2 (5.4)

Equation (5.1) is non-dimensionalised by the following scales used in previous studies on

Brownian dynamics of DNA [175–179],

ts =
ζ

4Hc

, `s =

√
kBT

Hc

, Fs =
√
kBTHc (5.5)

which leads to the non-dimensional form of the Langevin equation,

dri
dt

= Pe(κ · ri) +
1

4

N∑

j=1

G(ri; rj)·Fj +

√
1

2dt
ni(t), (5.6)

where Pe is the bead Peclet Pe = γ̇ζ/4Hc defined as the ratio of the characteristic flow

time to the chain relaxation time. The boundary conditions for the two attached ends can

be imposed by using the following expression,

ṙ1 = 0, and ṙN = 0 (5.7)

x
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Flow
Fixed ends

Fixed ends

Figure 5.1: Sketch for the simulation setup with DNA polymer being attached at the two
ends (blue points) in the presence of the imposed shear flow to imitate the experiments
[34,35,172]. The zoomed in figure shows the model for the loop extruding motor with red-
colored beads as the two heads of the motor connected by a harmonic spring. A cartoon
of a yeast condensin complex adapted from [169]
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In modeling intra-chain hydrodynamic interactions in the presence of the wall, a

direct analytical expression for the Green’s function G(ri; rj) is used that satisfies the

no-slip condition at the wall (y = 0), and also accounts for the finite size correction of the

beads [180]. The non-dimensional radius of the bead rh/`s can be written in terms of the

hydrodynamic interaction parameter h∗ = rh
√
Hc/πkBT [175, 177] given in the table 5.1.

Equation (5.6) can be solved by a two step predictor-corrector algorithm by recasting it

in terms of spring connector vectors ui to correct for the spring length at each time step,

and takes care of the local bond extension exceeding the maximum spring length (u0) that

can occur during the simulation. Here, we will use the algorithm used in [110] for the

free-draining case, which was extended to involve the full hydrodynamics in [181].

5.2.1 Model for DNA as a wormlike polymer

The model involves a flexible polymer chain composed of N beads connected by

freely rotating mass-less springs of maximum extensibility u0 subjected to forces given in

equation (5.9), and the vector pointing from bead i to i + 1 is denoted by ui = ri+1 − ri

as shown in figure 5.1. The drag force from the surrounding fluid are experienced by the

beads of the chain, and the spring represents the entropic effects such that,

FS
i =





FC
i if i = 1,

FC
i − FC

i−1 if 1 < i < N,

FC
N−1 if i = N,

(5.8)

where FC
i is the constraint force on bead i using the Marko-Siggia (or worm-like spring)

form of the spring potential that matches the asymptotics of the exact worm like chain
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model in both the small and large force limits [73,182],

FC
i =

√
Nk,s

3

ui
u

[
1

2

1
(

1− u/(3Nk,s)1/2
)2 −

1

2
+

2u√
3Nk,s

]
, (5.9)

with the Hookean spring constant given by Hc = 3kBT/Nk,sb
2
k and u0 = Nk,sbk. The

total number of Kuhn segments Nk,tot in the molecule is Nk,tot = (N − 1)Nk,s, the Kuhn

step size is bk, and the total dimensional contour length L of the DNA macro molecule is

L = Nk,totbk.

5.2.2 Model for motor dynamics (active forces)

The motor proteins have a ring like structure which can stochastically attach to the

chromatin fiber and progressively extrude along its length thus nucleating and enlarging

the chromatin (or DNA) loop between the subunits to form arrays of loops. The action of

the loop extrusion is modeled as an additional stiff harmonic potential in the form of a link

(or spring) between two adjacent beads (i, j) acting as the heads of the condensin/cohesin.

Each active head can processively translocate along the backbone chain, thus creating and

enlarging the DNA loop between the subunits in a symmetric manner. We have assumed

that the motors will perform symmetric two sided extrusion depending on the availability of

the neighbouring sites even though yeast condensin have shown to extrude in a asymmetric

one sided manner. Whether two-sided extrusion might occur due to structural differences

between the different species of condensin or dimerization of the condensin molecules is

still unclear. When the loop extruding motor (also known as loop extrusion factor or

LEF) takes a step, the existing bond is deleted and replaced by a new bond between bead

(i− 1, j + 1), provided that there are no other LEF at the updated sites [28, 90, 183]. We

assume that all active links also follows worm like chain model and are stiffer compared

to the link maintaining the equilibrium length of the polymer acting on the beads of the
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main chain. The SMC complexes are assumed to be on the scale of one link, bind to the

main chain stochastically as a Poisson process with on - rates kon. An actively extruding

motor with two heads at n1 and n2 (see figure 5.1) will exert two equal and opposite forces

(Fa) on the DNA polymer at the positions of two heads, pointing towards each other along

the local relative position vector (rn1 − rn2) thus exerting a contractile dipole force on the

polymer chain as well as on the fluid via viscous hydrodynamic drag.

v0
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Figure 5.2: Figure shows the linear force-velocity relationship for loop extrusion. On ex-
ceeding the maximum force, LEF will move in the reverse direction if the site is unoccupied.

A child or sub-loop can exist within an existing parent loop and either heads of

two adjacent extruding motors can not cross each other (or occupy the same position as

other head of any LEF, see figure 5.3). We have also accounted for the force-velocity

relationship that the motor follows as it extrudes along the DNA. This means that the

extrusion velocity will be small when DNA is experiencing high tensile forces, and will

extrude with maximum velocity when DNA is slack. Some of the parameters like the are

obtained from recent experiments [34, 35, 172]. The velocity of extrusion vsk of motor k

where the heads of the motor are at (n1, n2) is given by the force-velocity relationship,

vsk = v0

(
1− 0.5|(F T

n1
|+ |F T

n2
|)

Fm

)
, (5.10)

where Fm is the maximum (or stall) force at which the motor changes its direction of
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extrusion (or begins to de-extrude the chain), v0 is the zero force velocity of the motor

and |F T
ni
| = |F S

ni
|+ |F a

ni
| for i = 1, 2 (see figure 5.1). The force magnitude (|F T

ni
|) is chosen

to be the average of the forces on the beads n1 and n2 that involves contribution from the

tension forces in the main chain as well as from active forces coming due to the stochastic

formation of a LEF link between the heads (n1, n2). If the force experienced by either

heads of a link exceeds Fm, the LEF reverses its direction and begins to de-extrude the

chain or can detach based on the detachment rate koff . The process of de-extrusion allows

for a competition between any two loops on a highly stretched chain and is motivated

from the experiments of budding yeast condensin on λ-phage DNA [172] where one of

the two loops were observed to grow at the expense of the existing loop. The LEF head

under forces lower than Fm will start to reel in the DNA that is already being extruded

by the LEF experiencing high forces. Figure 5.3 shows the important events for Pe = 0.0

LEF extruding the chain with arrows 
pointing towards direction of 

extrusion

LEF stalled due to 
presence of other LEFs

Fixed ends Fixed ends

Competition between two LEFs over 
loops leads to detachment (see 

video)

Attached LEF 
(Nucleation point)

Motor heads

Main chain (DNA/Chromatin

System reaches a steady state, 
extrusion balances with de-extrusion/

detachment

Multiple stacked LEFs on 
two separate loops

Fixed ends Fixed ends

Initial transient 

Steady state

Figure 5.3: Figure shows a snapshot from the simulations highlighting important events
in the active loop extrusion process with the red-colored beads representing the two heads
of the motor connected by a harmonic spring. The chain is attached fixed at the two ends.
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governed by the motor dynamics that is explained above. The nucleation event begins

with attaching of the motor heads to adjacent beads with a stiff harmonic spring between

them. The extrusion process starts when the adjoining motors heads begins to move along

the DNA to form loops. When two loops are standing next to one another, it can give rise

to competition between them resulting in one loop winning over the other for the available

DNA. Eventually, the detachment/attachment of motors will balance each other leading

to steady state. At this point in the simulation, multiple long stable loops can be seen

which have stacks of motors formed on top of each other.

5.3 Results and discussion

In this section we consider simulations of a single chain with N = 100 beads, and

two ends tethered to the wall in the x− z plane. Other relevant parameters are listed in

Table 5.1, most of which are obtained from the experiments. A linear shear flow is applied

in the direction parallel to the wall varying linearly in the y direction, and satisfying

no slip condition at the wall. In the absence of the motors, external shear flow would

stretch out the chain in the direction of the flow resulting in a parabolic shape profile.

The chain will continue to fluctuate due to local balance between Brownian, shear and

tension forces. In the presence of the loop extruding factors, the heads of a motor attach

to adjacent beads on the chain, and start to extrude the DNA based on the mechanism

given in the above section. The process of attachment is based on kon rate whereas the

de-extrusion/detachment can happen once the tension inside the chain exceeds the stall

force Fm and is based on koff . Figure 5.4 (A) shows the evolution of the loop length

l/L for pa = kon/(kon + koff ) = 0.5 and Pe = 0.75, and the system will reach a steady

state once the total loop length reaches a plateau. The increase in the loop length during

the initial transient occurs due to continuous extrusion of the slack chain by the bound
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motors. Once the tension inside the chain reaches Fm as a consequence of continuous

extrusion and imposed flow, the de-extrusion/detachment process begins which eventually

comes into balance with the attachment of the motors and leads to steady state as shown

in Fig. 5.4 (A). In the absence of the external flow, these loops exist in a compact crumpled

state similar to the ones observed in the experiments whereas, applying an external flow

stretches out the loops to make them clearly visible in experiments. The above setup has

been used as a test bed in previous experimental studies [34,35,171,172] to characterize the

extrusion mechanism and its dependence on external factors (like concentration of ATP,

cohesin-NIPBL interactions etc.) The experiments were performed on λ-phage DNA with

nuclear extracts from a cell at the interphase stage inside a micro channel [171]. The DNA

strands were attached at the two ends and stretched using an imposed flow.

5.3.1 Hydrodynamic interactions assist loop formation

In this section, we will look at the effects of hydrodynamic interaction on evolution

of extruded loop length for different flow Pe.

Table 5.1: Numerical values of the parameters used in the simulations.

Parameters Numerical Value (present study) Physical interpretation

bk 0.132 µm Kuhn step of DNA [177]

L 16.5 µm contour length of DNA [34]

N 100 number of beads

ν = Φ0Hc/(kBT )2 100 excluded volume coefficient

h∗ 0.12 hydrodynamic interaction parameter

kon/koff 0.001− 0.2/0.02 attachment/detachment rate

Fm 0.16− 1.2 pN maximum force (or stall force) [34,171]

v0 0.6− 2.8 kbp/s max. extrusion velocity [34,35,171,172]

Fig. 5.4 (B) shows top view snapshots from numerical simulations to compare the

dynamics in the absence and presence of hydrodynamic interactions for Pe = 0.75 along

with Pe = 0.0 for reference. The initial condition is a slacked polymer colored in grey with
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two ends tethered to the wall (z = 0, z = L). The location of each motor head is shown in

red color which can attach/detach based on the mechanism given in above section. Once

the motors attaches to the chain, it starts to reel the DNA in from the sides, forcing out

a progressively larger loop in between. For Pe = 0.0, the loops grows as the time evolves,

and are located uniformly along the length of the chain. They can also go out of the plane

as can be seen from the figure 5.4 (B). On applying an external flow, the chain stretches

out in the x − z plane, and motors progressively translocate along the length of DNA

with loops forming predominantly in the middle of the chain. Figure 5.4 (A) shows the

temporal evolution of the average loop length and compares the two cases of with/without

hydrodynamic interactions (HI) for two flow Pe.
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Pe = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="GBbmg2c3BMfo6+sckP/0Io4VpGw=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDEh2lhiIh8RLmRvmYMNe3uX3T0TQvgXNhYaY+u/sfPfuMAVCr5ksy/vzWRmXpAIro3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NRxqhg2WCxi1Q6oRsElNgw3AtuJQhoFAlvB6Hbmt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qs9FiuI7kmbsUt94ol+81BVomXkRJkqPeKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mW88JWdW6ZMwVvZJQ+bq744JjbQeR4GtjKgZ6mVvJv7ndVITXvkTLpPUoGSLQWEqiInJ7HzS5wqZEWNLKFPc7krYkCrKjA2pYEPwlk9eJc1qxbuoVO+rpdpNFkceTuAUzsGDS6jBHdShAQwkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fac7Jeo7hD5zPH5vDjug=</latexit>

Pe = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="EoqRLmAuZtOo0+hYncAc97TuLqg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BFvB07JbkXoRil48VrC2sF1KNs22odlkSWaFUvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDnfTuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx49GhUpilrUSWU7kTEMMElawEHwTqpZiSJBGtHo9uZ335i2nAlH2CcsjAhA8ljTglYKag2Gb7Gnlu/rPbKFc/15sCrxM9JBeVo9spf3b6iWcIkUEGMCXwvhXBCNHAq2LTUzQxLCR2RAQsslSRhJpzMT57iM6v0cay0LQl4rv6emJDEmHES2c6EwNAsezPxPy/IIL4KJ1ymGTBJF4viTGBQePY/7nPNKIixJYRqbm/FdEg0oWBTKtkQ/OWXV8ljzfUv3Np9rdK4yeMoohN0is6Rj+qoge5QE7UQRQo9o1f05oDz4rw7H4vWgpPPHKM/cD5/AB3fjy4=</latexit>

Pe = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="EoqRLmAuZtOo0+hYncAc97TuLqg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BFvB07JbkXoRil48VrC2sF1KNs22odlkSWaFUvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDnfTuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx49GhUpilrUSWU7kTEMMElawEHwTqpZiSJBGtHo9uZ335i2nAlH2CcsjAhA8ljTglYKag2Gb7Gnlu/rPbKFc/15sCrxM9JBeVo9spf3b6iWcIkUEGMCXwvhXBCNHAq2LTUzQxLCR2RAQsslSRhJpzMT57iM6v0cay0LQl4rv6emJDEmHES2c6EwNAsezPxPy/IIL4KJ1ymGTBJF4viTGBQePY/7nPNKIixJYRqbm/FdEg0oWBTKtkQ/OWXV8ljzfUv3Np9rdK4yeMoohN0is6Rj+qoge5QE7UQRQo9o1f05oDz4rw7H4vWgpPPHKM/cD5/AB3fjy4=</latexit>

B<latexit sha1_base64="LOrxn/H/5IPN/Wt4VelkI1EeAfk=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAyxsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWR+Uym7FXYCsEy8nZcjRGJS++sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmfFfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RS6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbIo2BG/15XXSrla860q1WS3X6nkcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlQ+MyA==</latexit>

t = 1500
<latexit sha1_base64="LzKkBfkE7XNyghRV+kJjxMr4rqU=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CrsR0YsQ9OIxgnlgsoTZyWwyZHZ2mekVQshfePGgiFf/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHDROnmvE6i2WsWwE1XArF6yhQ8laiOY0CyZvB8HbqN5+4NiJWDzhKuB/RvhKhYBSt9FhCck28C9ctdQtFt+zOQJaJl5EiZKh1C1+dXszSiCtkkhrT9twE/THVKJjkk3wnNTyhbEj7vG2pohE3/nh28YScWqVHwljbUkhm6u+JMY2MGUWB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophlf+WKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmb5PekJzhnJkCWVa2FsJG1BNGdqQ8jYEb/HlZdKolL3zcuW+UqzeZHHk4BhO4Aw8uIQq3EEN6sBAwTO8wptjnBfn3fmYt6442cwR/IHz+QON0I7f</latexit>

t = 1500
<latexit sha1_base64="LzKkBfkE7XNyghRV+kJjxMr4rqU=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CrsR0YsQ9OIxgnlgsoTZyWwyZHZ2mekVQshfePGgiFf/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHDROnmvE6i2WsWwE1XArF6yhQ8laiOY0CyZvB8HbqN5+4NiJWDzhKuB/RvhKhYBSt9FhCck28C9ctdQtFt+zOQJaJl5EiZKh1C1+dXszSiCtkkhrT9twE/THVKJjkk3wnNTyhbEj7vG2pohE3/nh28YScWqVHwljbUkhm6u+JMY2MGUWB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophlf+WKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmb5PekJzhnJkCWVa2FsJG1BNGdqQ8jYEb/HlZdKolL3zcuW+UqzeZHHk4BhO4Aw8uIQq3EEN6sBAwTO8wptjnBfn3fmYt6442cwR/IHz+QON0I7f</latexit>

Pe = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="GBbmg2c3BMfo6+sckP/0Io4VpGw=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDEh2lhiIh8RLmRvmYMNe3uX3T0TQvgXNhYaY+u/sfPfuMAVCr5ksy/vzWRmXpAIro3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NRxqhg2WCxi1Q6oRsElNgw3AtuJQhoFAlvB6Hbmt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qs9FiuI7kmbsUt94ol+81BVomXkRJkqPeKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mW88JWdW6ZMwVvZJQ+bq744JjbQeR4GtjKgZ6mVvJv7ndVITXvkTLpPUoGSLQWEqiInJ7HzS5wqZEWNLKFPc7krYkCrKjA2pYEPwlk9eJc1qxbuoVO+rpdpNFkceTuAUzsGDS6jBHdShAQwkPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Fac7Jeo7hD5zPH5vDjug=</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="Cvt+OfQBcRCNScJbXHBcI8nocUs=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3z0gu/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+eoI1a</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="aCLPpFS9UnGWL3SUpTJg9R8NuIY=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3zwQv/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+hqo1c</latexit>

with HI
<latexit sha1_base64="+M1ZSxn6WCR8g6Q3O91mY+lVvtI=">AAAB7nicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KpsKtr0VvdRbBfsB7VKyabYNzWaXJKuUpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvzLYVVPTBwOO9GWbm+bHg2rjuh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFGUtGolIdX2imeCStQw3gnVjxUjoC9bxJ1eZ37ljSvNI3pppzLyQjCQPOCXGSp17bsaocT0oFN2S67oYY5QRXLlwLanVqmVcRTizLIqwRHNQeO8PI5qETBoqiNY97MbGS4kynAo2y/cTzWJCJ2TEepZKEjLtpfNzZ+jUKkMURMqWNGiufp9ISaj1NPRtZ0jMWP/2MvEvr5eYoOqlXMaJYZIuFgWJQCZC2e9oyBWjRkwtIVRxeyuiY6IINTahvA3h61P0P2mXS/i8VL4pF+uXyzhycAwncAYYKlCHBjShBRQm8ABP8OzEzqPz4rwuWlec5cwR/IDz9gkRWY9l</latexit>

without HI
<latexit sha1_base64="io6pPf0Mm7jxclng/q/eW/7twzY=">AAAB8XicdVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibSFAN6IXvCGiQgRCNkuW9iw3Ta7Uw1p+BdePGiMV/+NN/+NW8BEjb5kkpf3ZjIzz4sE12DbH1ZmZXVtfSO7mdva3tndy+8f3OgwVpS1aChC1fGIZoJL1gIOgnUixUjgCdb2Jhep375jSvNQXsM0Yv2AjCT3OSVgpNt7DuMwBty4HOQLdvGsVnHLFWwXbbvquE5K3Gq5VMaOUVIU0BLNQf69NwxpHDAJVBCtu44dQT8hCjgVbJbrxZpFhE7IiHUNlSRgup/ML57hE6MMsR8qUxLwXP0+kZBA62ngmc6AwFj/9lLxL68bg1/rJ1xGMTBJF4v8WGAIcfo+HnLFKIipIYQqbm7FdEwUoWBCypkQvj7F/5Mbt+iUiu6VW6ifL+PIoiN0jE6Rg6qojhqoiVqIIoke0BN6trT1aL1Yr4vWjLWcOUQ/YL19AqdVkOc=</latexit>

w
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<latexit sha1_base64="io6pPf0Mm7jxclng/q/eW/7twzY=">AAAB8XicdVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibSFAN6IXvCGiQgRCNkuW9iw3Ta7Uw1p+BdePGiMV/+NN/+NW8BEjb5kkpf3ZjIzz4sE12DbH1ZmZXVtfSO7mdva3tndy+8f3OgwVpS1aChC1fGIZoJL1gIOgnUixUjgCdb2Jhep375jSvNQXsM0Yv2AjCT3OSVgpNt7DuMwBty4HOQLdvGsVnHLFWwXbbvquE5K3Gq5VMaOUVIU0BLNQf69NwxpHDAJVBCtu44dQT8hCjgVbJbrxZpFhE7IiHUNlSRgup/ML57hE6MMsR8qUxLwXP0+kZBA62ngmc6AwFj/9lLxL68bg1/rJ1xGMTBJF4v8WGAIcfo+HnLFKIipIYQqbm7FdEwUoWBCypkQvj7F/5Mbt+iUiu6VW6ifL+PIoiN0jE6Rg6qojhqoiVqIIoke0BN6trT1aL1Yr4vWjLWcOUQ/YL19AqdVkOc=</latexit>

with
HI

<latexit sha1_base64="+M1ZSxn6WCR8g6Q3O91mY+lVvtI=">AAAB7nicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KpsKtr0VvdRbBfsB7VKyabYNzWaXJKuUpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvzLYVVPTBwOO9GWbm+bHg2rjuh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFGUtGolIdX2imeCStQw3gnVjxUjoC9bxJ1eZ37ljSvNI3pppzLyQjCQPOCXGSp17bsaocT0oFN2S67oYY5QRXLlwLanVqmVcRTizLIqwRHNQeO8PI5qETBoqiNY97MbGS4kynAo2y/cTzWJCJ2TEepZKEjLtpfNzZ+jUKkMURMqWNGiufp9ISaj1NPRtZ0jMWP/2MvEvr5eYoOqlXMaJYZIuFgWJQCZC2e9oyBWjRkwtIVRxeyuiY6IINTahvA3h61P0P2mXS/i8VL4pF+uXyzhycAwncAYYKlCHBjShBRQm8ABP8OzEzqPz4rwuWlec5cwR/IDz9gkRWY9l</latexit>

with HI
<latexit sha1_base64="+M1ZSxn6WCR8g6Q3O91mY+lVvtI=">AAAB7nicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KpsKtr0VvdRbBfsB7VKyabYNzWaXJKuUpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvzLYVVPTBwOO9GWbm+bHg2rjuh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFGUtGolIdX2imeCStQw3gnVjxUjoC9bxJ1eZ37ljSvNI3pppzLyQjCQPOCXGSp17bsaocT0oFN2S67oYY5QRXLlwLanVqmVcRTizLIqwRHNQeO8PI5qETBoqiNY97MbGS4kynAo2y/cTzWJCJ2TEepZKEjLtpfNzZ+jUKkMURMqWNGiufp9ISaj1NPRtZ0jMWP/2MvEvr5eYoOqlXMaJYZIuFgWJQCZC2e9oyBWjRkwtIVRxeyuiY6IINTahvA3h61P0P2mXS/i8VL4pF+uXyzhycAwncAYYKlCHBjShBRQm8ABP8OzEzqPz4rwuWlec5cwR/IDz9gkRWY9l</latexit>

Figure 5.4: Figure shows the (A) evolution of total length of the loop extruded by
the DNA for Pe = 0.0 and Pe = 0.75 in the presence and absence of hydrodynamic
interactions. (B) The snapshots (x − z plane) of the DNA tethered to the wall at t =
1500 showing the difference in dynamics in the presence and absence of hydrodynamic
interactions for different flow Pe, the chain tends to be more stretched out in space due
to the external flow. (C) 3D flow field at t = 1500 in different planes shows the response
of the chain to the external shear flow showing a strong negative correlation between the
imposed field and response flow.

Under external flow and in the presence of hydrodynamic interactions, the stretch-

ing of the polymer induces high tension within the chain which in turn creates a response
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flow in the opposite direction to the imposed flow. The response flow further lowers the

force experienced by the motor heads thereby assisting them to progressively extrude the

loops. The absence of hydrodynamic interactions does not create these response flows and

leads to small loop lengths due to strong tension forces experienced by the motors resulting

in their detachment. For Pe = 0.0, there is no significant difference on the length of loop

extruded for the two cases, and only gets exaggerated in the presence of the flow. To vali-

date our arguments, we analyzed the flow fields generated by the external forces acting on

the extruding polymer. In the Stokes regime (Re→ 0), the velocity at any point x in the

fluid is simply obtained in terms of the force distribution along the polymer. Snapshots

of the instantaneous flow fields in two different planes induced by the deterministic forces

are shown in figure 5.4 (C) with no-slip condition at the wall.

B<latexit sha1_base64="LOrxn/H/5IPN/Wt4VelkI1EeAfk=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAyxsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWR+Uym7FXYCsEy8nZcjRGJS++sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmfFfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RS6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbIo2BG/15XXSrla860q1WS3X6nkcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlQ+MyA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="NNXR/yWTGMhkYEdCWWXFb3v95xo=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIndYaInaWEIiSAIXsrfMwcre3mV3z4Rc+AU2Fhpj60+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBD8H4duY/PKHSPJb3ZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fiped0vV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1IRXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Vas1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiEOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHk4uMxw==</latexit> B<latexit sha1_base64="LOrxn/H/5IPN/Wt4VelkI1EeAfk=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAyxsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWR+Uym7FXYCsEy8nZcjRGJS++sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmfFfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RS6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbIo2BG/15XXSrla860q1WS3X6nkcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlQ+MyA==</latexit>

|Fs|
<latexit sha1_base64="V6WXvjCQrLadFfAfBBhSAKQaiqU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYCu4Kkld6LIoiMsK9gFtLJPppB06mYSZSaGk/RM3LhRx65+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cP+ZMacf5ttbWNza3tgs7xd29/YND++i4qaJEEtogEY9k28eKciZoQzPNaTuWFIc+py1/dJv5rTGVikXiUU9i6oV4IFjACNZG6tl2edoNsR76QXo3e1LTcs8uORVnDrRK3JyUIEe9Z391+xFJQio04VipjuvE2kux1IxwOit2E0VjTEZ4QDuGChxS5aXz5DN0bpQ+CiJpntBorv7eSHGo1CT0zWSWUi17mfif10l0cO2lTMSJpoIsDgUJRzpCWQ2ozyQlmk8MwUQykxWRIZaYaFNW0ZTgLn95lTSrFfeyUn2olmo3eR0FOIUzuAAXrqAG91CHBhAYwzO8wpuVWi/Wu/WxGF2z8p0T+APr8wdFQpNq</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="aCLPpFS9UnGWL3SUpTJg9R8NuIY=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKUjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3zwQv/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnx4Jr47rfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZQohg0WiUi1fapRcIkNw43AdqyQhr7Alj++mfmtR1SaR/LBTGLshXQoecAZNVa6Lz+V+8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtT7xa/uIGJJiNIwQbXueG5seilVhjOB00I30RhTNqZD7FgqaYi6l85PnZIzqwxIEClb0pC5+nsipaHWk9C3nSE1I73szcT/vE5igqteymWcGJRssShIBDERmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHpFGwI3vLLq6RZrXgXlepdtVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIDBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w+hqo1c</latexit>

C
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Figure 5.5: (A) Figure shows the evolution of magnitude of tension forces inside the
chain for Pe = 0.75 in the presence and absence of hydrodynamic interactions. (B) The
kymographs of the 1-D motor density averaged in the x− y plane represents accumulation
of the motors at the center of the chain, the top and bottom plot are without and with
hydrodynamic interactions respectively. (C) Spatial variation of the magnitude of tension
forces along the length of the chain normalized with the maximum stall force at t = 1500.

Along with the induced flow, there also exists recirculation regions for certain con-
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formations due to the presence of the wall. As expected, velocities are largest close to the

polymer (∼ 1
r
), with maximum values attained near the motor heads and tethered ends. In

addition to the flow field, time evolution of average tension inside the chain is also shown

in figure 5.5 (A). In the presence of hydrodynamics, the response flow relaxes the chain

which reduces the tension inside the polymer thus allowing the motors to extrude longer

loops. The magnitude of average tension with respect to time inside the chain confirms

the above hypothesis. In addition to loop length, there is a preferential accumulation or

eventual migration of the motors at the center which can be ascribed to low tension forces

experienced by the polymer in the middle. This makes it relatively easier for the motors to

stay stably bound to the chain compare to other locations along the length of the chain ir-

respective of hydrodynamic interactions. The kymographs also confirm this picture where

the maximum density is seen at the center during the later stages of the simulation. In

the middle of the chain, the motor at the base of a loop experiences the least tension and

the rest of the motors can bind on top of one another resulting in a stable loop with stack

of motors providing with additional reinforcement in the event of base motor detachment.

This results in a stable loop near the center with a high motor density as reflected in the

kymographs.

Effect on the loop number statistics

The importance of hydrodynamic interactions is less prominent in weak (or no)

flow as can be seen from figure 5.4 (A) and 5.6 (A). For flow Pe = 0.0, the distribution

of number (P (Nl)) of loops does not show a profound difference in the presence (blue)

and absence (red) of hydrodynamic interactions as compared to Pe = 0.75. The presence

of hydrodynamic interactions, however, for moderately strong flows (Pe = 0.75), assists

in the loop formation and results in almost twice the number of loops due to additional
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stability of the motors to stay bound on the chain. The higher probability of loop formation

is also reflected in figure 5.6 (B). In order to inspect the effects of varying pa, we will look

at the parameters where the transition happens in phase space (see figure 5.8 (A), phase

space).
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B<latexit sha1_base64="LOrxn/H/5IPN/Wt4VelkI1EeAfk=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAyxsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWR+Uym7FXYCsEy8nZcjRGJS++sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmfFfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RS6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbIo2BG/15XXSrla860q1WS3X6nkcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlQ+MyA==</latexit> C
<latexit sha1_base64="00RtWJEPlM065Ev2O0vrfCc1q0Y=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAymsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoJJfe53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA9KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppVyvedaXarJZrd3kcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlpOMyQ==</latexit>
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F<latexit sha1_base64="lyZquv+T/M0WEoIxpD/otKte/u0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nqQY9FQTy2YGuhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjto5TxbDFYhGrTkA1Ci6xZbgR2EkU0igQ+BCMb2b+wxMqzWN5byYJ+hEdSh5yRo2Vmrf9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzF+RpXhTOC01Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofaz+aFTcmaVAQljZUsaMld/T2Q00noSBbYzomakl72Z+J/XTU145WdcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ12TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03JhuAtv7xK2rWqd1GtNWuV+nUeRxFO4BTOwYNLqMMdNKAFDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AJsfjMw=</latexit>E<latexit sha1_base64="gkyCBkTTXMT2urVkT9h8jrP8pM0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nqQY9FETy2YGuhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjto5TxbDFYhGrTkA1Ci6xZbgR2EkU0igQ+BCMb2b+wxMqzWN5byYJ+hEdSh5yRo2Vmrf9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzF+RpXhTOC01Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofaz+aFTcmaVAQljZUsaMld/T2Q00noSBbYzomakl72Z+J/XTU145WdcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ12TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03JhuAtv7xK2rWqd1GtNWuV+nUeRxFO4BTOwYNLqMMdNKAFDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AJmbjMs=</latexit>D<latexit sha1_base64="0Z9RTzpD0Btya252f8AuU4HPn4E=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIndYaEnUwhISQRK4kL1lDlb29i67eybkwi+wsdAYW3+Snf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8epYthisYhVJ6AaBZfYMtwI7CQKaRQIfAjGNzP/4QmV5rG8N5ME/YgOJQ85o8ZKzdt+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia88jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14l7VrVu6jWmrVK/TqPowgncArn4MEl1OEOGtACBgjP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/mBeMyg==</latexit>

Figure 5.6: (A,B) Probability density (P (Nl)) of the number of loops Nl for Pe = 0.0
and Pe = 0.75 in the presence/absence of hydrodynamic interactions. In the presence of
the imposed external flow, hydrodynamic interactions has a more profound effect on the
dynamics of the loop formation. (C) Evolution of average number of loops with respect
to time to different flow Pe. (D,E) Probability density (P (Nl)) of the number of loops Nl

for Pe = 0.0 and Pe = 0.75 in the presence of hydrodynamic interactions for different pa
values. (F) Evolution of average number of loops with respect to time to different flow Pe
and pa.

The number of available motors that can be bound to the chain is only dependent on

the parameter pa whereas their time spent bound to the DNA depends on the underlying

tension forces. For low flow Pe = 0.0, the presence of additional number of motors for

pa = 0.7 allows for higher probability of forming a loop as shown in figure 5.6 (D) but of
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shorter length when compared to pa = 0.5 (figure 5.8 (A)). The short loop lengths at high

pa mainly arises because of unavailability of free DNA for the motors to extrude. Moving

to a high Pe = 0.75, there is no difference in the distribution of loop numbers between the

two pa values. The presence of imposed flow assists in unbinding of the motors which open

up the DNA for the motors to extrude. In addition to that, the mean number of loops

(and loop length) are higher under weak flows due to the weaker tension forces resulting in

higher probability of motors to stay attached to the DNA. We will discuss more in detail

in the section on phase diagram.

Effect on the motor number statistics

As mentioned earlier, the probability of the motors to stay bound to the chain is

strongly affected by the mean tension in the chain. In order for a stable loop to exist, the

base of the loop should be able to extrude a loop under low tension forces. Once the loop is

long enough that it can accommodate multiple motors that can stack on top of each other,

and it will be stable because of multiple motor reinforcement in the event of detachment

of the base motor. The low mean tension inside the polymer ensures that a stable loop

can be formed. From figure 5.7 (A), the fraction of chain that is occupied by the motors

(〈Nm〉) shows no discernible difference for different Pe (with and without hydrodynamic

interactions) as the number of the available motors is only a function of parameter pa.

Even in the event of a detachment the opened up site is occupied by another available

motor. The primary effect of the mean tension is reflected in the fraction of motors that

are bound inside the loop fNm . For low Pe = 0.0, low mean tension in the absence of

the flow allows the bound motors to stay stably bound to the chain and form longer loops

which eventually results in considerably more available sites for the motors to occupy

inside the loop. In summary, the tension inside the chain is inversely proportional to the
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fraction of motors inside the loop as summarized in figure 5.7 (B) and (C).
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Pe = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="k37/PiPEi4BVHu3okv4TKH3irAw=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDEh2lhiIkhyELK3zMGGvb3L7pwJufAzbCw0xtZfY+e/cYErFHzJZl/em8nMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DZxqjm0eCxj3QmYASkUtFCghE6igUWBhMdgfDvzH59AGxGrB5wk0IvYUIlQcIZW8qtNoNfUrblV2i9X7D8HXSVeTiokR7Nf/uoOYp5GoJBLZozvuQn2MqZRcAnTUjc1kDA+ZkPwLVUsAtPL5itP6ZlVBjSMtX0K6Vz93ZGxyJhJFNjKiOHILHsz8T/PTzG86mVCJSmC4otBYSopxnR2Px0IDRzlxBLGtbC7Uj5imnG0KZVsCN7yyaukXa95F7X6fb3SuMnjKJITckrOiUcuSYPckSZpEU5i8kxeyZuDzovz7nwsSgtO3nNM/sD5/AHzQY8S</latexit>

Pe = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="LIIPxTNpdZKvAh65UL9eSNM2A30=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPB07IbkXgRgl48RjAmkCxhdtKbDJl9MDMrhCW/4cWDIl79GW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5SeCK+0431ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8ePao4lQxbLBax7PhUoeARtjTXAjuJRBr6Atv++Hbmt59QKh5HD3qSoBfSYcQDzqg2Uq/aRHJNHLt+WSX9csWxnTnIKnFzUoEczX75qzeIWRpipJmgSnVdJ9FeRqXmTOC01EsVJpSN6RC7hkY0ROVl85un5MwoAxLE0lSkyVz9PZHRUKlJ6JvOkOqRWvZm4n9eN9XBlZfxKEk1RmyxKEgF0TGZBUAGXCLTYmIIZZKbWwkbUUmZNjGVTAju8sur5LFmuxd27b5WadzkcRThBE7hHFyoQwPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5VaL9a79bFoLVj5zDH8gfX5A3Wbj1g=</latexit>

Pe = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="8IfAIgtk1XTf8xSs/kHymjXJQAk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquhplpaetCKLpxWcE+sC0lk95pQzOZIckIpfQv3LhQxK1/486/MdNWUNEDgZNz7uXee/yYM6Ud58NaWV1b39jMbGW3d3b39nMHh00VJZJCg0Y8km2fKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChz6Hlj69Sv3UPUrFI3OpJDL2QDAULGCXaSHeFOuAL7NhOoZ/LO/Z5teyVyunfqbiemxKvUiqWsGuUFHm0RL2fe+8OIpqEIDTlRKmO68S6NyVSM8phlu0mCmJCx2QIHUMFCUH1pvONZ/jUKAMcRNI8ofFc/d4xJaFSk9A3lSHRI/XbS8W/vE6ig2pvykScaBB0MShIONYRTs/HAyaBaj4xhFDJzK6YjogkVJuQsiaEr0vx/6Tp2W7R9m68fO1yGUcGHaMTdIZcVEE1dI3qqIEoEugBPaFnS1mP1ov1uihdsZY9R+gHrLdP+9KPKg==</latexit>

Pe = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="6sVUbxQJo1XIDXJyLZCkkoZgqL4=">AAAB8nicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26GWwFVyFJa1MXQtGNywr2Amkok+mkHTqZhJmJUEIfw40LRdz6NO58GydtBRX9YeDnO+cw5/xBwqhUlvVhrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/ulg8OOjFOBSRvHLBa9AEnCKCdtRRUjvUQQFAWMdIPJdV7v3hMhaczv1DQhfoRGnIYUI6WRV2kReAkt0z2vDEply7xo1J1aXQPLcm3Hzo3j1qo1aGuSqwyWag1K7/1hjNOIcIUZktKzrUT5GRKKYkZmxX4qSYLwBI2Ipy1HEZF+Nl95Bk81GcIwFvpxBef0+0SGIimnUaA7I6TG8ncth3/VvFSFDT+jPEkV4XjxUZgyqGKY3w+HVBCs2FQbhAXVu0I8RgJhpVMq6hC+LoX/m45j2lXTuXXKzatlHAVwDE7AGbCBC5rgBrRAG2AQgwfwBJ4NZTwaL8bronXFWM4cgR8y3j4Bfe6PcA==</latexit>

Pe = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="k37/PiPEi4BVHu3okv4TKH3irAw=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstDEh2lhiIkhyELK3zMGGvb3L7pwJufAzbCw0xtZfY+e/cYErFHzJZl/em8nMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DZxqjm0eCxj3QmYASkUtFCghE6igUWBhMdgfDvzH59AGxGrB5wk0IvYUIlQcIZW8qtNoNfUrblV2i9X7D8HXSVeTiokR7Nf/uoOYp5GoJBLZozvuQn2MqZRcAnTUjc1kDA+ZkPwLVUsAtPL5itP6ZlVBjSMtX0K6Vz93ZGxyJhJFNjKiOHILHsz8T/PTzG86mVCJSmC4otBYSopxnR2Px0IDRzlxBLGtbC7Uj5imnG0KZVsCN7yyaukXa95F7X6fb3SuMnjKJITckrOiUcuSYPckSZpEU5i8kxeyZuDzovz7nwsSgtO3nNM/sD5/AHzQY8S</latexit>

Pe = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="LIIPxTNpdZKvAh65UL9eSNM2A30=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPB07IbkXgRgl48RjAmkCxhdtKbDJl9MDMrhCW/4cWDIl79GW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5SeCK+0431ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8ePao4lQxbLBax7PhUoeARtjTXAjuJRBr6Atv++Hbmt59QKh5HD3qSoBfSYcQDzqg2Uq/aRHJNHLt+WSX9csWxnTnIKnFzUoEczX75qzeIWRpipJmgSnVdJ9FeRqXmTOC01EsVJpSN6RC7hkY0ROVl85un5MwoAxLE0lSkyVz9PZHRUKlJ6JvOkOqRWvZm4n9eN9XBlZfxKEk1RmyxKEgF0TGZBUAGXCLTYmIIZZKbWwkbUUmZNjGVTAju8sur5LFmuxd27b5WadzkcRThBE7hHFyoQwPuoAktYJDAM7zCm5VaL9a79bFoLVj5zDH8gfX5A3Wbj1g=</latexit>

Pe = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="8IfAIgtk1XTf8xSs/kHymjXJQAk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquhplpaetCKLpxWcE+sC0lk95pQzOZIckIpfQv3LhQxK1/486/MdNWUNEDgZNz7uXee/yYM6Ud58NaWV1b39jMbGW3d3b39nMHh00VJZJCg0Y8km2fKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChz6Hlj69Sv3UPUrFI3OpJDL2QDAULGCXaSHeFOuAL7NhOoZ/LO/Z5teyVyunfqbiemxKvUiqWsGuUFHm0RL2fe+8OIpqEIDTlRKmO68S6NyVSM8phlu0mCmJCx2QIHUMFCUH1pvONZ/jUKAMcRNI8ofFc/d4xJaFSk9A3lSHRI/XbS8W/vE6ig2pvykScaBB0MShIONYRTs/HAyaBaj4xhFDJzK6YjogkVJuQsiaEr0vx/6Tp2W7R9m68fO1yGUcGHaMTdIZcVEE1dI3qqIEoEugBPaFnS1mP1ov1uihdsZY9R+gHrLdP+9KPKg==</latexit>

Pe = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="6sVUbxQJo1XIDXJyLZCkkoZgqL4=">AAAB8nicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26GWwFVyFJa1MXQtGNywr2Amkok+mkHTqZhJmJUEIfw40LRdz6NO58GydtBRX9YeDnO+cw5/xBwqhUlvVhrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/ulg8OOjFOBSRvHLBa9AEnCKCdtRRUjvUQQFAWMdIPJdV7v3hMhaczv1DQhfoRGnIYUI6WRV2kReAkt0z2vDEply7xo1J1aXQPLcm3Hzo3j1qo1aGuSqwyWag1K7/1hjNOIcIUZktKzrUT5GRKKYkZmxX4qSYLwBI2Ipy1HEZF+Nl95Bk81GcIwFvpxBef0+0SGIimnUaA7I6TG8ncth3/VvFSFDT+jPEkV4XjxUZgyqGKY3w+HVBCs2FQbhAXVu0I8RgJhpVMq6hC+LoX/m45j2lXTuXXKzatlHAVwDE7AGbCBC5rgBrRAG2AQgwfwBJ4NZTwaL8bronXFWM4cgR8y3j4Bfe6PcA==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="NNXR/yWTGMhkYEdCWWXFb3v95xo=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIndYaInaWEIiSAIXsrfMwcre3mV3z4Rc+AU2Fhpj60+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBD8H4duY/PKHSPJb3ZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fiped0vV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1IRXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Vas1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiEOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHk4uMxw==</latexit>

B<latexit sha1_base64="LOrxn/H/5IPN/Wt4VelkI1EeAfk=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAyxsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWR+Uym7FXYCsEy8nZcjRGJS++sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmfFfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RS6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbIo2BG/15XXSrla860q1WS3X6nkcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlQ+MyA==</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="00RtWJEPlM065Ev2O0vrfCc1q0Y=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAymsUzAfEByhL3NXLJmb+/Y3RPCkV9gY6GIrT/Jzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoJJfe53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA9KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppVyvedaXarJZrd3kcBTiHC7gCD26gBvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDlpOMyQ==</latexit>

D<latexit sha1_base64="0Z9RTzpD0Btya252f8AuU4HPn4E=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIndYaEnUwhISQRK4kL1lDlb29i67eybkwi+wsdAYW3+Snf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8epYthisYhVJ6AaBZfYMtwI7CQKaRQIfAjGNzP/4QmV5rG8N5ME/YgOJQ85o8ZKzdt+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia88jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14l7VrVu6jWmrVK/TqPowgncArn4MEl1OEOGtACBgjP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/mBeMyg==</latexit>

without HI
<latexit sha1_base64="io6pPf0Mm7jxclng/q/eW/7twzY=">AAAB8XicdVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibSFAN6IXvCGiQgRCNkuW9iw3Ta7Uw1p+BdePGiMV/+NN/+NW8BEjb5kkpf3ZjIzz4sE12DbH1ZmZXVtfSO7mdva3tndy+8f3OgwVpS1aChC1fGIZoJL1gIOgnUixUjgCdb2Jhep375jSvNQXsM0Yv2AjCT3OSVgpNt7DuMwBty4HOQLdvGsVnHLFWwXbbvquE5K3Gq5VMaOUVIU0BLNQf69NwxpHDAJVBCtu44dQT8hCjgVbJbrxZpFhE7IiHUNlSRgup/ML57hE6MMsR8qUxLwXP0+kZBA62ngmc6AwFj/9lLxL68bg1/rJ1xGMTBJF4v8WGAIcfo+HnLFKIipIYQqbm7FdEwUoWBCypkQvj7F/5Mbt+iUiu6VW6ifL+PIoiN0jE6Rg6qojhqoiVqIIoke0BN6trT1aL1Yr4vWjLWcOUQ/YL19AqdVkOc=</latexit>

without HI
<latexit sha1_base64="io6pPf0Mm7jxclng/q/eW/7twzY=">AAAB8XicdVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibSFAN6IXvCGiQgRCNkuW9iw3Ta7Uw1p+BdePGiMV/+NN/+NW8BEjb5kkpf3ZjIzz4sE12DbH1ZmZXVtfSO7mdva3tndy+8f3OgwVpS1aChC1fGIZoJL1gIOgnUixUjgCdb2Jhep375jSvNQXsM0Yv2AjCT3OSVgpNt7DuMwBty4HOQLdvGsVnHLFWwXbbvquE5K3Gq5VMaOUVIU0BLNQf69NwxpHDAJVBCtu44dQT8hCjgVbJbrxZpFhE7IiHUNlSRgup/ML57hE6MMsR8qUxLwXP0+kZBA62ngmc6AwFj/9lLxL68bg1/rJ1xGMTBJF4v8WGAIcfo+HnLFKIipIYQqbm7FdEwUoWBCypkQvj7F/5Mbt+iUiu6VW6ifL+PIoiN0jE6Rg6qojhqoiVqIIoke0BN6trT1aL1Yr4vWjLWcOUQ/YL19AqdVkOc=</latexit>
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Figure 5.7: (A) Average number of bound motors to the polymer for different Pe in the
presence/absence of hydrodynamic interactions. Number of bound motors does not get
affected by the flow, and is only a function of pa and tension inside the chain. (B) The
fraction of motors bound inside the loop shows a strong dependence on the average tension
in the chain (C). For stronger tensile forces, the probability of motors to stay bound to the
chain is low which results in smaller loops thereby reducing the number of motors inside
the loops. (D) Variation of tension inside the loop to the tension outside the loop.

Additionally, the presence of motors inside the loops provides an additional stability

to the loop which is reflected in the ratio of tension force inside to the outside of the loops

as shown in figure 5.7 (D).
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5.4 Phase Diagram: Effect of varying Pe− pa
Next we can systematically explore the parameter space (Pe− pa) through numer-

ical simulations and characterize non-monotonic features of loop extrusion in figure 5.8.

On increasing the flow Peclet number, one can argue that the tension inside the chain

would increase which further increases the load on the motor heads thus inducing the

detachment/de-extrusion mechanism, and subsequently resulting in small size loops.
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Figure 5.8: (A) Phase diagram of l/L v/s pa for different flow strength Pe. (B) The time
evolution of dimensionless loop length for different pa. At higher Pe, varying the number
of bound motors does not affect the extruded loop length. (C) Snapshots illustrating the
number of bound motors to the polymer chain for different values of pa. Higher values of
pa corresponds to more number of motors which will provide more stability to the loop
formed, whereas low values of pa will lead to weaker loops which can be seen in the highly
fluctuating mean values of l/L for pa = 0.047

This argument seems to work well for low pa ∼< 0.5 where increasing the flow rate

results in a decreases in the average length of the extruded loop. The natural tendency of

the motors to extrude the available DNA is resisted by the presence of the external shear

flow, and a clear monotonic behavior can be seen for pa < 0.5. Figure 5.8 (C, top) shows

a snapshot of the chain for Pe = 0.75 and pa = 0.011 where a small number of motor

proteins extrudes multiple loops at the center which shows presence of fewer motors with
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large fraction of DNA available to be extruded. Once the motors extrude most of the DNA

so as the tension inside the chain exceeds Fm, the de-extrusion/detachment process results

in unbinding of the motors, and eventually a steady state is attained. To the contrary,

the dynamics is completely different and the trend is non-monotonic at high pa > 0.5

values. In the high pa ∼> 0.5 regime, the motors heads can occupy most of the available

sites on the polymer chain as can be seen from figure 5.8 (C, bottom). This results in

small size loops at low Pe as most of the available sites on the DNA are occupied by the

motor heads and hence can not be extruded. For moderate Pe = 0.75 regime, as the

simulations advance in time, the increase in tension due to stretching of the chain under

strong flows, triggers the detachment of the motor proteins and open up sites on the DNA

especially near the centre of the chain. The motors starts occupying the available empty

sites resulting in comparatively longer loops. For high Pe = 1.25, the dynamics is strongly

influenced by the imposed flow, and the motors cannot stay long enough on the DNA to

extrude it efficiently thereby resulting in small size loops for all values of pa. Surprisingly,

the size of the loop does not depend on pa for moderate Pe partially could be due to a

balance between the detachment of the motors and extrusion.
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarks and future

direction

6.1 Conclusion

In the present thesis, we have considered many complex multifaceted problems on

dynamics of chromatin organization at different length scales and implications of mechanics

and hydrodynamic flows on it. The present work focused largely on developing efficient

computational tools to perform numerical simulations and comparing them with available

experimental data with focal point of elucidating the underlying physical mechanisms.

The myriad range of length and time scales in these problems can generally prove to be

a computational bottleneck, the ways to systematically approach some of them has been

addressed in this work.

In Chapter 2, we discussed various aspects of biophysical modeling and hydro-

dynamics of chromatin/DNA as flexbile active polymer. We also discussed origin of sub-

cellular activity inside the cell, and how they can be modeled at molecular level, and coarse

grained at the required resolution. Further, we extended the length scales of simulations
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to incorporate new physics, and provided a numerical framework to perform simulations

within biological time scales. One such example is the presence of multiple chromatin

chains bounded by a prolate spheroid which has been lacking in the literature. This allowed

us to understand the interactions between multiple chromosomes, and their compaction

inside the nucleus. Our discussion also provided a number of existing useful concepts and

properties that formed the backbone of the current work.

We will begin with elucidating the self induced spontaneous coil-stretch transition

of active polymers in free space as highlighted in Chapter 3. We analyze the conforma-

tional dynamics and statistical properties of an active polymer model. Using Langevin

simulations of isolated chains in unconfined domains, we show how the coupling of active

flows with polymer conformations leads to emergent dynamics. Systems with contractile

dipoles behave similarly to passive Brownian chains with enhanced fluctuations due to

dipolar flows. In systems with extensile dipoles, however, our simulations uncover an ac-

tive coil-stretch transition whereby the polymer spontaneous unfolds and stretches out in

its own self-induced hydrodynamic flow, and we characterize this transition in terms of a

dimensionless activity parameter comparing active dipolar forces to thermal fluctuations.

We also drew a comparison in the context of the classic coil-stretch transition of passive

polymers in extensional flows, and complement our simulations with a simple kinetic model

for an active trimer.

Building on the tools and physics discussed in Chapter 2, we highlighted the me-

chanical role played by ATP-powered active processes and long-ranged hydrodynamic in-

teractions in the dynamics of heterochromatin segregation and compaction in Chapter

4. We perform large-scale coarse-grained simulations of an entire model nucleus as a rigid

membrane containing multiple chromosomes suspended in a viscous nucleoplasm. Our nu-

merical results underscore the role of activity-driven coherent motions and nucleoplasmic
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flows on the compaction and spatial distribution of heterochromatin in differentiated cells.

We found that activity enhances the compaction of heterochromatin regions (HCRs) and

the trapping of euchromatic fragments within, relative to the passive case, while creating

large-scale nematic alignment outside of HCRs where euchromatic domains are largely

unconstrained and free to align with themselves and with boundaries. Interestingly, we

also find that the stress fields are strongest outside of HCRs and involve opposing contri-

butions from activity and internal tensile forces. The coherent fluid flows on large length

scales also show evidence of hydrodyamic screening by the crosslinked heterochromatin

regions. We were also able to recapitulate many qualitative features observed in experi-

mental Hi-C maps, from checkboard patterns, to the formation of transient loops showing

the robustness of the present approach.

Chapter 5 focus on dynamics of active loop extrusion that are driven by nuclear

enzymes known as Structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC). These motors are in-

volved in extrusion process which helps in the systematic packaging and organization of

the chromosome inside the nucleus of a cell. Using a bottom-up modeling approach that

accounts for all the necessary structural details and stochastic kinetics of molecular mo-

tors, we were able to observe a variety of loop and motor patterns which were assisted

by the presence hydrodynamic interactions. Our computations also revealed that in the

presence of external shear flow which are typically used in experimental test beds for clear

visualization of loops, the dynamics of the motors are greatly affected due to their tension

dependent mechanical function. This in turn affects the ability of the motors to extrude

thereby affecting the statistics of number and length of loops extruded in relevant parame-

ter regimes. Model predictions agreed with recent experiments and illuminated the crucial

roles of hydrodynamics and bio-mechanical feedback in loop extrusion.
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6.2 Ongoing work and future directions

Here, we will discuss a few potential directions that can be explored further based

on our work. Broadly, we have outlined three different aspects below,

• Interaction of chromatin with lamina: In Chapter 4 we discussed how the presence

of nucleoplasmic flows and active stresses assists the formation ofheterochromatin

domains of the genome. Heterochromatin formation and compaction in our simu-

lations was observed to occur near the center of the nucleus – a likely consequence

of the symmetry of the initial data, in which a randomly placed HCD is statisti-

cally more likely to find another HCD to bind with near the center of the system

than near the boundary. This central placement is consistent with past equilibrium

simulations of heterochromatin formation [5, 6], but fails to capture the complexity

of the heterochromatin distribution observed in experiments, where HCRs tends to

concentrate near the nuclear envelope and in the periphery of nuclear bodies such as

nucleoli. This suggests the likely role of other types of interactions, such as tethering

of the chromatin chain to the nuclear lamina, which is known to be of importance

in experiments where it results in hererochromatin-rich lamin-associated domains

(LADs) [184]. Accumulation of heterochromatin near boundaries in the presence of

binding interactions has been observed in equilibrium simulations [52], even when

both eu- and heterochromatin have the same affinity with the boundary [53]. The

role played by activity-driven flows in the formation, distribution, and compactness

of LADs is open question. In addition to that, ATP-powered dipolar activity is

found to play a key role in setting the genomic features, with consequences for gene

interactions and for the regulation of gene expression that remain to be explored.

• Rheological response of chromatin: Another problem that could be relevant is the
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rheological repsonse of the heterogeneous chromatin structure which impacts the

timescales and length scales of all biological processes [185]. As demonstrated by

our model, the process of heterochromatin segregation is not only driven by local

crosslink formation but also tightly coupled to the large-scale mechanics of chro-

matin and nucleoplasm, which interact via active and passive stress fields distributed

across the entire nucleus. The strongly heterogeneous structure of chromatin organi-

zation suggests a complex spatially dependent rheological behavior, with crosslinked

heterochromatin behaving like an elastic porous solid, and unconstrained active eu-

chromatin behaving like an active fluid with local nematic order [164]. These two

segregated materials interact via both mechanical stress at the outer boundary of

HCRs, and viscous stresses due to nucleoplamic flows, which permeate both phases.

This picture is supported by the recent experiments of Eshghi et al. [186], which

used passive microrheology to infer the local rheological behavior in differentiated

cell nuclei and uncovered a coexistence of fluid-like and solid-like phases. A numeri-

cal characterization of effective rheological properties in simulations could elucidate

the micromechanics underlying these measurements, as well as provide a basis for

developing self-consistent continuum models of nuclear mechanics that could be used

for mathematical analysis as well as mean-field simulations [187].

• Loop extrusion on a chromatin fiber with/without confinement: A natural extension

to the present work in the case is to elucidate the effect of loop extrusion on a chro-

matin polymer. Unlike the case of a short chain, the loop extrusion on a long chain

have shown to play an important role in the formation of topologically associated

domains, especially in the presence of a confinement. In this way, the motor dynam-

ics can be added at a microscopic level without the need of coarse graining, and the

macroscopic properties can be measured. We can systematically start with placing
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the motors in free space on single/multiple chains, and compare the interactions

between the chain in the presence of the motors and flow field created by them.

Furthermore, we can add them inside a confinement to look at their effect. The fun-

damental challenge is to compute efficiently large scale hydrodynamic interactions

that typically scale as O(N2).
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Appendix A

Comparison with full hydrodynamics

The model discussed in Chapter 3 Sec. 3.2 describes a freely-draining polymer chain

where hydrodynamic interactions due to constraint forces, excluded volume interactions

and thermal fluctuations are neglected and where the only hydrodynamic flow is that

induced by active dipoles. Here, we present a more complete model that accounts for

hydrodynamic interactions and compare results obtained by both formulations. In the

presence of hydrodynamic interactions, the Langevin equation (3.1) becomes:

dri
dt

= ua(ri, t) +
N∑

j=1

Mij ·
[
Fc
j(t) + Fe

j(t)
]

+ ξi(t). (A.1)

Mij denotes the grand mobility tensor that captures viscous drag on the beads as well as

long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions:

Mij =
I

ζ
δij + G(ri; rj) (1− δij) , (A.2)

where G is the Oseen tensor introduced in Eq. (3.6). Furthermore, the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem governing the statistics of Brownian displacements becomes:

〈ξi(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2kBTMijδ(t− t′). (A.3)
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In practice, ξi is calculated as

ξi(t) =
N∑

j=1

Bij ·wj, (A.4)

where wj is an uncorrelated Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance, and

the tensor Bij is related to the grand mobility tensor as

N∑

p=1

Bip ·BT
jp = 2kBTMij . (A.5)

We compute Bij as the lower triangular Cholesky factor of Mij. An additional complica-

tion in the presence of hydrodynamic interactions arises from the calculation of tensions:

indeed, Eq. (3.11) now involves a full matrix instead of a tridiagonal system, which we

solve using LU decomposition.
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Figure A.1: Comparison of structural properties similar to Fig. 3.4 (by solving Eq.
3.1) with (full) in the legend corresponds to Eq. A.1 for parameter values with N = 50,
kon = 200 and koff = 500.
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Figure A.1 shows a comparison of conformational properties in simulations with

and without hydrodynamic interactions. We find that all the qualitative trends reported

in Sec. 4.3 remain the same, but that the spontaneous stretching induced by activity in

extensile systems becomes weaker due to the increased viscous dissipation in the system.
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Appendix B

Details of the computational model

In the following appendix, we will outline some of the aspects of the model that

is used in Chapter 4. We will start with describing the FENE polymer model for the

backbone chromatin chain followed by a summary of the computational algorithm based

on boundary integral formulation; a more detailed version of which can be seen in Appendix

C. The algorithm for evaluating the Hi-C proximity map is outlined at the end.

B.1 Chain mechanics: deterministic forces

The spring forces Fs
i in Eq. (4.2) are modeled using the FENE spring law [116],

which gives linear Hookean behavior at short extensions but prevents stretching beyond a

maximum extension n0. Within a given chain, the net spring force on bead i is

Fs
i =

Hcni
1− (ni/n0)2

− Hcni−1

1− (ni−1/n0)2
, (B.1)

where ni = xi+1 − xi is the connector from bead i to i + 1 and Hc is the entropic spring

constant. Crosslink forces Fc
i are captured using the same force law, but with a stiffer

spring constant of 10Hc.
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Excluded volume forces Fe
i prevent overlap of distinct sections of the polymer and

are captured using a soft repulsive potential:

Fe
i = −

∑

j 6=i

∇iΦ(xi − xj), with Φ(x) =
Φ0

|x|n , (B.2)

with n = 3. The choice of the parameter Φ0 is ad hoc and chosen to ensure that the chain

does not cross itself. The potential is truncated whenever |xi − xj| > `s, where `s is the

equilibrium spring length, and three additional equally-spaced repulsive nodes are placed

along each link in addition to the beads when calculating these interactions. A cell list

algorithm is employed for efficient calculation of these forces with O(N) complexity [188].

B.2 Hydrodynamic interactions

The calculation of the nucleoplasmic flow field u appearing in the Langevin equation

(4.1) involves solving the Stokes equation (4.4) subject to the no-slip condition on the

nuclear envelope and evaluating the solution at the location of each bead. Due to the

linearity of the Stokes equations, that solution can be written in terms of a Green’s function

G as

u(xi) =
N∑

j=1

G(xi; xj) ·
(
Fj + Fa

j

)
, (B.3)

where the forces on the right-hand side are known. While analytical expressions for G exist

in spherical domains [9, 133], a numerical solution is required in the spheroidal domains

considered here. Rather than evaluating G directly, we instead decompose the velocity

of Eq. (B.3) into two parts [189]: u = us + uc. The first contribution is defined as the

velocity induced by the distribution of point forces in free space,

us(x) =
N∑

j=1

Gs(x; xj) ·
(
Fj + Fa

j

)
, (B.4)
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expressed in terms of the Oseen tensor or Stokeslet

Gs(x; x0) =
1

8πη

(
I

|x− x0|
+

(x− x0)(x− x0)

|x− x0|3
)
. (B.5)

The second contribution uc is a correction velocity calculated to satisfy the correct bound-

ary condition. Note that uc satisfies the homogeneous Stokes equations with boundary

condition uc(x) = −us(x) for x ∈ S. It can be calculated as a single-layer boundary

integral equation for Stokes flow [128]:

uc(x) = −
∫

S

G(x; x0) · f(x0) dS(x0), (B.6)

where f(x0) is an unknown traction distribution on the surface of the domain boundary.

Evaluating Eq. (B.6) on the surface S and using the boundary condition uc(x) = −us(x)

yields an integral equation for the traction field f that can be solved numerically. Once f

is known on the surface for a given point force distribution, the velocity correction uc is

obtained by evaluating Eq. (B.6) at the locations ri of the beads, and can be added to the

free-space velocity us of Eq. (B.4) to provide the desired velocity (B.3). The boundary

integral equation (B.6) is evaluated by quadrature after discretization of the surface into

a mesh of 6-node triangular elements [128]. The algorithm was tested by comparison to

the analytical Green’s function inside a spherical domain [133] (see Appendix C for more

details). Simulations shown were performed with 5120 elements, with a numerical error

of less than 2%. Finally, the calculation of both us and uc is accelerated using a kernel-

free fast multipole algorithm [136,137,190], resulting on an overall O(N) complexity with

respect to the total number of beads in the system. For a more detailed discussion on the

present numerical pipeline, readers can refer to Appendix C.
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B.3 Thermal fluctuations

The Brownian displacements ξi(t) in Eq. (4.1) are calculated to satisfy the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem, which specifies their mean and variance as

〈ξi(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2kBTMijδ(t− t′), (B.7)

where Mij denotes the grand mobility tensor that captures viscous resistance on the chain

as well as long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions:

Mij = ζ−1Iδij + G(xi; xj) (1− δij) . (B.8)

Equation (B.10) is satisfied by calculating the Brownian displacements as

ξi(t) =
N∑

j=1

Bij ·wj, (B.9)

where wj is an uncorrelated Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance, and

the tensor Bij is related to the grand mobility tensor as

N∑

p=1

Bip ·BT
jp = 2kBTMij . (B.10)

In general, solving for Bij from Eq. (B.10) involves either a costly Cholesky decomposition,

an iterative scheme such as the Lanczos method [119], or a numerical approximation [191].

In the present work, we make the local approximation Mij ≈ ζ−1I δij when calculating

Brownian fluctuations, and under this approximation the right-hand side in Eq. (B.10)

becomes 2DbIδij, where Db = kBT/ζ is the Brownian diffusivity of one bead in isolation.

Numerical comparison between the full solution of Eq. (B.10) using the Lanczos method

and the local approximation were carried out in small systems and showed negligible

differences in the relevant statistical quantities.
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B.4 Scalings and parameters

In all the results of Sec. 4.3, we scale lengths with the equilibrium length `s of a

FENE spring, forces by the corresponding spring force Fs, and times by the characteristic

time ts for one isolated bead to diffuse a distance of `s:

`s =

√
kBT

Hc

, Fs =
√
kBTHc, ts =

ζ

Hc

. (B.11)

Note that ts is also the spring relaxation time. Upon scaling of the system of equations, the

dimensionless parameters governing the dynamics of the system are the dimensionless rate

constants for active and crosslink forces, the dimensionless hydrodynamic radius ah/`s,

the dimensionless maximum spring extension n0/`s, and the dimensionless active dipole

strength

σ0 =
fa√
kBTHc

. (B.12)

All simulations shown are for Mc = 23 chains of Nb = 1305 beads (total of 30,015 beads),

with four alternating blocks of active euchromatin (945 beads) and passive heterochromatin

(360 beads) per chain, for a fraction αc ≈ 0.28 of heterochromatin. The dimensionless ef-

fective radius of the nucleus is Rs = 28, and its eccentricity is e = 0.36. The hydrodynamic

bead radius is ah/`s = 0.1, the maximum spring extension is n0/`s = 2.5, and the var-

ious dimensionless rate constants are set to kcon = 0.02, kaon = 2.0, and kaoff = 5.0. The

corresponding fraction of active links along ECDs is pa = 0.285.

B.5 Hi-C map calculation

The algorithm used to calculate the Hi-C proximity maps of Fig. 4.5 follows [44,192]

and is based on the spatial distance between pairs of genomic loci along the chromatin

chains. Specifically, entries in the matrix are evaluated based on a Gaussian kernel, such
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that

Hij =
1

σ
√

2π
exp(−r2

ij/2σ
2), (B.13)

where rij = |xi−xj| is the distance between beads i and j, and where we choose a standard

deviation of σ = 6 for the Gaussian. In practice, successive beads along the chains are

binned into groups of 5, and the entries Hij are averaged over each bin to generate a matrix

of linear size Nb/5 = 261 per chromosome. This matrix is then shown as a color plot in

Fig. 4.5(a,b), using a linear color map from white to red (or pink) over the range of values

of the matrix entries. Green dots on the diagonal in Fig. 4.5(a,b) highlight sections of the

chromosomes that are spatially located inside HCRs, where a dot is added to the Hi-C

map if at least 2 beads out of 5 inside a given bin fall inside an HCR.
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Appendix C

Numerical algorithm and

benchmarking of boundary element

method

In the following appendix, we will discuss the details of computational methods and

algorithms for systematically calculating the flow field using boundary integral methods by

extending the discussion from chapter 1 on Stokes flow. This is used to evaluate u(xi, t)

in Chapter 4 (equation 4.1). As mentioned in Chapter 4, the nuclear envelope, which

encloses the chains, is modeled as a prolate spheroidal cavity with bounding surface S of

eccentricity e and equivalent radius Rs, and is filled with a viscous Newtonian nucleoplasm

with viscosity η. Each chromosome is coarse-grained as an active Zimm bead-spring chain

composed of Nb beads of hydrodynamic radius ah connected by finitely extensible elastic

springs. Finally, we will summarize and benchmark the performance of our simulation tool

box.
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C.1 Numerical details: boundary integral formula-

tion

Here we extend the hydrodynamics section with a more detailed discussion for an

arbitrary system where the direct analytical expression of the Green’s function are not

available or for a large system such as ours. A convenient point for deriving the boundary

integral equation is the Lorentz reciprocal identity stating that for any two non-singular

flows u and u′ with corresponding stress tensors σ and σ′ [128],

∂

∂xk
(u

′

iσik − uiσ
′

ik) = 0 (C.1)

where the u′ represents the flow due to a point force (f) in free space located at point x0.

Due to linearity of the Stokes equations, they can be related as following,

u
′
(x) =

1

8πµ
G(x,x0) · f , σ

′
(x) =

1

8π
T(x,x0) · f . (C.2)

Substituting into Eq. C.1, we will obtain

∂

∂xk
[G(x,x0) · σ(x)− µu · T(x,x0)] = 0. (C.3)

Now, for a control volume V that is bounded by the closed surface S, using the divergence

theorem we can convert the volume integral over V into a surface integral over S,

∫

S

[G(x,x0) · σ(x)− µu · T(x,x0)] = 0. (C.4)

Note that S may be composed of fluid surfaces, fluid interfaces, or solid surfaces. In the

present work, we will only deal with solid surfaces which does not deform under external

or internal shear, and any function inside the domain is regular throughout V. A small

spherical volume of infinitesimally small radius ε is then introduced around evaluation

point x0. The above integral is then valid over the boundary S and the small spherical
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volume Sε. It can be shown that as the spherical volume becomes smaller ε→ 0, the surface

integral over the small spherical volume becomes equal to 8πµuj. Using the symmetry of

the Green’s function Gij(x,x0) = Gji(x0,x), we can convert the above expression to,

uj(x0) = − 1

8πµ

∫

S

Gji(x0,x)fi(x)dS(x) +
1

8π

∫

S

ui(x)Tijk(x,x0)nkdS(x). (C.5)

The first integral on the right hand side represents a distribution of Stokeslet on the

boundaries and is also called as single layer potential while the second integral represents

a distribution of stresslets and is called a double layer potential and when the point x0 is

located on the boundary results in the following expression,

uj(x0) = − 1

4πµ

∫

S

Gji(x0,x)fi(x)dS(x) +
1

4π

∫

S

ui(x)Tijk(x,x0)nkdS(x), (C.6)

with following useful properties,

∫

S

Tijk(x,x0)nk(x)dS(x) =




8π

4π

0



δij, (C.7)

for a point x0 located inside, right on, or outside S respectively, and integral of the Green’s

function over the surface
∫
S
Gij(x,x0)nj(x)dS(x) = 0. We now focus our attention to the

boundary element method which underlies the numerical framework for solving boundary

integral equations shown above. Analytical solutions for an arbitrary domain are feasible

only for a limited number of boundary geometries and types of flow. To compute the

solution under general conditions, we must resort to numerical approaches. In the first

step, we trace the domain of the integral equation S with a network of marker points

or nodes, and approximate S using a set of boundary elements that are defined with

respect to the nodes. In the second step, we can approximate the unknown boundary

velocity u, surface force f over each boundary element using a truncated polynomial

expansion in terms of properly defined surface variables. The main advantages of the
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boundary element method over other numerical methods like finite element, finite volume

or finite differences is the reduction of the solution by one dimension when compared to the

physical space [129, 130]. Since the boundary integral formulation is an exact solution to

the governing equations, the numerical solution tends to be highly accurate when compared

to other numerical methods. However, the linear systems obtained by boundary element

method are dense which can impose restrictions on the size of the system unless other

advanced computational techniques like fast multipole methods [131], iterative solvers like

GMRES [132], Lanczos method [119] etc. are used. As boundary integral equations are

formed using fundamental solutions of the governing equations, they tend to be singular

and these singularities need to be accurately treated numerically or analytically. For

a reader who is specifically interested in the problems presented in the thesis, a detailed

discussion on the development of the computational can be found in the following sections,

and for more general derivations and applications of the boundary element method to

potential and Stokes flow problems can be found in literature [128].

C.2 Boundary element representation: discretization

An important stage in the numerical implementation of a boundary integral method

is the representation of the boundary of the flow by a set of boundary elements or discretiza-

tion of the surface into marker points or nodes. This not only allows the computation of

the required boundary integrals but also provides framework for expanding the unknown

boundary function in a series of local basis function. For simple two-dimensional flow, the

surface may be represented simply by a planar line that resides in a meridional plane or in

the plane of the flow as shown in figure C.1. To set up boundary elements representations,

we trace the planar line with a set of marker points xi, i = 1, ....., N . For first approxi-

mation, we represent the line with a set of straight segments that pass through successive
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pairs of marker points. The straight segment passing through the points x and xi+1 is

described by the equation y = aix+bi where ai = (yi+1−yi)/(xi+1−xi), and bi = yi−aixi.

The differential arc length over the ith segment is given by

dl = (a2
i + 1)1/2|dx| = α(a2

i + 1)1/2dx, (C.8)

where α = (xi+1 − xi)/|xi+1 − xi|. The line integral of a function f over the ith straight

segment is given by,

∫

S

f(x, y)dl = α(a2
i + 1)1/2

∫ xi+1

xi

f(x, aix+ bi)dx, (C.9)

and the unit normal and tangent vectors are given by

t =
α

(1 + a2
i )

1/2
(1, ai) n =

α

(1 + a2
i )

1/2
(ai,−1). (C.10)

t
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Figure C.1: Discretized mesh in 2D (left) for intuition, the surface is represented by a
planar line, and disretized by a set of marker points. Discretization in 3D (right) of an
ellipsoid: N∆ = 1280 six-node triangular elements.

Now that we have the intuition on how the discretization of a 2D surface is per-

formed, let’s move to three dimensional surface. For three dimensional problems, the

general strategy is to trace the boundaries with a network of nodes, and to represent the

boundaries with a collection of elements that defined in terms of a set of neighboring nodes

as shown in figure C.1. But before we do that, it is necessary to review some fundamental
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concepts of differential geometry of surfaces. One way to describe a three dimensional

surface is to introduce a right handed curvilinear, but not necessarily orthogonal, coor-

dinate system (η, ξ) described over the surface, and to view the position of a point x on

the surface as a function of η, ξ namely x(η, ξ). A unit vector tangential to the surface is

given by,

t =
1

ht

(
∂x

∂η
+ ω

∂x

∂ξ

)
ht =

∣∣∣∣∣
∂x

∂η
+ ω

∂x

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣∣, (C.11)

where ω is a constant.
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Figure C.2: Parametric representation of a three-dimensional surface using two surface
variables (η, ξ).

The tangent vectors pointing toward the positive direction of an η or a ξ line are

denoted by tη and tξ and correspond to ω = 0 or ω = ∞ respectively. The unit vector

normal to the surface is given by

n =
1

hn

(
∂x

∂η
× ∂x

∂ξ

)
hn =

∣∣∣∣∣
∂x

∂η
× ∂x

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣∣ (C.12)

The differential area of the surface element can be written as

dS = hn dη dξ (C.13)
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The integral of a function f over the surface is given by

∫

S

f(x)dS(x) =

∫

S

f(x(η, ξ))hn dη dξ (C.14)

The differential length of an infinitesimal line element on the surface is given by

dl2 = dx · dx =

(
∂x

∂η
dη +

∂x

∂ξ
dξ

)
·
(
∂x

∂η
dη +

∂x

∂ξ
dξ

)
(C.15)

=
∂x

∂η
· ∂x
∂η

dη2 + 2
∂x

∂η
· ∂x
∂ξ

dη dξ +
∂x

∂ξ
· ∂x
∂ξ

dξ2 (C.16)

If η and ξ are orthogonal, then the second term on the right hand side is 0, and we can

write the differential arc length in an alternative form

dl = ht|dη|, where ht = (aηη + 2aηξω + aξξω
2)1/2 (C.17)

where

aηη =
∂x

∂η
· ∂x
∂η

aηξ =
∂x

∂η
· ∂x
∂ξ

aξξ =
∂x

∂ξ
· ∂x
∂ξ

(C.18)

C.3 Three-dimensional boundary elements

Moving from the parametric representation of 3D surfaces, we will now consider represen-

tation of three dimensional boundaries.

⇠
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Figure C.3: Mapping of a curved triangle in physical space onto a right triangle in the
ηξ-plane.
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The elements may be chosen to have a variety of shapes but we will stick to curved

triangles which is a second order approximation. We discretize the boundary into a set of

curved triangles. Each triangle is defined by six nodes or marker points xi, i = 1, .., 6 as

shown in figure C.3. To describe the surface of a triangle we use a parametric representation

in terms of two variables η and ξ as

x(η, ξ) = a+ bη + cξ + dη2 + eξ2 + fηξ (C.19)

where η and ξ take values over the right isosceles triangle depicted on the right of figure

C.3. To ensure that the curved triangle passes through six marker points, we require

x(1, 0) = x1 x(0, 1) = x2 x(0, 0) = x3 (C.20)

x(γ, 1− γ) = x4 x(0, β) = x5 x(α, 0) = x6 (C.21)

where the three scalar coefficients α, β and γ are defined as

α =
1

1 + |x6−x1|
|x6−x3|

β =
1

1 + |x5−x2|
|x5−x3|

γ =
1

1 + |x4−x1|
|x4−x2|

(C.22)

The 3-1 side of the triangle is mapped on the η-axis, the 2-3 side is mapped onto the ξ-axis,

and 1-2 side is mapped onto the diagonal line. Substituting equation (C.20) into equation

(C.19), solving for the unknown coefficients a− f , we obtain a representation in terms of

six local basis functions, namely

x(η, ξ) =
6∑

i=1

xiφi(η, ξ) (C.23)

where

φ1 =
α

α− 1
η

[
1

α
η − 1 +

(α− γ)

α(1− γ)ξ

]
φ2 =

β

β − 1
ξ

[
1

β
ξ − 1 +

(β + γ − 1)

βγη

]
(C.24)

φ3 =
1

γ(1− γ)
ηξ φ4 =

1

β(1− β)
ξ(1− η − ξ) (C.25)
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φ5 =
1

α(1− α)
η(1− η − ξ) φ6 = 1− φ1 − φ2 − φ3 − φ4 − φ5 (C.26)

In the event when the triangle in the physical space is markedly skewed, or when one middle

marker point along a side of the triangle does not lie sufficiently close to the straight line

that connects the corresponding vertices, the mapping might contain singular points. It

can be avoided by making sure that the determinant of the metric tensor at several points

over the element is a positive number not very close to zero.

C.4 Numerical computation of boundary integral

One important task in the series of the entire framework is the calculation of the

single and double layer integrals over the boundary elements.
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⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="CQuT/tYKYH8EP/miWQD1fosXpQE=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mLlmzd3vs7gnhyH+wsVDE1v9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTc0jJVDJtMCqk6AdUoeIxNw43ATqKQRoHAdjC+nfntJ1Say/jBTBL0IzqMecgZNVZqVXpoaKVfKrtVdw6ySryclCFHo1/66g0kSyOMDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLX0phGqP1sfu2UnFtlQEKpbMWGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxNe+xmPk9RgzBaLwlQQI8nsdTLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMDahoQ/CWX14lrVrVu6zW7mvl+k0eRwFO4QwuwIMrqMMdNKAJDB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufCxa15x85gT+wPn8AcLQjpY=</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="YCCTk1xADGngl5t260GGEJWU19I=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUJIEL2VvmYMPe3mV3z4Rc+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBj8H4ZuY/PqHSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpvupV++WKW3PnIKvEy0kFcjT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbTrNe+iVr+rVxrXeRxFOIFTOAcPLqEBt9CEFjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEyvY0T</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="YCCTk1xADGngl5t260GGEJWU19I=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUJIEL2VvmYMPe3mV3z4Rc+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBj8H4ZuY/PqHSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpvupV++WKW3PnIKvEy0kFcjT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbTrNe+iVr+rVxrXeRxFOIFTOAcPLqEBt9CEFjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEyvY0T</latexit>8/60
<latexit sha1_base64="qZoWvFGpbOG7xV/Qk6sCzbX4psw=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxhLuYKEeiF4+YyEcCG9ItXah0203bNSEb/oMXDxrj1f/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2Mb2d++4kqzaR4MJOY+hEeChYygo2VWuXaxZVb7hdLbsWdA60SLyMlyNDoF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOcTgu9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++n82ik6s8oAhVLZEgbN1d8TKY60nkSB7YywGellbyb+53UTE9b8lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWteJdVqr31VL9JosjDydwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AkD6NzQ==</latexit>

3/60
<latexit sha1_base64="cy7/CLXdOH3bqSCLWtwB2X6R27k=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxhLuQqEeiF4+YyEcCG9ItXah0203bNSEb/oMXDxrj1f/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2Mb2d++4kqzaR4MJOY+hEeChYygo2VWuXaxaVb7hdLbsWdA60SLyMlyNDoF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOcTgu9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++n82ik6s8oAhVLZEgbN1d8TKY60nkSB7YywGellbyb+53UTE177KRNxYqggi0VhwpGRaPY6GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIwNqGBD8JZfXiWtasWrVar31VL9JosjDydwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AiJaNyA==</latexit>

27/60
<latexit sha1_base64="JkXCDsBtzloFMEFk2gSWa18rv8A=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYCt4qrsrWI9FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21oNrskWaEs/RFePCji1d/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujeN8o7X1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTc0nGqKGvSWMSqExDNBJesabgRrJMoRqJAsHYwvpv57SemNI/lo5kkzI/IUPKQU2Ks1K54tctrp9IvlZ2qMwdeJW5OypCj0S999QYxTSMmDRVE667rJMbPiDKcCjYt9lLNEkLHZMi6lkoSMe1n83On+NwqAxzGypY0eK7+nshIpPUkCmxnRMxIL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFLDJF0sClOBTYxnv+MBV4waMbGEUMXtrZiOiCLU2ISKNgR3+eVV0vKq7lXVe/DK9ds8jgKcwhlcgAs1qMM9NKAJFMbwDK/whhL0gt7Rx6J1DeUzJ/AH6PMHAJmOCA==</latexit>

8/60
<latexit sha1_base64="qZoWvFGpbOG7xV/Qk6sCzbX4psw=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxhLuYKEeiF4+YyEcCG9ItXah0203bNSEb/oMXDxrj1f/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2Mb2d++4kqzaR4MJOY+hEeChYygo2VWuXaxZVb7hdLbsWdA60SLyMlyNDoF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOcTgu9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++n82ik6s8oAhVLZEgbN1d8TKY60nkSB7YywGellbyb+53UTE9b8lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWteJdVqr31VL9JosjDydwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AkD6NzQ==</latexit>

8/60
<latexit sha1_base64="qZoWvFGpbOG7xV/Qk6sCzbX4psw=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxhLuYKEeiF4+YyEcCG9ItXah0203bNSEb/oMXDxrj1f/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2Mb2d++4kqzaR4MJOY+hEeChYygo2VWuXaxZVb7hdLbsWdA60SLyMlyNDoF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOcTgu9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++n82ik6s8oAhVLZEgbN1d8TKY60nkSB7YywGellbyb+53UTE9b8lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWteJdVqr31VL9JosjDydwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AkD6NzQ==</latexit>

3/60
<latexit sha1_base64="cy7/CLXdOH3bqSCLWtwB2X6R27k=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxhLuQqEeiF4+YyEcCG9ItXah0203bNSEb/oMXDxrj1f/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2Mb2d++4kqzaR4MJOY+hEeChYygo2VWuXaxaVb7hdLbsWdA60SLyMlyNDoF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOcTgu9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++n82ik6s8oAhVLZEgbN1d8TKY60nkSB7YywGellbyb+53UTE177KRNxYqggi0VhwpGRaPY6GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIwNqGBD8JZfXiWtasWrVar31VL9JosjDydwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AiJaNyA==</latexit>

3/60
<latexit sha1_base64="cy7/CLXdOH3bqSCLWtwB2X6R27k=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxhLuQqEeiF4+YyEcCG9ItXah0203bNSEb/oMXDxrj1f/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2Mb2d++4kqzaR4MJOY+hEeChYygo2VWuXaxaVb7hdLbsWdA60SLyMlyNDoF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOcTgu9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++n82ik6s8oAhVLZEgbN1d8TKY60nkSB7YywGellbyb+53UTE177KRNxYqggi0VhwpGRaPY6GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIwNqGBD8JZfXiWtasWrVar31VL9JosjDydwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AiJaNyA==</latexit>

1
2<latexit sha1_base64="unmWctLToUZLZ/LoaPTpz2yPYOg=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LLaCp5LEgx6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03c3RRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yptbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH9vFJW8WpJLRFYh7LboAV5UzQlmaa024iKY4CTjvB5G7ud6ZUKhaLRz1LqB/hkWAhI1gbya/1Q4lJ5uaZl9cGdtWpOwugdeIWpAoFmgP7qz+MSRpRoQnHSvVcJ9F+hqVmhNO80k8VTTCZ4BHtGSpwRJWfLY7O0YVRhiiMpSmh0UL9PZHhSKlZFJjOCOuxWvXm4n9eL9XhjZ8xkaSaCrJcFKYc6RjNE0BDJinRfGYIJpKZWxEZYxODNjlVTAju6svrpO3V3au69+BVG7dFHGU4g3O4BBeuoQH30IQWEHiCZ3iFN2tqvVjv1seytWQVM6fwB9bnD/b7kZE=</latexit>

⇣
1
2 , 1

2

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="Rsspm0JnmjI2oWlfHh7ZLS+fTQk=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBluhgpQkLnRZ6sZlBfuAJpTJdNIOnTyYmQgl9APc+CtuXCji1g9w5984abPQ1gMDh3PO5c49XsyZVKb5bRTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRR0aJILRNIh6Jnocl5SykbcUUp71YUBx4nHa9yU3mdx+okCwK79U0pm6ARyHzGcFKS4Nypeo02ajm+AKT1Jql9uziF8+886pOmXVzDrRKrJxUIEdrUP5yhhFJAhoqwrGUfcuMlZtioRjhdFZyEkljTCZ4RPuahjig0k3nx8zQmVaGyI+EfqFCc/X3RIoDKaeBp5MBVmO57GXif14/Uf61m7IwThQNyWKRn3CkIpQ1g4ZMUKL4VBNMBNN/RWSMdRdK91fSJVjLJ6+Sjl23Luv2nV1pNPM6inACp1ADC66gAbfQgjYQeIRneIU348l4Md6Nj0W0YOQzx/AHxucP6seaQg==</latexit>

⇣
1
3 , 1

3

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="KoLJfxe+us6sguiUW3V444FbsrE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugq1QQUrSLnRZ6sZlBfuAppTJdNIOnUzCzEQoIR/gxl9x40IRt36AO//GSZtFbT0wcDjnXO7c44aMSmVZP0ZuY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6fdGQQCUzaOGCB6LlIEkY5aSuqGOmFgiDfZaTrTm9Tv/tIhKQBf1CzkAx8NObUoxgpLQ2LpbLTpOOK4wmEYzuJ68nVEk+9y7JOWVVrDnOd2BkpQYbWsPjtjAIc+YQrzJCUfdsK1SBGQlHMSFJwIklChKdoTPqacuQTOYjnxyTmhVZGphcI/bgy5+ryRIx8KWe+q5M+UhO56qXif14/Ut7NIKY8jBTheLHIi5ipAjNtxhxRQbBiM00QFlT/1cQTpLtQur+CLsFePXmddGpVu16t3ddKjWZWRx7O4BwqYMM1NOAOWtAGDE/wAm/wbjwbr8aH8bmI5oxs5hT+wPj6Be3pmkQ=</latexit>

1
2<latexit sha1_base64="unmWctLToUZLZ/LoaPTpz2yPYOg=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LLaCp5LEgx6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03c3RRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yptbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH9vFJW8WpJLRFYh7LboAV5UzQlmaa024iKY4CTjvB5G7ud6ZUKhaLRz1LqB/hkWAhI1gbya/1Q4lJ5uaZl9cGdtWpOwugdeIWpAoFmgP7qz+MSRpRoQnHSvVcJ9F+hqVmhNO80k8VTTCZ4BHtGSpwRJWfLY7O0YVRhiiMpSmh0UL9PZHhSKlZFJjOCOuxWvXm4n9eL9XhjZ8xkaSaCrJcFKYc6RjNE0BDJinRfGYIJpKZWxEZYxODNjlVTAju6svrpO3V3au69+BVG7dFHGU4g3O4BBeuoQH30IQWEHiCZ3iFN2tqvVjv1seytWQVM6fwB9bnD/b7kZE=</latexit>

Figure C.4: A cubic quadrature to compute a 2D integral over a triangle using seven base
points. The weights in bold corresponding to the seven base points are used in gaussian
quadrature

To compute the integrals at a point located away from an element, we use Gaussian

quadrature, a standard numerical method for computing a boundary integral over a planar

or curved triangle. The triangle is mapped from the physical space to the η, ξ space, and
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the boundary integral is approximated with a finite weighted sum as,

∫

triangle

f(x)dS(x) =

∫

triangle

g(η, ξ)dηdξ ≈ 1

2

n=7∑

n=1

g(ηn, ξn)wn (C.27)

where g = fhn. The coordinates of the base points and the corresponding weights are

indicated in figure C.4. To compute accurately a boundary integral at a point located on

an element, we must account for the singularity arising due to Stokeslet and Stresslet.

C.5 Computational pipeline and algorithm

Now that we have formalized the relevant details in the preceding sections, we can

focus on how it is relevant to the system of interest given in Chapter 4. As you have seen

in the previous sections, the problem setup involves an active polymer inside a bounding

surface S with multiple external forces acting on the polymer at the location of the beads

xi. In order to calculate the flows u inside the system, we need to find the distribution of

traction forces σ · n on the surface S.

b
<latexit sha1_base64="8LxerX8/dk3ambVo4VMApHvYJ18=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUJIEL2Vv2YMPe3mV3zoRc+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBNRwKRRvoUDJO4nmNAokfwzGNzP/8YlrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK99Wg2i9X3Jo7B1klXk4qkKPZL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbTrNe+iVr+rVxrXeRxFOIFTOAcPLqEBt9CEFjAYwjO8wpsjnRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AF9Mo1E</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="nppYrVYwN21GYDJQZpMhMoIdaXs=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUJIEL2Vv2YMPe3mV3zoRc+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBNRwKRRvoUDJO4nmNAokfwzGNzP/8YlrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK91VW7Zcrbs2dg6wSLycVyNHsl796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4ZWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8Str1mndRq9/VK43rPI4inMApnIMHl9CAW2hCCxgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gB+t41F</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="D24Bjfd/bzF05l4r0t65sV7/MTA=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGKQjwQI2VvmYMPe3mV3z4Rc+Ak2Fhpj6y+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjPPjwXXxnW/ndzG5tb2Tn63sLd/cHhUPD5p6ShRDJssEpHq+FSj4BKbhhuBnVghDX2BbX9yN/fbT6g0j+SjmcbYD+lI8oAzaqzUKDfKg2LJrbgLkHXiZaQEGeqD4ldvGLEkRGmYoFp3PTc2/ZQqw5nAWaGXaIwpm9ARdi2VNETdTxenzsiFVYYkiJQtachC/T2R0lDraejbzpCasV715uJ/XjcxwU0/5TJODEq2XBQkgpiIzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0CjYEb/XlddKqVryrSvWhWqrdZnHk4QzO4RI8uIYa3EMdmsBgBM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj2ZpzsplT+APn8wdmZ401</latexit>

u(x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="vbpNfJezaISTxWplUORK3XP0edo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJEbZHKUiVlgLGChbFI9CG1UeQ4TmvVsSPbQVRRdhZ+hYUBhFj5ATb+BqfNUFqOZPn4nHvle48fUyKVbf8Ya+sbm1vbpZ3y7t7+waF5dNyVPBEIdxCnXPR9KDElDHcUURT3Y4Fh5FPc8yc3ud97wEISzu7VNMZuBEeMhARBpSXPrNSGPqeBnEb6SpOsvvh8zDz7vOaZVbthz2CtEqcgVVCg7Znfw4CjJMJMIQqlHDh2rNwUCkUQxVl5mEgcQzSBIzzQlMEISzed7ZJZZ1oJrJALfZiyZupiRwojmY+nKyOoxnLZy8X/vEGiwis3JSxOFGZo/lGYUEtxKw/GCojASNGpJhAJome10BgKiJSOr6xDcJZXXiXdZsO5aDTvmtXWdRFHCZyCCqgDB1yCFrgFbdABCDyBF/AG3o1n49X4MD7npWtG0XMC/sD4+gVFhpss</latexit>

F (x1)
<latexit sha1_base64="x3l6Fn5CzfNgrXO2x1G/ICS5hIU=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFaotUliopA4wVSIixSPQhtVHkOG5r1Ykj20FUUXYWfoWFAYRY+QE2/ganzVBajmT5+Jx75XuPFzEqlWX9GIW19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APDzqSB4LTNqYMy56HpKE0ZC0FVWM9CJBUOAx0vUm15nffSBCUh7eq2lEnACNQjqkGCktuWa5OvA48+U00Fdyk9YWn4+pa59VXbNi1a0Z4Cqxc1IBOVqu+T3wOY4DEirMkJR924qUkyChKGYkLQ1iSSKEJ2hE+pqGKCDSSWa7pPBUKz4ccqFPqOBMXexIUCCz8XRlgNRYLnuZ+J/Xj9Xw0kloGMWKhHj+0TBmUHGYBQN9KghWbKoJwoLqWSEeI4Gw0vGVdAj28sqrpNOo2+f1xl2j0rzK4yiCE1AGNWCDC9AEt6AF2gCDJ/AC3sC78Wy8Gh/G57y0YOQ9x+APjK9f/BWa/g==</latexit>

xs
<latexit sha1_base64="wP5Uxj/olwgr2AFUvQjw9fx25ls=">AAAB+3icbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/oYwsFi0SU5WUAcYKFsYi0RapjSLHcVqrjh3ZDmoV5VVYGECIlRdh421w2gzQcpLl0933yecLEkaVdpxvq7KxubW9U92t7e0fHB7Zx/W+EqnEpIcFE/IxQIowyklPU83IYyIJigNGBsH0tvAHT0QqKviDnifEi9GY04hipI3k2/XmKBAsVPPYXNks91XTtxtOy1kArhO3JA1QouvbX6NQ4DQmXGOGlBq6TqK9DElNMSN5bZQqkiA8RWMyNJSjmCgvW2TP4blRQhgJaQ7XcKH+3shQrIp0ZjJGeqJWvUL8zxumOrr2MsqTVBOOlw9FKYNawKIIGFJJsGZzQxCW1GSFeIIkwtrUVTMluKtfXif9dsu9bLXv243OTVlHFZyCM3ABXHAFOuAOdEEPYDADz+AVvFm59WK9Wx/L0YpV7pyAP7A+fwAhQ5R+</latexit>

Figure C.5: Representation of the velocity induced by a point force (x1) inside an ellipsoid
shell of equivalent radius Rs. To gain understanding of the computational pipeline, we
have constructed a simple picture of a single point force inside the bounding surface S.
The point force will induce a flow inside the domain which satisfies the no-slip condition
at the wall.
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In the present study, we will reduce equation (C.5) to only account for the single

layer potential on the basis of the ansatz that it is always possible to find an external

complimentary flow so that it has the same boundary values on D [128]. Rewriting the

integral equations,

u(x0) = − 1

8πµ

∫

D

G(x0;x) · f(x) dS(x) (C.28)

In the presence of a closed confinement as shown in the figure C.5, a direct analytical

expression for the Green’s function to correct for the no-slip boundary condition at the

wall is not known to the best of our knowledge. In order to make further progress, we will

use the following procedure to evaluate the traction forces (f(x)) on the surface which can

be used in equation (C.28) to calculate the velocities at any point inside the domain. A

two-dimensional cross section of the domain is shown for simplicity in figure C.5 but the

algorithm works for three dimensional surface.

• We will consider a simple system with a single point force at position x1 which can

induce a flow inside the bounding S due to hydrodynamic interactions. In free space,

we can linearly relate the velocity in terms of external forcing with a proportionality

tensor known as the Stokeslet. But in the presence of a bounding surface, we need

to know a priori the condition on the surface. The most commonly used condition

is the no-slip condition which means that the fluid particle at the wall should move

with the velocity of the wall.

• In case of stationary wall like the one shown above, the velocity on the wall u(xs)

= 0 where xs is any point on the surface. The total velocity field u(x0) due to a

point force F (x1) at a point (x1) (see figure C.5) inside the confinement is the sum

of velocity us(x0) induced by a Stokelset (calculated using the free space Green’s

function or Oseen tensor), and a correction term uc(x0) to account for the presence
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of the boundary,

u(x0) = us(r0) + uc(x0). (C.29)

• On moving the point (x0) to the surface such that x0 = xs, the total velocity becomes

zero to satisfy the no-slip condition at the boundary such that,

uc(xs) = −us(xs) = −G(xs;x1) · F (x1), at x0 = xs (on the surface). (C.30)

• Note that uc satisfies the homogeneous Stokes equations with boundary condition

uc(x0) = −us(x0) for x0 ∈ S. The above equation when plugged in equation (C.28)

will result in the following expression,

us(xs) =
1

8πµ

∫

D

G(xs;x) · f(x)dS(x). (C.31)

The only unknown quantity in the above equation (C.31) are the tractions (f(x))

on the surface of the domain which can be obtained by discretizing the surface

and evaluating the integral using Gaussian quadratures using equation (C.27). The

discretization involves triangulation of the surface into planar elements defined by

six nodes based on successive sub-division of a regular icosahedron. This will result

in a set of linear algebraic system of equations to solve for the unknown tractions.

Once the tractions are known, the velocity correction uc(x0) at any point x0 inside

the domain can be calculated along with the total velocity by using equations (C.28)

and (C.29) respectively.

C.6 Accuracy of the boundary integral methods

The accuracy of a boundary element method will depend on the shape and dis-

tribution of boundary elements. The accuracy will start to decline when the boundaries

contain sharp corners, points or lines of discontinuous velocities. In these cases, the flow
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will contain singularities associated with infinite values of the velocity, surface force, or

the density of the hydrodynamic potential.
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Figure C.6: (Left) Streamlines for translation of a sphere in a viscous fluid. Disturbance
flow field induced by a translating sphere as given by the Eq. in the x-y plane. The size of
the sphere a = 1 with force (f = F0ex = 10ex) acting in the positive x-direction. (Right)
Decay of the % error with radial distance (r) from the center of the sphere where the
dashed line shows the radius of the sphere.

Now, in order to optimize the accuracy of a boundary element computation, we

need to distribute the boundary elements so as to minimize a suitably defined global or

local error of the required variable. Considering the high accuracy of boundary integral

methods, the next step is to compare the numerical computation with the analytical results

available in the literature. Here, we have considered two different scenarios for comparison,

one for the classical Stokes flow problem of a translating sphere in a viscous fluid or in

mathematical terms velocity field in presence of a point force accounting for a finite size

correction using the Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa (RPY) mobility tensor, and the second is

to compare the velocity field in the presence of a point force inside a bounding sphere

using boundary integral method with the flow field obtained using the analytical Green’s

function from the literature [133]. The first problem involves essentially solving the forced
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Stokes equation,

∇ · σ =∇p+ µ∇2u = −fδ(x) (C.32)

using either the stream-function or Fourier transform approach or we take the easier route

of just writing the final expression,

u =
1

8πµ
G · f (C.33)

Figure C.6 (a) shows the fluid flow induced by the motion of the sphere in a viscous fluid.
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Figure C.7: Hydrodynamic torque acting on a sphere calculated using the boundary
integral and comparing it with the analytical expression. a) shows the variation of torque
with respect to angular velocity of the particle, (b) shows the variation with respect to
size of the particle. There exists excellent agreement between the analytical and boundary
integral solution with the error (c) decaying quadratically with number of elements on the
surface (Nelm)

Here we have considered a sphere of size a = 1 with force acting in the x-direction

f = F0ex = 10ex. The flow lines are similar to the ones observed due to a Stokeslet. For
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a quantitative comparison, we have also compared the % error in velocity magnitude at

different radial locations r for number of nodes = 5120 as shown in figure C.6 (b).
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Figure C.8: Comparison of the disturbance flows (u) induced by a point force in x-y
plane inside a sphere of radius Rs = 8.0. (a) is computed using the boundary integral
method whereas (b) is obtained using the analytical expression for the Green’s function
(G) for a point force inside a sphere [133]. The point force is located at r = 15 on the x-axis
such that x = 15, y = 0, z = 0 shown as black star. The colormap shows the magnitude of
the force distribution, and the vector plot shows the projections of the velocity field in a
plane.

The error decays sharply away from the boundary, and increases very close to the

surface which is very typical of boundary integral simulations, and can be improved with

further discretization of the surface. We can also look at the hydrodynamic torque. The

hydrodynamic force moment or torque of a spherical particle rotating with velocities ω in

an ambient rotational flow (ω∞ × x) is given by,

Th = 8πµa3[ω∞(x = 0)− ω] (C.34)

Here we have compared the hydrodynamic torque Th on a particle rotating for varying

omega ω = Ωez and size of the sphere a. The black circles in the plot figure C.7 (a)

and (b) are obtained from boundary integral method whereas the red stars are from the

analytical expression given by equation C.34. Both the methods shows excellent agreement

with each other and the error decays with increase in number of elements (∼ N−2
elm). The
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second problem is more involved and the analytical solution of the Stokes equation in the

presence of a sphere S is formally derived using method of images, and can be referred

from [133].
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Figure C.9: Quantitative error analysis of the boundary integral method and it’s compar-
ison with the analytical green’s functions solution. (a) shows the % error for the induced
velocity at different radial positions inside a sphere (Rs = 8.0) for a point force located
on the x axis at r = 1 with varying surface elements. For Nelm = 5120, the error is well
below 1− 2% which shows the power of boundary computational method in representing
the flow fields. (b) represents the scaling of L2 norm of the induced velocity with number
of elements on the surface (∼ Nelm) on a log-log plot.

Figure C.8 shows the flow field induced by a point force located on the x axis in a

plane passing through of the center of the sphere. A good qualitative comparison between

flow field obtained from the boundary integral method (a) and using the analytical Green’s

function (b) can be seen. Next, we can make it a bit more quantitatively by calculating

the % error between the two methods. Figure C.9 (a), (b) shows the convergence of the

error by characterizing the L2 norm with varying number of elements on the surface, and

it decays as (∼ Nelm) on a log-log plot.
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C.7 Fast multiple methods: benchmark and scaling

The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) was introduced to solve a large N-body problem

which can arise from discretization of boundary integral representation as in the present

problem and has gained attention due to its O(N) complexity, efficient arithmetic intensity

in implementation [134], and better scalability compared to competing methods like FFT

in performing the N-body sum. Let’s see the idea of FMM on an N-body problem with a

set of N source and target points. For each source point with a known position x0j ∈ R3

and source density fj, we have a target point with known position (xi) and unknown

potential ui such that they are related to each other by,

ui =
N∑

j=1

G(xi;x0j)f(x0j), (C.35)

where G is called the kernel function. To solve this problem, we first need to partition the

domain using a tree data structure. The potential is evaluated at all the target points by

computing the interactions from all other tree nodes. In FMM, the interactions are divided

into two parts, near interactions which are computed exactly through direct summation

using matrix vector multiplication by adding contributions from each source point, and

far interactions corresponds to the contributions coming from the tree nodes far away

from a target point. The interactions from source points in a well separated tree node are

low rank and can be approximated using multipole expansion [135–138]. Here, we have

presented some of the scaling and benchmarks data performed on a workstation and super

computer (Comet) under XSEDE research allocation program. The simulation results are

part of chapter 4 for fiber composed of beads in a confining ellipsoid of equivalent radius

Rs = 28.0.
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Table C.1: Table listing the numerical values of the dimensional parameters used in the
simulations for benchmarking. The parameters are defined in Chapter 4.

Parameters Values

N 1305/chain (Nc = 23)

Rs 28

e = b/c 1.25

F0/
√
kBTHc 50

kon/koff 2/5

b
√

3

∆t 5× 10−6

To reach a statistical steady state, it takes close to 120 hours (∼ 5 days or total

simulation time of ∼ 30) plus another 2 days for ensemble averaging on a single node with

8 cores using a time step of ∆t = 5× 10−6 to have sufficient data to perform an ensemble

average. Other simulation parameters are given in the table C.1. A simple calculation

would give us the constraint on the maximum time step that can be used. The length

scale (`c) is based on the minimum distance between the two beads given by the cut off

distance a in the repulsive excluded volume forces and the corresponding velocity scale

is governed by the magnitude of active forcing ∼ O(σ0), which gives us the maximum

time step ∆tm = a/σ0 = 6× 10−3. Distributed and shared memory parallelization in fast

multipole methods is achieved on most platforms using OpenMP and MPI respectively.

The limits of parallel scalability is clearly restricted by the serial part of the code most

of which is developed in-house. A conservative estimate for good efficiency on recent

platforms such as the Comet machine at SDSC is shown in Fig. C.10(a) which presents a

fairly good picture on the speed up of our semi parallel code compared to the fully serial

code. By semi-parallel, it means that the evaluation of the induced velocity u (see Chap 4)

is completely parallel which make use of the ideas of the Kernel independent fast multipole

expansion detailed above, whereas, the rest of the code involving time stepping, evaluation

of the position dependent external forces etc. are in serial. We have tested the optimal
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distribution of cores for a single run, and found that a single node with 8 cores offered the

best trade-off for efficiency and resource usage as can be seen in Fig. C.10(b).

Figure C.10: (a) Benchmark data showing the comparison of the CPU time with number
of beads (N) for 1000 time steps. The O(N) scaling is very well known in the literature for
the FMM compared to the O(N2) computation time scaling using in the classical matrix-
vector multiplication, and (b) represents the comparison of CPU (time) with number of
cores on a single node per single time step.

It is also necessary to leave a few available cores to avoid wasting significant amount

of computational resources on a semi-parallel code. The most time consuming part in the

code is the evaluation of the induced velocity by the external forcing as mentioned. Conse-

quently, our optimization efforts focused mainly on implementing it efficiently. The above

plot in figure C.10 (a) shows the CPU time calculated per 1000 time steps using 8 cores

on a single node Comet at SDSC by varying number of beads, and our algorithm performs

exceptionally well ∼ O(N) compared to the traditional methods ∼ O(N2). Figure C.10

(b) shows the comparison of CPU time per single time step with number of cores for a

single simulation time step using the same parameter values, but a fixed particle number

of N = 30, 000. On an in-house 16-core parallel workstation, the above code takes around

8 − 10 days to have enough data for statistical averaging, whereas on the comet super
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computer, the same set of simulation run would take 5 − 7 days depending on the job

submission queue. Even though this is not a significant decrease in the run time, the

advantage comes from the fact that multiple runs can be executed on a super computer

compared to a single run on a workstation.
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